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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The following document chronicles and examines directorial choices made for the 

original production oi Elite and the Bear Man. I directed the play at Texas Tech University's 

Laboratory Theatre, November 6-12, 2000, in partial fulfillment of the thesis requirement 

for the Master of Fine Arts degree in Acting/Directing. My first contact with the script 

came in April 2000, when Nlichael Moore, the playwright, approached me and asked me to 

read it. He wanted me to propose to direct it for Texas Tech University's Lab Theatre 

Season. He was interested in having his play produced, and he gave the script to me along 

with several other directors whom he knew would be proposing shows for the Lab Season. 

The Lab Season at Texas Tech University consists of student-directed and designed 

productions and exists as a supplement to the University's Mainstage season. The Lab 

season generally consists of more experimental plays than those chosen for the Mainstage 

Season, and another hallmark of the Lab Season is the frequent production of new works by 

student playwrights. For this reason, the Lab Season would be the perfect forum in which to 

have Michael's play produced. 

Since IVIichael is a friend of mine and I knew he would be pleasant to work with, I 

agreed to add his play to my list of proposed scripts. I had never worked on a new play 

before, so I thought it would be a unique challenge and an exciting learning experience for 

me. My main goal with my thesis project was to challenge myself by directing something 

unlike what I had previously directed. Prior to this project I directed a variety of plays, all 

very different scripts, in an attempt to constantiy provide new challenges to myself. I 

wanted this production to be no different. I was fortunate to have received excellent 

directing training both as an undergraduate and in my courses at Texas Tech, and I felt that I 

had mastered many fundamental directing skills. I wanted to stretch myself beyond these 

basics, and direct a production that would help me grow as an artist. I was not sure what 

specific type of challenge I wanted, but this general goal helped me create a list of five plays 

to propose for the Lab Season. 



Aldiough I recognized certain problems with Elite and the Bear Man, I agreed to 

propose it. I saw the play as an opportunity to work with a playwright in the creation of a 

new play. I was eventually chosen to direct it, and once I found out that I would be 

directing Ellie and the Bear Man, my goal for my thesis became more focused. Specifically, I 

saw the play as an opportunity to explore a collaborative style of directing. 

The traditional model of a director is based on the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen and 

imitated by other successful directors such as Harley Granville-Barker, and more recendy 

Robert Wilson and Tadashi Suzuki. This model paints the director as the all-knowing and 

all-powerful person working on the production. This director has all the answers about the 

script, knows exactiy how each part should be played, and knows what the production 

should look and feel Uke.̂  For many directors throughout history, this style of directing has 

been very successful. As for me, I favor another style. 

I rejected this model for directing because of my background as an actor. Having 

been to too many rehearsals where I was told where to stand and how to say this line or that 

line, I felt left out of the creative process. From my first experiences as a director, I desired 

input from actors about how their part should be played and about how they should move 

across the stage. Later in my directing career, I sought similar input from designers. I 

recognized early on that, while I have a lot of theatre knowledge, I am not the all-knowing 

and all-powerful director of the classic model. I desire everyone involved in the production 

to have at least some input into the creative process. As the director, I believe that my job is 

to sort through the many ideas being offered and find what works best for the production. 

The director in this model has the position of the "filter," who receives all the input and 

then passes on only the necessary ideas for the production. 

As a model for my ideas on collaboration, I chose to examine several directing texts, 

and finally found one that seemed to match my ideas. In Robert Benedetti's The Director At 

Work, Robert Brustein is quoted as saying, "There comes a time. . .when the director must 

reimagine himself as a spectator, and try to experience the production the way an audience 

will. At the same time, he must maintain a critical distance in order to push the production 

forward to its final realization" (164). In this model, the director is both passive audience 

For a more complete discussion of this style of directing, see Brockett 429. 



member and active shaper of the production. This seemed to be exacdy the approach I 

wanted. If I extrapolate this model to describe the director's work with designers, I think 

the result is that the director must be passive in the sense of allowing the designers to 

propose their individual creations, but be active enough to realize when a certain design will 

not benefit the show, and how it might be improved. Therefore, everyone involved in the 

production has input. The actors are allowed to be authorities on acting; the designers are 

allowed to be authorities on their designs. The director's role, then, is to observe passively, 

as an audience member would, and to be active only when necessary to make sure all the 

ideas being offered will mesh finally to present a coherent understanding of the play to the 

audience. 

Although I had been very collaborative in previous productions—accepting input 

from actors, designers, and others—and the results had generally been successful, I still felt 

that there was room to experiment. With this production oi Ellie and the Bear Man, I now 

had a chance to add yet another collaborator: the playwright. Since the script was new, and 

since I saw room for improvement in it, I felt that this project would be a good opportunity 

for me to challenge myself and do something I had never done before. This production 

would be a chance for me to start from the ground up and create a truly collaborative 

production with a group of other people. I was excited because no one had any 

preconceived ideas about how the production should be staged, and thus nothing could 

interfere with our creative process. I could not resist this chance to see how far I could 

stretch my ideas about collaboration. 

Central to this collaboration was my desire for Michael to see his play produced the 

way he envisioned it. I knew there would be plenty of opportunity later for other, less 

collaborative directors to re-envision his play, but this was most likely his one and only 

chance to be very involved in a production of this work. I wanted him to be the authority 

on the play, just as the other members of the production would be authorities in their fields, 

as per my model. At the same time, I desired to direct the play as I envisioned it. I knew 

this would take a great deal of cooperation, and no small amount of compromise, but based 

on my collaborative methods as a director and my existing relationship with Michael, I knew 

it was possible. 



This thesis chronicles the process of creating Ellie and the Bear Man from the 

director's perspective. 

Chapter II begins with my analysis of the text and a description of my production 

concept. 

Chapter III includes a breakdown of the various production elements: the set 

design, the lighting design, the costume design, and the sound design. This chapter discusses 

how the designers' contributions both reflected the director's production concept and, 

through the process of collaboration, changed that concept. In addition, this chapter 

discusses the production meetings and how those meetings shaped the creation of the 

production. Further, Chapter III details the auditions and the casting of the show, and how 

those choices reflected my individual goals for the production as well as my production 

concept. 

Chapter IV analyzes the rehearsal process in terms of how successfully the show was 

workshopped and developed, and in terms of the methods I used in rehearsing the final 

draft of the script. Included in Chapter IV is a discussion of the various drafts of the script, 

as well as a brief discussion of the process of revising those drafts and selecting a final script 

for the production. During the early stages of the production Michael and I met several 

times to discuss the script and how it could be improved. Michael submitted several drafts 

for me to read, and this chapter examines our collaboration on those drafts and our goal of 

trjdng to create the best script possible. 

Chapter V presents my evaluation of the final product, the seven performances of 

the production. In addition, this chapter examines the critical reaction to the play, and 

responses to the production process from some of the actors and the playwright. These 

responses will be analyzed in order to determine if the production was successful at 

achieving the goals we set out for it to achieve. 

Finally, the document contains a brief bibliography and two appendices. Appendix 

A includes a program from the show as well as a ground plan and a photograph of the set, 

referenced in Chapter III. Appendix B includes a complete version of the script as it 

appeared in the production. 



CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS O F T H E SCRIPT 

Before any work on the production began, Michael Moore and I met several times to 

discuss his script. Once I had agreed to direct it, I told Michael that I wanted him to be 

totally involved in all aspects of the production. He, in turn, told me that he wanted me to 

be part of the process of revising the script and getting it ready for production. To that end, 

he gave me a copy of each new draft as he wrote it, and then we met regularly to discuss my 

opinions on each of these drafts. (For a complete discussion of this process, see Chapter 

rV.) After we had met several times, we finally arrived at what we felt was a solid working 

draft of the play, a draft we could use for the production. It became my task, then, to 

analyze the draft to form a production concept that I could take to the designers in our first 

production meeting. 

To understand my analysis, one must have some knowledge of the script that was 

used in our production.^ Set in Sweetwater, Texas in 1950, Ellie and the Bear Man tells the 

story of two lovers. Blackie Blevins (known as the Bear Man) is a Comanche Indian and a 

wheelchair-bound veteran of World War II who had lost the use of his legs at the battie of 

Iwo Jima. He is dating EUie, a mentally handicapped divorced woman whose children were 

taken away from her after she tried to commit suicide with a lethal overdose of pills. The 

overdose left her alive but permanentiy brain-damaged. Because EUie was perceived as 

dangerous and unstable, her family has sent her to live under the care of Charlie and Kathy 

Smith who had experience caring for a mentally handicapped person. Blackie and EUie 

spend aU their free time together, and eventuaUy Blackie decides to propose marriage to 

EUie. She accepts, and Kathy teUs Blackie that he should meet EUie's famUy before they get 

married. EUie's two sisters, Alta and Ruby, are invited to a lunch at Blackie's house, but 

when they learn of the impending wedding, they are quite shocked. They feel that EUie is 

not fit for marriage, based on her mental condition. Alta decides to try to stop the wedding 

from taking place, so she goes to the county Judge to have EUie made a ward of the court. 

A complete version of the script can be found in Appendix B. \̂11 quotes from and references to the 
script in this chapter refer to that appendix. 



The Judge takes particular interest in the case, both because Ruby, EUie's other sister, was his 

former secretary, and because he has an interest in the land on which Blackie lives. 

A few days after the disastrous family meeting, two ranchers, Cowan Kirkpatrick and 

Morris Sizemore, show up at Blackie's house to make an inquiry. They are from the Rocking 

W Ranch, which borders Blackie's land, and they want to know what his plans are for the 

future. They know that Blackie's lease on the land is almost up, and they teU him that their 

boss is interested in purchasing the land from the widow who owns it. Zena Hatter, the 

land's owner, has given Blackie the first right if he wishes to renew his lease. Blackie is 

suspicious of the two ranchers, since they refuse to teU him anything about their boss. He 

refuses to teU them his plans, and they end up threatening Blackie in an attempt to get him 

to give up his lease. 

Meanwhile, in town, news has spread about Blackie and EUie's engagement. 

Members of the Ladies' AuxiHary, a local social group, hear about the wedding plans and are 

shocked. They cannot imagine that a woman in EUie's condition would be aUowed to marry 

and possibly raise chUdren. Social pressure from the town buUds, and even CharUe teUs 

Kathy that perhaps the wedding is not a good idea. Kathy convinces him that they should 

do what they can to help EUie be happy. 

Back at Blackie's ranch house, members of the Ladies' AuxUiary come to pay a social 

caU on EUie. They end up interrogating her about her chUdren and her attempt at suicide, 

and through this, they cause her to suffer a breakdown. Blackie comes to her rescue, but 

their opinion is set: EUie is too unstable for marriage, and the ladies are going to do 

whatever they can to prevent the wedding from taking place. 

The next week, Blackie, EUie, CharUe, and Kathy are finishing a meal when the mail 

truck arrives. As CharUe and EUie run to pick up the mail, Kathy confronts Blackie about 

his feeUngs towards EUie. She wants to confirm that Blackie truly loves EUie, and he assures 

her that his feelings are genuine, despite EUie's mental condition. Wlien CharUe and EUie 

return with the maU, in it is a letter from the County Judge. He has denied EUie and Blackie 

the right to get married, since EUie is now a ward of the court. In order for the marriage 

Ucense to be approved, they must meet with him so that he can determine if EUie is fit for 

marriage. 



At the meeting, the Judge determines that EUie is too mentaUy unstable to be 

married. Blackie pleads with him to change his opinion, and the Judge offers him one 

option: if he gives up the lease on his land, the Judge wiU let Blackie and EUie get married. 

The Judge also offers Blackie seven thousand doUars as compensation. Blackie's pride gets 

the better of him, and he throws the Judge out. 

Several days later, as Blackie is sulking over the Judge's decision. Ruby and Alta show 

up at Blackie's house. Ruby has something important to teU Blackie, but before she can. 

Cowan and Morris burst in with the forfeiture of option and two other letters from the 

Judge. Blackie, feeUng that he has no choice, signs the forfeiture so that he can marry EUie. 

Cowan and Morris deUver the other two letters, but they bring only bad news: the first letter 

is another denial of their marriage Ucense, citing EUie's mental state. The second letter is 

even worse, as it is an order for EUie to be committed to a mental hospital in AbUene. As 

everyone is reeUng from this news. Ruby offers her help. Blackie is confused, but Ruby 

convinces him that she can change the Judge's mind about the marriage and the committal. 

The Judge is caUed back out to Blackie's house, and Ruby confronts him. Having 

been his secretary, she is aware of his penchant for shady business deaUngs. She teUs the 

Judge that if he does not reverse his decisions, she will make pubUc some of the Ulegal deals 

he has made. The Judge caUs her bluff, saying that no one wiU beUeve "a woman who left 

town pregnant in the middle of the night" (Moore 56). Then, Ruby lays her own reputation 

on the Une. She teUs Judge WUson that even if no one in the town wiU beUeve her, SteUa, the 

Judge's wife wiU. Ruby threatens to teU SteUa about the Judge's affair with her (which caused 

her to get pregnant), as weU as aU the affairs that he has had with his other secretaries. She 

also reveals that the Judge is behind aU of the attempts to get Blackie off the land. He is the 

owner of the Rocking W Ranch, where Cowan and Morris work, and he wants the land so 

that a stockyard can be buUt there. He stands to profit greatiy when the stockyard buys his 

cattie for their beef. 

FinaUy, the Judge bows to pressure and agrees to let Blackie keep the land. As for 

the marriage, he says that pressure from the Ladies' AuxUiary and other townsfoUc is too 

high, and he cannot let them get married. EUie is stained in the town's eyes by her attempted 

suicide, and the pubUc outcry would be too strong. Ruby then teUs the Judge that she knows 



for a fact that EUie did not attempt to commit suicide, as everyone beUeves, but instead she 

was forced to take an overdose of pUls by her former husband, Frank. Ruby knows this 

because she was sleepirig with Frank at the time, and he admitted the whole story to her. He 

also slashed EUie's wrists with a knife, in an effort to make certain she died. 

Faced with Ruby's threats, the Judge agrees to let Blackie and EUie get married. 

Once the legal obstacles have been cleared, plans are made for the wedding. The Judge 

apparentiy had a change of heart, however, because Cowan and Morris interrupt the 

honeymoon. They have come this time not for legal reasons, but instead to murder Blackie 

and EUie. The Judge has told them to tie up Blackie and EUie and burn Blackie's house to 

the ground. If he cannot get the land legaUy, he wiU kiU them for it. Blackie and EUie prove 

to be formidable foes, however, and together they kiU Cowan and Morris. At the end of the 

play they are shaken, but they know that their love can survive anything. 

My primary goal in analyzing the script was to examine the play and determine what 

themes might be present. I knew that the basic story of the play was based on true events, 

and that Michael had some underlying reason for writing the play. I did not want to 

overshadow the play with my own ideas, but instead I wanted to examine the play and draw 

the themes that were inherent in the script out into the open. 

I felt that the best way to find a theme was by examining the given circumstances— 

the statements and events that combine to create the world of the play. After my initial 

reading of the script, I found four categories of given circumstances that seemed to be most 

important. I examined the play's use of time and place, as weU as the economic and social 

environments that existed in the play. In exploring these categories, I drew certain 

conclusions about the world of the play. These conclusions helped me to arrive at a theme 

that I felt was central to the action of the play, and that I wanted to communicate to the 

audience. That theme was disenfranchisement. Although disenfranchisement impUes denial 

of one's fundamental rights, the term also suggests the idea of being made an outcast, or 

isolated from the rest of society. The theme of disenfranchisement centers around both 

Blackie and EUie's marriage and Blackie's residence on his land. By looking at the given 

circumstances, I determined how Blackie and EUie were disenfranchised both in their 

attempts to get married and in Blackie's desire to stay on the land where he Uved. 

8 



The use of time in the play, enforces the theme of disenfranchisement. In the first 

scene, Blackie proposes marriage to EUie, and she accepts (Appendix B 68). However, they 

do not marry untU the end of die play, fifty-eight days later. Blackie and EUie are desperate 

to be wed, and they cannot stop talking about it. When Blackie first meets Cowan and 

Morris, he says, "I'm getting married and we're gonna need a place to Uve and this place wiU 

be just fine" (92). Later, EUie, when she meets the members of the Ladies' AuxiUary, blurts 

out "I get married" (96). The topic of their marriage dominates their Uves throughout the 

play, and the delay demonstrates that their rights are being denied. Any normal person who 

desires to be married has the freedom to do that. Since their marriage plans are hindered by 

outside forces, the script indicates that they are not given the same treatment as "normal" 

people. The delay of their marriage plans indicates how time helps to create the theme of 

disenfranchisement. 

In addition, the use of "place" reinforces the theme. A great deal of importance is 

placed on the land on which Blackie Uves. The judge has made a deal with the Gooch-Kerns 

meat packing plant to buUd a new stockyard on that land (69). Not coincidentaUy, the Judge 

owns the Rocking W Ranch, right next to that land. He plans to buUd the stockyard next to 

his ranch, but in order to do that he must convince Zena Hatter, the widow who owns the 

land, to terminate Blackie's lease and turn the land over to the city. He teUs Blackie, 'Y'ou're 

just leasing it, remember?. . .Besides, the community needs it more than you do. There are a 

lot of places you can Uve" (129). The Judge gives no thought to Blackie's desires or his legal 

rights. The land is used as a tool of disenfranchisement. 

Blackie himself seems to think that the land is important as weU. When the Judge 

approaches him with an offer to buy it, Blackie says, "A man ought not to have to give up 

his place" (129). For Blackie, the land where he Uves gives him a place in the world; 

something tangible that no one can take away from him. For a man who has had even his 

abiUty to walk taken from him, this sense of place is important. Blackie places so much 

importance on the land because it is aU he has. The land aUows him to be a part of society, 

even though society rejects him as an outcast. The given circumstance of "place" reinforces 

the theme of disenfranchisement because Blackie feels that the land gives him a sense of 



belonging. If Blackie can be kicked off his land, and denied that basic American right, 

perhaps his other rights can be denied as weU. 

Another use of "place" in the script occurs when Cowan and Morris teU Blackie that 

he should move off his land and Uve in Humbletown, "where aU the other Mexicans and 

niggers Uve" (103). Again, place is associated with belonging to society. The land is given an 

importance beyond merely a place to Uve; it is a place to belong, a place to be a part of a 

larger society. If the wrong person gets the wrong land, the social system could be upset. 

Cowan and Morris, although they are simply doing a job, seem to take it personaUy that 

Blackie Uves so close to tiiem. Their physical direats and use of racial epithets indicate that 

for them, Blackie's presence poses a threat to the social order. Cowan and Morris' attempt 

to get Blackie to move to Humbletown, (a neighboring town near Sweetwater), iUustrates 

another way diat "place" highUghts the theme of disenfranchisement. Their forcing Blackie 

off the land (and entirely out of town) is reaUy a way of denying him rights because of his 

race and because of his handicap. 

Clearly, the elements of "time" and "place" play an important role in the script in 

creating the theme of disenfranchisement. As indicated by the importance of Blackie's land, 

"place" is closely related to the social and economic structures in the play, and the 

manipulation of place in the script serves to reinforce the social structure that works against 

EUie and Blackie. 

The play's economic environment further elaborates on the theme and helps to 

isolate Blackie and EUie from the rest of society. The Judge is the central character in the 

play's economic structure, and his plans wiU result in EUie and Blackie's disenfranchisement. 

He plans for the Gooch-Kerns stockyard to be buUt next to the ranch he owns so that they 

wiU use his cattie for their meat. As part of this plan, he personaUy profits from the decision 

to buUd the stockyard in Sweetwater. Since Blackie Uves on the land that the Judge wants, 

the Judge must kick Blackie off the land in order for his economic plan to succeed. Thus, 

for the Judge to achieve economic success, Blackie must be disenfranchised. 

In the Judge's speech to the townspeople, he proposes a plan for Sweetwater's 

economic success. He claims that a town fuU of the "right people" wiU attract new business 

and industry to Nolan County (68). The Judge uses the economic environment as a way to 
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drive away anyone who does not meet his standards. The "right people" that the judge 

refers to are "good, clean. Christian people" (69). As the events of die play unfold, it 

becomes clear that, due to their handicaps and other considerations, EUie and Blackie are not 

the "right people," their rights must be infringed upon in order to create economic success 

for the community (or at least for the Judge). 

Creating an economicaUy attractive town is obviously very important to the Judge. 

He offers Blackie seven thousand doUars (a large sum of money in the economic context of 

the play) if Blackie will move off Zena Hatter's land (129). Thus, the economic environment 

created by the given circumstances serves as another tool of disenfranchisement. In the 

Judge's opinion, economic success will only be achieved in a town fuU of "the right people." 

Anyone who interferes with that success should be removed by any means necessary, even 

murder, the ultimate form of disenfranchisement. The Judge's intense desire for his own 

personal economic success and the actions he takes to insure that success iUustrate this 

theme in the play. 

The social structure estabUshed within the play also reinforces the theme. The 

members of the Ladies' AuxiUary serve as representatives and adjudicators of the social 

environment of the play. As one character says, ZeUna Wicker "can make or break you in 

this town" (138). For the women in the town, social acceptance must come through the 

Ladies' AuxUiary. EUie clearly does not have this acceptance, because the members of the 

AuxiUary speak poorly of her and emotionaUy torture her (97; 111-114). Other clues to the 

social environment indicate that Sweetwater is a town Uke any other. Blackie and EUie go to 

the movies, out to eat, and to other traditional social activities (145). As the Ladies' AuxiUary 

demonstrates, however, any social behavior or activity outside the estabUshed norm is 

questioned, ridiculed, and ultimately stopped. The social pressure created by the Ladies' 

AuxiUary serves to disenfranchise EUie and Blackie. The ladies say there "outta [sic] be a 

law" against their marriage, and EUie is told she is "a crazy person" and "not a real 

mommy," since she was forced to give up her chUdren (97; 112; 114). The Ladies' AuxiUary 

gives no consideration or respect to EUie and Blackie's right to get married or to EUie's 

mental condition, which prohibits her from raising her chUdren. 

11 



EUie's sister Alta also reinforces the social structure. In Scene Three, Alta reacts 

strongly to the announcement that Blackie and EUie are engaged. She teUs Blackie, "[EUie] 

cannot be married. She is not her own person" (78). Others at the table, such as Kathy, are 

equaUy surprised by the announcement, but are wiUing to allow Blackie and EUie the same 

rights that anyone else would have. Kadiy teUs Alta, "EUie's not incapable of loving. I know 

Blackie reaUy does care for her" (80). Alta wiU not Usten to reason, however. She grows 

enraged and rips EUie's marriage necklace, given to her by Blackie as a sign of their 

engagement, from around her neck (81). The next time we see Alta she is meeting with the 

Judge to see if he can do anything to stop the marriage from happening (86). Alta is 

responsible for making EUie a ward of the court. Through her action, Alta gives the Judge 

permission to commit EUie to a mental institution. Since Alta takes action to prevent 

Blackie and EUie from being together, she reinforces the social structure of the play—a 

social structure that disenfranchises Blackie and EUie. 

Importandy, even Kathy, EUie's caretaker and friend, has her reservations about the 

marriage. When she is alone with Blackie, she confronts him about his relationship with 

EUie. Kathy expresses her concern, teUing Blackie, "Neither of us knows where EUie's going 

to end up mentaUy. So far, she's kept improving, but what if that stops one day?" (119). 

Even Kathy, who is the most supportive of EUie and Blackie in the play, is not entirely 

wiUing to let them get married. She, too, bows to pressure created by the social environment 

of the play. Blackie and EUie are left to take care of each other. Kathy and her husband 

CharUe support EUie, but they are not powerful enough or wUUng enough to break the 

societal norms. CharUe teUs Kathy that their support of EUie is "affecting business" and 

proposes that they "should try to help EUie some other way" (104). CharUe and Kathy, EUie 

and Blackie's only visible support, are not wiUing to go against societal pressure to prevent 

their disenfranchisement. Thus, the characters of Kathy and CharUe, even though they 

attempt to help Blackie and EUie, stiU reinforce the play's theme. 

By examining the given circumstances, I determined that the major theme of the play 

is disenfranchisement. I wanted to communicate this theme to the audience. After arriving 

at this theme, I needed to find a way to bring it to Ufe. Most pressingly, I needed to find a 

way to communicate it to the designers who would be working on the show with me. My 

12 



first production meeting was fast approaching, and I needed to put this theme into words 

that the designers could use to create their designs. 

One of the words that first came to mind when thinking about the theme of 

disenfranchisement was "isolation." For Blackie and EUie, being cut off from their society 

creates a sense of isolation, since they have no one to support them except each other. 

Although I think that Blackie and EUie function as a single unit (as evidenced by the play's 

tide), they remain isolated from everyone else in the play. No one else can understand their 

pain and suffering, and no one else can give them the rights and opportunities that they 

deserve. The idea of isolation is a strong image for the play, and I thought it was one that 

the designers could use as they approached the play. By working with the idea of isolation, 

the designers of the show would help communicate at least one aspect of the play's theme of 

disenfranchisement. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DESIGN CONCEPT 

After deciding on the theme of disenfranchisement, I felt ready to meet with the 

designers to discuss the production's design concept. Since I felt that the word 

"disenfranchisement" did not conjure up any strong visual images, I had to find a way to 

translate that theme to create more visual images for the designers. I chose the word 

"isolation" instead, which I felt captured at least part of the theme of disenfranchisement, as 

weU as capturing the emotional states of EUie and Blackie, the main characters. 

The location of the play. West Texas, was another key element in the design concept. 

West Texas is unique because it is sociaUy and geographicaUy isolated not only from other 

parts of the country, but from other regions of Texas as weU. I knew it would be important 

to capture the essence of what it means to Uve in West Texas, and how the landscape affects 

the action of the play. Since we had the good fortune of presenting the play to an audience 

of people who Uved in West Texas, I felt it was important to highUght the West Texan 

elements in the script and present them clearly to the audience. 

Perhaps the most important thing I told the designers was that the play needed to be 

presented reaUsticaUy. I wanted the acting, especiaUy, to be honest and truthful so audiences 

would feel sympathy towards the two disenfranchised characters. If the setting and 

characters in the play did not seem as if they could exist in the real world, the audience 

would have no sympathy, and the play's theme would not be communicated. Without 

reaUsm, the play would not be a success. 

With these three concepts, the idea of isolation, the importance of the play's West 

Texas attitudes, and the dictum of reaUsm, I went into the production meetings. FoUowing 

my idea of using a coUaborative directing style, I did not have any preconceived ideas about 

what the design should look Uke. I simply wanted to share with the various designers the 

ideas that I wanted to communicate with the production, and then see what they could 

create based on that. 
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The Set Design 

The set designer, Judd VermiUion, seemed to latch on to the idea of isolation more 

than any other designer involved in the show. The large number of scenes and different 

locations in the script concerned him, as it did me. He expressed a great deal of concern to 

me, both in production meetings and privately, about trying to "cram" that many scenes 

onto the smaU stage of the Lab Theatre. Another concern Judd mentioned was that the set 

would have to be conducive to rapid scene changes. Since so many scene changes existed in 

the play, we knew that if they did not happen quickly, the tempo of the show would be 

adversely affected. Although I shared his concern, I did not want to violate Michael's 

structure. I had expressed this concern to Michael, the playwright, several times, but he 

seemed unwiUing or unable to reduce the number of scenes or locales, and so I stopped 

pressing the issue with him.^ I finaUy told Judd that he would have to create a design that 

included aU the locales and scenes as written. 

WTien faced with this verdict, Judd had quite a struggle. He wanted to represent 

many elements of the play in his design, and he struggled to create a design that captured 

them aU. We met privately several times and coUaborated in an attempt to reconcUe aU the 

ideas in both our heads. The major point of struggle was that I wanted the play to be 

presented reaUsticaUy. He could not come up with a way to capture aU his ideas in one 

reaUstic design whUe also aUowing for rapid scene changes. 

His major breakthrough came when I made a realization. During one of our private 

conversations, I told him since the costumes, the Ughts, the sound, and the acting would aU 

be reaUstic, I did not think the play would suffer any with a set that violated that reaUsm. I 

felt that the necessary reaUsm (to create sympathy in the audience) would be present in aU 

the other elements of the show, so it would not be missed in the set design. I encouraged 

Judd to think more in terms of images and metaphors to communicate the theme on a 

different, visual level, rather than a purely reaUstic level. This reaUzation led to Judd's set 

design concept. 

The metaphor Judd created incorporated one of the key aspects of Ufe in West 

Texas: wind. In Judd's metaphor, the wind forces a person to be isolated from the rest of 

For a more comprehensive account of this discussion, see Chapter TV. 
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the world. In a strong wind, the kind of wind always blowing across West Texas, you have 

to crouch into yourself, puU your coat up over your ears, and close your eyes. You cannot 

talk to anyone, because'the wind blows your words away before anyone can hear them. The 

metaphor of wind encompassed the isolation theme and also captured the landscape of West 

Texas perfecdy. I was very pleased when Judd presented this metaphor to the design team. 

The set that Judd conceived around this metaphor was also quite fitting."* Since he 

and I had decided to abandon a stricdy reaUstic set, Judd created Blackie's kitchen without 

waUs. There was a reaUstic refrigerator, stove, and kitchen table and chairs, but those were 

the only objects that indicated the kitchen. Since no waUs existed, the sense of isolation was 

even stronger. The audience would see simply a group of appUances set out in the middle of 

a desert landscape, with nothing else around. If waUs were present, they would create the 

impression of a confined, safe area. Without waUs, nothing could stop the wind (or the 

threatening societal forces in the play) from coming into the kitchen and destroying 

everything. Judd and I both Uked this strong image for the production. 

The location of the other acting areas tied in closely to this image. Most of the play's 

action takes place in Blackie's kitchen, making it the primary focus of the design. In order to 

reinforce the idea of isolation, the other locales would be as far away from Blackie's kitchen 

as possible. Judd's original design set the other locales on two platforms back against the 

back waU of the theatre, in the far upstage corners of the Lab Theatre. With this design, 

there would be a great deal of "empty" space between the areas, thus heightening the sense 

of isolation. This design pitted Blackie and EUie (as represented by the kitchen area) against 

the rest of the world. Judd imagined a great deal of visual tension between the sparse 

kitchen and die other areas of the set. Through this tension, the sense of Blackie and EUie 

as characters isolated from their society would be communicated visuaUy. 

Also, the backdrop visuaUy communicated the ideas of isolation and 

disenfranchisement. Along the back of the set were wooden slats forming the shape of an 

old fence, or perhaps a barn in disrepair. Stuck to these slats was aged, yeUowing muslin, 

formed and shaped to look as if the wind had blown it and stuck it to this fence.^ Through 

•• See the ground plan in Appendix A (Figure 1). 
^ See the photograph of the set in Appendix A (Figure 2). 
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this backdrop the wind metaphor made a visual, physical appearance. Judd thought Blackie 

and EUie were characters tossed about by their circumstances but who seemed unable to do 

anything about it. They were much Uke the musUn forced up against the fence by the wind, 

unable to free itself or escape. The backdrops served to heighten the wind metaphor and 

also provide another element of the isolation theme. 

Judd focused on color as another aspect of his set design. Judd thought that the 

colors of the set could help to iUustrate the West Texas landscape. He proposed the use of 

brown and sepia tones. The dust of West Texas and the entire landscape appeared to us to 

be colored in these sepia tones, and so this seemed a perfect choice for the set. Also, it was 

important for the set to be very monochromatic. The landscape of West Texas utiUzes only 

a few shades in the color spectrum, and therefore our set would do the same. 

One other key aspect of Judd's set design that captured the landscape of West Texas 

was the use of some West Texas icons. One of these icons was dirt. Judd envisioned the 

entire set covered with red and brown dirt, just Uke the t5^e of dust in the winds of West 

Texas. The other icon Judd felt would instantiy capture the sense of a smaU town in West 

Texas was corrugated tin. He had several photographs of barns and farmhouses with 

corrugated tin roofs. Judd envisioned a roof suspended above the kitchen made from rusted 

corrugated tin. Through the use of these two icons, the dirt and corrugated tin, the 

audiences would be able to instantiy recognize the location of the play as rural West Texas. 

By using West Texas icons and metaphorical images, the set design served to visuaUy 

communicate the themes of the play, despite the fact the set was not entirely reaUstic. 

After Judd proposed this design, and I agreed it would work weU for the show, a few 

changes were made. The configuration of the Lab Theatre prevented certain aspects of the 

set from being fiaUy reaUzed. Fred Christoffel, the Director of the Texas Tech University 

Theatre, informed us the use of actual dirt would not be feasible. He decided that, since the 

carpet in the Lab Theatre had been newly laid, he did not want dirt to be brought into the 

theatre. Judd decided instead to cover the floor with sepia-toned paint resembUng old wood 

slats. Although this choice disappointed me, I felt the set stiU communicated some key ideas 

to the audience. 
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Another choice that had to be re-evaluated was the placement of the acting areas that 

were upstage. Judd wanted to place these areas as far away from the kitchen as he could, 

thus creating a sense of isolation for Blackie and EUie, but the configuration of the Lab 

Theatre prevented this. Judd discovered, as he was finaUzing the ground plan, that if the 

areas were placed at the extreme upstage, then some members of the audience would not be 

able to see the action occurring in those areas. Obviously, this was not a possibUity, so Judd 

was forced to bring those areas downstage, closer to the kitchen. This change, whUe 

necessary, frustrated me. Based upon the sketches I saw, I felt the distance provided one of 

the strongest images in the design, and it upset me diat it could not be reaUzed. Although I 

Uked the final design used in the production, I do not feel it was as strong visuaUy as it could 

have been if not for these two practical problems. 

The Lighting Design 

The Ughting design for the production was not without its share of problems, too. 

In the early production meetings. Shannon Kirgan was the Ughting designer. She seemed to 

be in agreement about the ideas mentioned in the production meetings. She liked the idea of 

sepia tones as a color scheme for the production. However, she never seemed to offer any 

ideas of her own in the early production meetings. She told me she would have to see a few 

rehearsals before she made any decisions about the Ughting design. Since I was 

experimenting with a coUaborative style of directing, I did not want to interfere with her 

method of working, so I did not say anything. She had a copy of the rehearsal schedule, and 

I assumed she would show up when she needed to. I never saw her attend any of the 

rehearsals. 

On October 19^, eighteen days before the show was scheduled to open, Fred 

Christoffel informed me that he had removed Shannon from her duties on the production. 

Apparendy, she had gotten too involved in other work, and would not be able to fulfiU her 

duties as Ughting designer. Fred told me diat Rhinehart Pierce would be the new Ughting 

designer and suggested that I should talk to him and fiU him in on the design concept. 

With Rhinehart now working on the show, the two of us had a meeting so I could 

teU him what I had told the other designers. Despite the fact that we were now under 
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something of a time crunch, I stiU was intent on letting Rhinehart do his job, even though it 

would have been easy for me to teU him exacdy what Ughting to use. At our meeting (which 

also involved the sound designer), I told Rhinehart briefly what we had discussed in our 

production meetings, but I also told him a concern I had developed through the course of 

rehearsals: I was worried about how the Ughts would affect the scene changes. As 

mentioned earUer, I knew, due to the large number of scenes and the relatively brief length 

of many of them (some scenes were less than 2 minutes in length), one of the major 

concerns of the show would be the scene changes. Since we were attempting to create 

sympathy for Blackie and EUie, the audience needed to stay involved in the play. The more 

opportunity the audience members had to sit back and relax, to check their watches, or to 

remember they were reaUy in a theatre and not in Sweetwater, Texas, the harder it would be 

for them to conjure up the necessary emotions at the end of the play. I felt the play needed 

to move quickly, with as Utde time as possible between scenes. Based on my experiences 

watching plays and directing plays, I knew that a blackout, the traditional way of 

transitioning between scenes (in Ueu of a curtain), tended to kUl the energy created during 

the scenes. Something about sitting in total darkness serves to relax an audience, instead of 

maintaining the tension from the end of one scene to the beginning of the next. I wanted to 

maintain the audience's tension level so that by the end of the play, they would experience 

the necessary catharsis and would be able to sympathize with the disenfranchised characters. 

Rhinehart agreed with me, and together we decided he would not use any blackouts 

unless we felt it was absolutely necessary. Instead of blackouts, he planned to create brief 

transitions in which the Ughts kept changing, so the audience always had something to look 

at. He equated the changing Ughts with the changes in plot and character that occurred in 

the play. He said he would attempt to match the feel of the Ughts to the emotional feel of 

the particular scenes to further increase the audience's level of participation. By using a 

constantiy changing pattern for the transitions from scene to scene, Rhinehart would 

attempt to maintain the level of emotions and tension that the actors created during the 

scenes. 

I also communicated to Rhinehart my desire for the play to be reaUstic. Again citing 

the audience's need to be sympathetic in order for the play's theme of disenfranchisement to 
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be successfuUy communicated, I told Rhinehart I wanted the scenes themselves to be 

reaUstic. In other words, through the acting and design, I wanted to create a fictional world 

that was as close to the real world as possible. I wanted the audience to relate to the fictional 

characters just as they would real people. I aUowed him the freedom to create whatever 

looks he wanted, as long as the result looked reaUstic within the scenes. This idea seemed to 

coincide with his views on the play, and he agreed. 

He did seek to clarify exacdy what I meant by "reaUstic" Ughting. He told me that he 

planned to observe what the actors did in rehearsals and configure his Ughting around trying 

to capture and heighten the emotions brought out by the actors. For example, in one of the 

longer scenes, Rhinehart wanted to start the scene with a certain look: in this case, an 

emphasis on "cool" yeUows. As the scene progressed, and the tension within the scene 

increased, Rhinehart would slowly add more and more hot red Ughting to the scene, in an 

attempt to match the emotional level of the scene. Although this was not stricdy reaUstic, I 

felt it would heighten the tension within the audience, and I happUy agreed. 

By utiUzing constantiy changing Ughts in the transitions between scenes, and by 

accentuating the emotions of the scenes as they progressed, the Ughting design helped to 

maintain the audience's tension level during the performances. Rhinehart used the Ughting 

design as a way to increase the audience's tension within the scenes and maintain the tension 

between scenes, thus ensuring that the audience would be able to sympathize with Blackie 

and EUie at the end of the play. By helping to ensure this sympathy, the Ughting design 

reinforced the theme of disenfranchisement. AdditionaUy, my working relationship with the 

Ughting designer, in which we both had the opportunity to share ideas and discuss them 

openly, aided me in my exploration of coUaborative directing. I respected his role as Ughting 

designer, instead of teUing him exactiy what to create, and he contributed his own thoughts 

to the design. 

The Sound Design 

Along with the Ughting design, the sound design would be crucial in maintaining the 

audience's tension level between scenes. Since I had been working with the same sound 

designer since the beginning of the process, we had a lot more time to exchange ideas. Due 
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to this longer relationship, our ideas and perceptions about the sound design changed as the 

production progressed. We were able to coUaborate and share ideas back and forth, and the 

result was a soUd sound" design that aided the production. 

From the time the design team was announced until the initial production meeting, 

on September 11 , there was not a sound designer. Since the production meetings had 

begun and there was no sound designer, I assumed that there would not be one. I prepared 

to design the sound for the production myself. Although I did not look forward to fulfilUng 

two roles in the production, I felt the sound was a crucial element, and it needed to be 

present. In addition to the reaUstic sounds caUed for in the script (a car horn, crowd noises, 

etc.) I wanted to use the sound design in a more theatrical manner to accentuate transitions 

between the scenes and also to create an emotional landscape through music and sounds. I 

formed several ideas as I read and analyzed the play, thinking that I would have to 

implement them myself. As it turns out, I convinced Cris Edwards, who had just finished 

designing the sound for the previous production in the Lab Theatre, to serve as the sound 

designer for our production. Along with Cris, Keith West would be the sound designer's 

supervisor, since he had vast technical knowledge of the sound equipment avaUable to us. 

With the addition of these two men to the design team, I could both coUaborate with them 

using the ideas I had already formed, and observe the ideas that they developed to create an 

effective sound design for the production. 

By the second production meeting, on September 18*, both Cris and Keith had 

agreed to work on the production. At that meeting, I shared my directorial concept with 

Cris, as I had with the other designers. Cris and I also met privately in order to discuss the 

ideas I had formed specificaUy about the sound design. I was worried about tainting Cris' 

own ideas by feeding him mine, so I stressed to him that my ideas were orUy options, and 

that he should approach the sound design in any way he saw fit. By stressing his freedom to 

ignore my ideas, I hoped we could achieve a sense of coUaboration, despite my providing 

Cris with the detaUed ideas I had regarding the sound design. 

One of the ideas I had was focused on the quaUty of the sound. Since the play 

seemed very rural, I thought the sound should match that atmosphere. The music I had 

preUminarUy selected for the design was all on vinyl LPs, and as a result sounded scratchy 
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and old. I did not want to lose that scratchiness in the sound quaUty when the music was 

transferred to CD so that it could be played on the equipment in the sound booth. Cris 

seemed to Uke this idea and felt that it would help to create a folksy, rural atmosphere for the 

sound design. As a bonus, Keith West, the sound supervisor, had sound editing software 

that could add scratchiness to any recording. So it seemed that no matter what music we 

chose, we had the abUity to give it a scratchy LP quaUty. 

Along with this idea, I also shared with Cris some of the thoughts I had about 

specific music for the production. As it turned out, the things he had been thinking matched 

very weU with the ideas I presented to him. Both of us felt the music should reflect West 

Texas, and we both hoped to find musicians who were indigenous to the region. More 

importandy, however, we wanted to find music that would capture the emotional Ufe of the 

play as it existed in performance. Cris, who was present when I met with Rhinehart about 

the scene changes, shared my ideas about the transitions, especiaUy in Ught of the brevity of 

many of the scenes. He expressed concern that the tempo of the play might seem choppy 

unless something occurred in the transitions to carry the audience smoothly from scene to 

scene. For this reason, he determined to find music that both captured the spirit of West 

Texas and bridged scenes together through the transitions. 

I gave Cris some of the music I had coUected so he could Usten to it. To maintain a 

coUaborative working atmosphere for the production, I stressed again that if the music I 

selected did not fit in with his ideas about the production, he was free to discard it. I gave 

him mostiy music by Hank WilUams and Bob WUls, both West Texas musicians from the 

same time period as the play. After he Ustened to this music, he felt that, although it 

captured the spirit of West Texas, it did not coincide weU with the emotions present in the 

play. He decided to keep examining other West Texas musicians from the play's time period 

in an attempt to create a reaUstic sound design that would both emphasize the play's 

emotional Ufe and fit with the rest of the design concept. 

His search proved to be very difficult, as aU the West Texas music he encountered 

did not seem to match the emotions of the play. The tempo and other quaUties of the music 

seemed too upbeat for our purposes. After searching for several weeks, he and I finaUy 

decided together it was more important for the music to accentuate the emotions of the play, 
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rather than to be specific to West Texas. IdeaUy, we would have been able to find music to 

fit both categories, but that did not seem as if it would be possible, especiaUy because time 

was running out. 

As his next step, Cris examined other folk music. He Ustened to recordings by 

Woody Guthrie, hoping to find music from within the time period that captured at least a 

vague sense of rural Ufe, even if it was not specific to West Texas. He finaUy stumbled upon 

an artist named Dock Boggs, a Kentucky native and a folk musician from the early part of 

the twentieth century. His music sounded very rural. The sound and tempo of Dock Boggs' 

music captured a good sense of the emotional Ufe of the play, and it sounded as if it could be 

rural West Texas music from the time period, so Cris decided to use it as a large part of his 

design. 

When I first heard the music that Cris selected, it sounded nothing at aU Uke what I 

had previously imagined for the production. In keeping with the coUaborative style of 

directing, however, I decided to give it a chance. I took some of the music with me into 

rehearsals and played it under some of the scenes as the actors rehearsed. It seemed to fit 

quite weU with the emotional action of the play, and so I told Cris it would work for the 

show. 

By testing the sound designer's ideas, which I initiaUy did not Uke, with the actual 

performances of the actors, the sound design turned out to be highly coUaborative. Through 

the process of involving the both sound designer and the actors, the sound design provided 

me with an exceUent test of my theories about directing. 

The only drawback to working coUaboratively with die sound designer was diat one 

of die ideas that I had formulated when I diought I would be designing the sound was 

discarded. Although it did not upset me that he chose different music from what I had 

selected, it did disappoint me that the finaUzed sound design did not reflect the 

"scratchiness" I had hoped for. For some reason, Cris and Keith abandoned diis idea in die 

process of creating a CD of die sound design for use in die production. By the time I asked 

about it, Cris told me that it was too close to die opening of die show and it would be too 

time-consuming to go back and add the scratchiness to aU die music tracks. This frustrated 

me, and I did not understand why this idea, which Cris and I seemed to agree on, was 
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ultimately rejected. EventuaUy, after the production ended, I asked Cris why this effect had 

not been implemented. He told me he had tried it and it did not sound the way he imagined, 

and thus he decided against it for the design. 

Other than this minor communication problem, however, I felt that the process of 

working with the sound designer helped me to achieve my goal of exploring coUaborative 

directing. 

The Costume Design 

My experiences with the costume designer also provided a good lesson in this style 

of directing. Much Uke the original Ughting designer, Merritt James, the costume designer, 

remained relatively quiet in the early production meetings. He responded enthusiasticaUy to 

my directorial concept, and brought in a coUage of images that he planned to use in creating 

his design. He seemed very interested in attempting to re-create the fashions of a smaU West 

Texas town in 1950. He did extensive research about the region and specificaUy the town of 

Sweetwater, where the play is set. He planned to create designs to reflect the Uves of these 

rural characters, but also to provided a visual indication of the isolation of Blackie and EUie. 

One of the ways that Merritt hoped to accompUsh his design was by creating a 

fashion "gap" between Blackie and EUie and aU the other characters. Blackie and EUie's 

costumes were to be simple, unadorned, and unchanging throughout the play, whUe the 

other characters would have more expensive, newer, and better-looking clothing. The other 

characters would also have multiple costumes, which would serve to differentiate them from 

Blackie and EUie. 

Merritt explained these ideas as his preUminary concept, and I agreed. I thought the 

separation of Blackie and EUie would help to estabUsh for the audience their status as 

outcasts, and would therefore reinforce the theme of disenfranchisement. As it turned out, 

budgetary concerns prevented Merritt from achieving aU his ideas. The extremely Umited 

budget for productions in the Texas Tech Lab Theatre meant that Merritt would have to puU 

most of his costumes from those stored in the costume shop, rather than creating new 

costumes as he envisioned them. With this Umitation, it would be aknost impossible for 

Merritt to find appropriate costumes for the characters to change costumes even once. 
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These Umitations proved difficult for Merritt, and as a result, he communicated Utde to me 

about the progress of his work. In almost aU of our later production meetings, Merritt had 

nothing to report about'the costumes, despite my specificaUy questioning him. This proved 

frustrating for me, since I felt as if I were being shut out of the creative process. In my 

attempt to aUow aU the members of the production to have input, I created a situation in 

which Merritt had aU the input and I did not have a chance to examine any of the work he 

was doing. Since I had never worked with Merritt before, nor had I seen any of the work he 

had done, I was rather nervous about what sort of costumes I would see. Adding to this 

nervousness was the knowledge that the actors would not be aUowed to use their costumes 

until two days before the show was scheduled to open. This meant that there would be 

almost no time to make changes if I did not Uke what I saw. 

On October IV^, fourteen days before the show was scheduled to open, I finaUy 

decided to examine the costumes myself, since Merritt did not seem as if he planned to show 

me anything before the dress rehearsals. I went to the costume shop, and Merritt happened 

to be working there. I asked him if I could see what costumes he had. He showed me 

several dresses and other outfits diat he had assembled, and told me who each costume was 

for. Although I Uked everydiing I saw, I did not Uke having to go down and investigate 

Merritt's work. I felt his lack of communication kept me out of the process. Without some 

communication between Merritt and me, it would be impossible for me to achieve a 

coUaborative directing style. 

As it turned out, the costumes he had assembled from the costume storage area were 

able to accompUsh many of die same ideas as his original design. Merritt was able to create a 

fashion gap between Blackie and EUie and die rest of die characters. He found expensive 

fabrics and dresses for the town's women, and he found a simple, plain dress for EUie. 

Aldiough none of die characters ended up being able to change outfits, as was part of 

Merritt's original design, the costumes did help to reflect Blackie and EUie's status as 

outsiders, and to communicate a sense of social isolation. 

AU in aU, my experiences with the designers—^in communicating my ideas and 

evaluating the ideas that diey brought to me—helped me to formulate and experiment with 

my ideas about coUaborative directing. I wanted to determine what a director needed to give 
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to the designers, and what the designers needed to give back to the director. I learned that 

the director must make sure the designers understand the director's concept, and that the 

concept can be visuaUy or auraUy communicated. In addition, the director must aUow the 

designers to do their work according to their own working style, and to always be ready to 

clarify or even change ideas if necessary. FinaUy, I learned that the designers have a 

responsibiUty to communicate with the director, so that the coUaborative process can work 

two ways. Both parties should be open and wiUing to accept input from each other, even if 

that input is eventuaUy rejected. Having experienced these nuances of my model for 

coUaborative directing, I could apply what I had learned to my work with the actors, in 

rehearsals. 

Auditions and Casting 

My work with the actors began at auditions. According to the process for auditions 

at Texas Tech University, aU of the shows for a semester are cast at one time. Actors 

audition first in a catde-caU audition, in which they perform a monologue for several 

directors. After the cattie caU, chosen actors attend one or two days of caUbacks, in which 

individual directors can see specific actors as they wish. FinaUy, the directors have a meeting 

to decide which actors wiU be cast in which play. 

As my primary concern in casting the show, I wanted to find actors who would help 

me explore my ideas on coUaborative directing. I knew this would require actors who would 

do their own work outside of rehearsals, so they could offer their own ideas. IdeaUy, aU the 

actors who auditioned would fit this requirement, but I knew widi a casting pool of actors at 

varying levels of training such would not be the case. 

As my secondary concern with casting, I hoped to find actors who could compensate 

for what I felt was the script's biggest weakness. EUie and Blackie, the main characters, 

suffered a great deal in the play. AU of their suffering, however, came as the result of 

circumstances beyond their control. Other characters or events worked against them, and 

diey did nodiing but suffer. There was aknost no action on their part. As a result, EUie and 

Blackie came across as perfect saints, whUe die other characters came across as very evU. 

There was no sense of the characters as real human beings. Instead, aU the characterizations 
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were very one-dimensional. I had addressed this concern with Michael several times, and, 

although he seemed to agree with me, I reaUzed by the time we got to auditions this 

characteristic of the script was not going to change. Thus, I decided I would look for actors 

who were sldUed at reaUstic acting and who could overcome this. 

I knew the way to overcome this concern was to have the actors create the most 

reaUstic characters and moments they could. If they could do this, then I knew my theme 

had a chance of being communicated to an audience. I was depending on talented actors 

who could create truthful moments in the show. The audience would, in turn, react 

truthfuUy to these truthful moments, and thus would feel the necessary sympathy for Blackie 

and EUie. I felt that if the show were presented as one-dimensionaUy as it was written, then 

the characters would receive no sympathy. 

As a result of these two goals, I ended up casting several experienced actors. I was 

not as concerned with finding actors who "fit the part," as one would normaUy assume, but 

instead I looked for experienced actors, and I found parts to fit them. WhUe this resulted in 

three very different-looking actresses playing the sisters, EUie, Ruby, and Alta, I felt these 

actresses' experience would more than make up for their non-unified appearance. Most of 

the cast consisted of graduate student actors or upper-level undergraduates, because they had 

more experience than their younger coUeagues, and thus a better chance at creating the 

necessary truthful moments. 

By pursuing these two goals in casting, I hoped to communicate the theme of 

disenfranchisement to the audience and achieve my goal of a coUaborative production. The 

experienced actors would bring plenty of dieir own ideas to the rehearsal process and would 

be able to create the truthful, reaUstic moments needed to make the audience sympathize 

with the main characters. 

Through the process of casting the show and working with the various designers, I 

tried to give as much freedom to the other members of the production team as I could, in an 

effort to spark their creativity and to create a true coUaboration on die design and 

performance of the play. Aldiough the result was not always exacdy what I expected or even 

desired, I learned a great deal about coUaborative directing and the role of a director in a 

coUaborative production process. 
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CHAPTER IV 

T H E CREATIVE PROCESS 

The element that initiaUy attracted me to this project, and what separated it from the 

other productions I had directed, was that Ellie and the Bear Man had never been produced. 

Although I had explored coUaborative directing in some of my previous work, I had never 

worked direcdy with a playwright, and I felt this show would give me the chance to take my 

exploration to another level. 

When I was approved to direct the show, I told Mchael I wanted him to be involved 

in every aspect of the production. I told him I did not want a second director for the 

production, but rather I wanted him involved as a playwright. I briefly shared with him my 

ideas about coUaborative directing. I told him I wanted him to be part of my exploration, so 

I could work coUaboratively with a playwright to produce a play, starting from the creation 

of the script itself. I wanted the two of us to be able to exchange ideas freely about the 

script and later about the direction of the play. Michael thought it would be exciting to work 

in such a way, and he agreed, however we set up a few ground rules to guide our process. 

Michael agreed to let me read each new draft of the script as he created it. I would 

offer my input on whatever changes he had made, and then he could use my suggestions or 

ignore them. In return, I agreed to let him sit in on any production meetings or rehearsals, 

and offer his input to me, which I could use or ignore. We also agreed to respect each 

other's role in the production process. Michael would have final say in the script, since he 

was die playwright, and I would have final say in die production, since I was the director. 

The Creation of die Script 

Once Michael and I agreed upon these rules, we set a schedule for our work 

togedier. At the time we began working coUaboratively, in June of 2000, we had five 

months untU the show was scheduled to open. We knew auditions would be August 31", 

and die designers would have to begin work in early September. Since die budget for die 

production would be smaU, I knew that once the designers started working on the 

production, we could not afford to have any major changes in the script. I did not want to 
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face a situation in which the designs were created and then a revision was made to the script 

that nuUified those designs. I feared that if such a situation occurred, it would make the 

production seem thrown together at the last minute, instead of weU thought out and 

executed. Since one of the purposes of the production was for Michael to see what 

strengths and weaknesses his script had, I felt a shoddUy created production would not serve 

Nlichael or his play weU. Michael deserved to have a good, soUd production of his play if he 

was to be able to see its strengths and its faults and work to improve them. If the 

production itself had several faults, then Michael's view of the script would be clouded, and 

he would gain nothing. 

For this reason, Michael and I set a deadUne for creating the final draft. We agreed 

this draft would be the version of the script we would use for the production. While we 

both recognized changes would happen (and should happen) as actors and designers read 

the play for the first time, we agreed there would be no major changes to the script—changes 

that would affect the design or casting—once the production team began work on it. 

Michael and I agreed to have the final draft completed by Friday, August 18*. This would 

give me enough time to analyze the final draft before I had to cast the show on August 31". 

In addition, this would aUow plenty of time for the designers to become comfortable with 

the script before they had to create designs. 

After discussing these initial concerns, IVIichael gave me a copy of his latest draft of 

the play. Throughout the rest of the production process, we exchanged ideas in an attempt 

to create the best production we could. In general, the comments I gave to Michael had one 

focus: I needed to stage the play in the Laboratory Theatre. As the director, my job was to 

stage the play, and my comments to IVIichael therefore primarily reflected ways in which he 

might change the script so it could best be staged in that particular theatre. 

With this focus in mind, I read the first draft Michael gave me. It was the fourth 

draft of the play since he began writing it, but I wiU refer to it as the first draft, since it was 

the first draft I came in contact with. One of the elements of this first draft that seemed 

questionable to me was the large number of scenes and locations. I got the impression that 

Michael imagined his play taking place in a larger theatre than the Lab Theatre. I knew from 
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experience it would be hard to stage a play with several locations on a thrust stage eighteen 

feet wide by eighteen feet deep. 

Another concern I had centered on the play's theme. Although I had not done any 

detaUed analysis of the script, I could teU Michael had some sort of message or central idea 

he wanted to get across through the play. In the first draft, however, I could not teU what 

idea or theme Nlichael wanted the play to communicate. Some of the scenes led me to 

beUeve a certain theme might be present, but other scenes seemed to have Utde or nothing 

to do with that theme. I decided I would mention this concern to Michael. 

Although I saw other weaknesses in the script, I chose not to address aU of them 

initiaUy. Since I desired Nlichael to respect my role as director, I wanted to respect his role 

as playwright. I thought of a few changes to the dialogue or to certain characters that might 

make the play interesting, but if I told Michael all those ideas, I feared the play might 

become my script, fuU of my ideas, and not his play. That situation would be contrary to my 

goal of coUaborating with a playwright. 

Once I addressed my concerns, about the clarity of the theme and the alarming 

number of locations to Michael, he seemed to agree with my opinions. He understood my 

concerns about the difficulty of staging so many scenes in a smaU space; however, he felt 

unsure about how to reduce the number of locations whUe stiU keeping his ideas about the 

play intact. He also told me he had originaUy conceived the idea as a screenplay, in which 

the number of locations would be less problematic since the film could simply cut from 

place to place seamlessly. In the process of turning his work into a stage play, he kept the 

same number of locations. He agreed to think on this matter and see if he could determine a 

way to reduce the locations. 

As for the thematic concern I had, I chose to pose it to Michael in the form of a 

question. I asked him why he wanted to write this play and what effect he hoped the play 

would have on an audience. He confessed he was not sure what his purpose was. I told him 

if he could find an answer to those two questions, then our work on the play would have a 

lot more focus. I expressed my thought about some of the scenes not seeming to fit in 

thematicaUy with the rest of the play, and he agreed with me. 
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Michael also told me something that changed my view of the play quite a bit. He 

told me the play was based on a true story, involving his own mother. His mother was EUie, 

and many of the events'of the play reaUy happened to her. Since he was adopted, he had not 

known anything about EUie untU he was an adult. After tracking down some of his birth 

relatives, he found out the detaUs of his mother giving her chUdren away, and the story 

certainly had a powerful effect on hUn. 

Once Michael revealed this information to me, I saw the play in a new Ught. I 

reaUzed that many of the scenes I thought did not fit in the play were simply scenes 

reflecting the true events of EUie and Blackie's story. The chaUenge for IVIichael, as I now 

saw it, was to take the true story and turn it into a dramaticaUy strong story. I told Mchael 

that the true events were fascinating, but they did not necessarUy work theatricaUy, He told 

me Norman Bert, his playwriting advisor, had told him the same thing, and he planned to 

work on that issue in his rewrites of the play. 

OveraU, our first meeting went weU. The concerns I expressed to Michael were 

concerns he had already begun to address, and I felt our coUaborative relationship got off to 

a good start. At the end of our meeting, Michael told me he would give me the next draft as 

soon as he finished it. 

Six weeks later, Michael gave me the second draft. NXTien he gave it to me, he told me 

he had already made several changes since this second draft, but since he did not have any 

newer completed draft, he wanted to get my opinions on this version. My focus in reading 

the play stiU centered on finding the best way to present it in the Lab Theatre. Because of 

this, it surprised me to see the play had an increased number of scenes, as weU as additional 

locations. In addition, the number of characters had been increased. AU of these things 

concerned me, especiaUy in Ught of our previous meeting. 

The other major change I noticed was a positive one. Based on our discussion of 

taking the real story behind the play and presenting it in a dramaticaUy exciting fashion, 

Michael had made many structural revisions. In this second draft, there was a very clear 

conflict, there were obstacles for the main characters to overcome, and the play seemed 

much more focused on a single idea or theme, with no scenes that did not support a single 

theme. 
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When Michael and I met a second time, I told him I Uked many of the changes he 

had made. I felt the basic plot of the play was a great deal stronger than it had been. 

However, I also expressed my concern about the staging of such a large number of locations 

and characters. Michael again told me he could not think of a way to reduce the number of 

scenes and characters and stiU write the play as he imagined it. He shared my desire to make 

the script more compact, and he asked if I had any suggestions. Although I had formulated 

some ideas about how to reduce the scenes and characters, I hesitated to offer them to 

Michael. Again, I desired to respect his role as the playwright, and not fiU his play fuU of my 

own ideas. Since he asked, however, I felt less reluctant to offer my thoughts. I prefaced my 

remarks by teUing Nlichael they were only suggestions and he should feel free to ignore them 

if he so desired. With this disclaimer, I hoped to maintaia the coUaborative atmosphere I 

had been emphasizing. 

The suggestions I had for Michael involved using the ideas he had created, but 

simply finding a different way to present them. For example, in the second draft, Michael 

had written three ladies, the members of the Ladies' AuxiUary, whose presence served to 

iUustrate the town's prejudice towards Blackie and EUie. I proposed to IVIichael that the 

same prejudice could be communicated with only one person. Also, instead of showing the 

ladies at the grocery store, this single character could come to harass Blackie and EUie at one 

of their homes, which were already used as locations in other scenes of the play. With this 

suggestion, I proposed a way to eliminate two characters and one location, whUe stiU 

communicating the idea of the town's prejudice. 

My other suggestions were along these same Unes. We worked to keep Michael's 

ideas intact but discussed how to present them in a manner more conducive to staging the 

play in the Lab Theatre. He seemed receptive to my suggestions, and agreed to continue 

considering the issue as he worked on rewriting the play. Again I stressed my desire for the 

play to be his product, and not fuU of my ideas. My model of coUaboration hinged on the 

understanding that each person involved in the production is aUowed to contribute his or 

her own ideas, rather than being forced to do the bidding of a director. 

Three weeks after our second meeting, Michael had completed Draft Three. In 

addition to giving me a copy of this draft, he also wanted to distribute copies to the rest of 
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the production team. No actors had been cast yet, but the designers and stage manager had 

been chosen, and I felt it would be beneficial to receive other thoughts about the play. I did 

not want to aUow the designers to be surrogate playwrights, but I knew their opinions might 

be valuable to Michael and me. Before I had the opportunity to read Draft Three, Judd 

VermUUon, the set designer, spoke to me about it. He expressed quite a bit of concern 

about the number of settings (there were 12 in draft three) and how we would stage the play 

in the Lab Theatre. In his opinion, a play with 12 locations would have to have a minimaUst 

design. Judd and I agreed that a minimaUst design would not be in the best interest of the 

production. A minimaUst design would use as Utde as possible to deUneate each location, 

and would provide orUy the suggestion of a specific place. It would certainly not create a 

reaUstic environment for the play. Judd felt the atmosphere of West Texas was a crucial 

element to the play, and a minimaUst design would not be able to communicate that 

atmosphere to an audience. I assured him I would mention his concern to Michael, but I 

also told Judd we had to respect Michael's role as playwright. Just as I would not want 

JMichael the playwright to teU Judd the set designer what the play should look Uke, I did not 

want Judd to teU Michael what to write. AU we could do was mention the concerns to 

IVIichael, and he would have the final say on any changes to the script. 

When I did meet with Michael, I told him the concerns Judd and I shared. I stressed 

to him that, as the playwright, he should make the ultimate decision on the number of 

locations. I also explained to him that everyone wanted to act in the best interest of the play. 

We aU wanted to create the best possible production. In Ught of this mutual goal, Judd and I 

agreed that a minimaUst design would not serve the play weU. I felt the reaUsm of the play 

and the West Texas atmosphere would both be sacrificed by a design that did not represent 

these elements clearly. 

Michael finaUy told me he did not have plans to radicaUy alter the number of 

settings. He agreed to try to eliminate some, but in his opinion, the play worked best as he 

wrote it. In the third draft, he had already made several changes in order to reduce the 

number of settings. For example, the Judge interviews Blackie and EUie at Blackie's house, 

as opposed to the courthouse, as in the previous drafts. Mchael did not anticipate being 

able to re-envision the play with a reduced number of settings any more than he already had. 
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Although his opinion sUghdy frustrated me, I knew I had to respect it. I knew Judd was a 

talented enough designer to come up with some way to design the play and stiU capture aU 

the things he wanted to'capture. I told Michael I would stop criticizing the number of 

scenes and locations. 

The only other concerns I had with Draft Three addressed a few detaUs that had 

been meaningful in previous drafts, but no longer seemed important to this draft. For 

example, in Draft Three, Blackie had a long monologue about his grandfather's knife. The 

monologue served to foreshadow the end of the play, when (in Draft Two) Blackie was 

kiUed with the same knife. Since in Draft Three Blackie did not die, the foreshadowing 

present in the monologue was no longer necessary to the action of the play. 

Once we addressed these concerns, Michael and I felt we were close to creating a 

final draft we could use in production. Although we were already behind our previously 

decided schedule, Michael decided he would write one more draft, which could then be 

distributed to the cast. With this fourth draft, it was understood that no more major 

changes, such as the addition or removal of scenes, locations, or characters would take place. 

The scheduled day for auditions was the same day as my third meeting with Michael, and as 

the director I wanted assurance that no surprises would occur after I cast the show. Nlichael 

and I both left our third meeting feeUng that, other than the elimination of unnecessary 

holdovers from previous drafts, the play would not change much from its current state. 

Five days after auditions, Michael completed the fourth draft of the script. I 

approached this draft differendy than I had the others. Instead of looking for problems to 

be changed, I read the script thinking of how I could stage it. I felt that Michael and I had 

coUaborated weU in creating this draft, and now I needed to move to die next phase of our 

production. 

The next phase involved analyzing the script and creating a directorial concept, 

which I could then give to die design team.^ I had finished the bulk of my coUaborative 

work with Michael, although I reinforced my invitation for him to observe rehearsals and 

offer his input to me. 

^See Chapter III for a discussion of this coUaborative process. 
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Michael did have one suggestion he felt would help him get a better understanding 

of his play. He suggested that the fourth draft be distributed to the actors (who had now 

been cast), and a read-through be scheduled. A read-through would aUow Michael to hear 

his play read aloud by the actors. He felt that if he heard new voices, of people who had 

never seen the script before, they would highUght for him any parts of the play that were 

confusing or unclear. A read through would also help Michael determine if the play 

succeeded at what he wanted it to say. 

I happUy agreed to Michael's idea, and I was excited for the actors to have some 

input into the creation of their characters. We decided to schedule a reading, and then aUow 

the actors (and the designers, who would also be invited) to voice their opinions after the 

reading. 

Michael completed the fourth draft, and we distributed it to everyone on the 

production team, including the actors. A read-through rehearsal was scheduled, and the 

actors all seemed eager to have the opportunity to share their opinions about the script. I 

was eager to see how this additional layer of coUaboration, which I had not counted on, 

would work. 

After the reading, few of the actors had comments. Several people pointed out 

grammatical errors and anachronistic phrases. Since the play took place in 1950, some of the 

phrases used in the script seemed too modern. Other than these minor changes, the actors 

seemed to have Utde input. It occurred to me that without the actors having had any time to 

look at the script or analyze their characters, it was fooUsh to assume they would have many 

useful suggestions. I told them if they had any suggestions after studying the script, to let me 

know so I could pass them on to Michael if I felt they were worthwhUe. By aUowing them 

to have input, the actors would also be involved in the coUaborative process. 

Despite the actors' lack of suggestions, Michael found the reading quite useful, and 

as a result he made changes to several confusing Unes. The stage manager then distributed 

the revised fourth draft to the actors again, in preparation for our first rehearsal. 
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The Rehearsal Process 

Once the rehearsals began, I knew that the script would not drasticaUy change. I 

mentioned to the actors my reasoning behind this choice, but I also told them they should 

feel free to offer any suggestions for Une changes or other minor concerns as they came up. 

By aUowing the actors to contribute to the creation of the script I hoped to foster a 

coUaborative rehearsal atmosphere, whUe at the same time respecting Michael's role as the 

playwright. 

Throughout the rehearsals, the coUaboration focused less and less on the script and 

more and more on the production. My work as a script editor had come to an end, and my 

work as a director had begun. In my directing, I wanted to make sure my model of 

coUaboration had a chance to be tested. I wanted to allow the actors to be just as involved 

as Michael and I in the formation of their characters and in the blocking of the show. 

Based on my coUaborative model and on my previous experiences directing, I 

wanted to aUow the actors total freedom to explore their own ideas in rehearsals. Although I 

had several ideas for blocking, I kept those ideas to myself. I wanted to see what the actors 

could bring to rehearsals. I would only intrude if I felt their input was contrary to my 

understanding of the play, or if I could add to their input to improve it. 

As it turns out, an event on the first day of blocking rehearsals forced me to work in 

this coUaborative way. The set design that Judd and I had discussed and agreed upon did 

not match the set design taped out on the stage. Judd came to die rehearsal to teU me he 

had to modify some of his design due to problems with sight Unes in the theatre. Judd had 

moved the two secondary acting areas several feet downstage and towards center stage. 

With this move, the secondary acting areas now took up the space where a door was 

supposed to be. This meant that instead of two doors on the set, as I had been planning, 

there was only one. AU the blocking ideas I had previously formulated involved die use of 

two doors, and now aU those notes were almost totaUy useless. Although at the time the 

change in set design concerned me, it turned out to provide an exceUent forum for 

coUaborative directing. 

^ For a detailed description of die set design, see Chapter III, or see the photograph in Appendix A. 
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Since the preconceived ideas I had were now worthless, I was forced to rely on the 

actors for ideas about blocking. Together we worked on die beginning of die play, with die 

actors working dirough the Unes and trying things out, and with me occasionaUy interjecting 

to modify their ideas. 

Rehearsals foUowed this pattern throughout the process. GeneraUy, before 

beginning work on a particular scene, the actors and I would discuss the given circumstances 

of the scene. I would begin by asldng the actors what had happened to the characters prior 

to the scene, and then I would ask how those events affected the scene we were about to 

work on. I had the goal ki these discussions of getting the actors to understand the action of 

the play, so they could make choices in the rehearsal to reflect that action. AdditionaUy, by 

having the actors voice their opinions about the script, I could see if they had any ideas 

contrary to my understanding of the play. If that situation arose, we would discuss the scene 

untU we came to some agreement. I avoided simply teUing the actors what I thought about 

the script outright, so they would have a chance to share their own ideas. 

After I felt everyone had a comfortable understanding of the scene, we would begin 

our work on stage. The actors would simply start rehearsing the scene from the beginning, 

making blocking choices and character choices based on our discussion. I would only 

interject if I felt an actor's choice needed improvement, or if I felt an actor's choice did not 

work at aU. Rehearsing in this manner aUowed me to work coUaboratively with die actors, 

aUowing their input to shape the play, and only stepping in as an authority figure when 

needed. 

In many cases, this process went quite smoothly. Robby Burt, who played the Judge, 

would frequendy bring ideas of his own to rehearsal, and they were almost always beneficial 

ideas. Some of the ideas he brought up involved things I had previously thought about, but 

some did not. In the case where he mentioned new ideas to me, we would discuss the idea 

briefly in terms of how it fit into our understanding of the play, and if it seemed worthwhUe, 

we would try it. Working in this manner involved the actor as the authority on acting. In 

my coUaborative model, the actor should be able to have input regarding his or her 

character, and the director's job would be to filter that input so that it meshes with the other 

choices made for the production. 
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This model worked quite weU through most of rehearsals, although in some cases it 

presented a problem. OccasionaUy, an actor would have an idea, and after discussion we 

would mutuaUy decide that the idea in question was not right for the play. However, in later 

rehearsals, I would see the same idea appear, apparendy in an attempt to "seU" me on the 

already rejected idea. In these instances, the coUaborative model tended to create difficulties. 

When the director is removed from the position of total authority, in order to make room 

for others' input, he or she must stiU be respected when a directorial decision is made. The 

actors' attempts to revisit choices we had rejected only served to slow down the rehearsal 

process, not advance it. Other than these instances, however, the coUaborative process we 

explored in rehearsals was successful. 

Through the process of creating the script and the process of rehearsing the play, I 

attempted to maintain a spirit of coUaboration. Although it was sometimes difficult when 

ideas I felt strongly about were not fuUy reaUzed, I feel the production was generaUy 

successful at being coUaborative, since aU the persons involved had the opportunity to share 

their own ideas throughout the process. By respecting the role of the playwright and the 

role of the actors, I maintained a coUaborative and creative atmosphere throughout the 

production process. 
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CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION A N D CRITICAL REACTION 

Throughout the process of my work on Ellie and the Bear Man, I had the goal of total 

coUaboration. In my model, each person involved in the production would fulfiU his or her 

specific duty, and I as the director would act as a filter, taking in aU of the ideas from those 

involved and keeping only those ideas that fit with my concept for the production. In 

measuring the success of this goal, I need to evaluate the working process and discover both 

the positive and negative elements of the process. In order to acquire outside opinions on 

my skiUs as a coUaborator, I asked those people who worked on the production with me to 

give me their opinions in writing regarding the process of producing the show. In evaluating 

those opinions I can see where I succeeded and where I could improve in my desire to be a 

coUaborative director. 

Although I did not receive written responses from everyone involved in the 

production, the few I did receive proved very helpful in examining the production process. 

Perhaps the most interesting to me personaUy is the response I received from IVIichael 

Moore, the playwright. He and I were more involved in coUaboration than anyone else who 

worked on the production, and it naturaUy interested me to hear his opinions. In general, 

Michael felt very positive about the process of coUaborating with me. He mentioned his 

wishes that "perhaps we had gotten to visit even more, so I could have shared with [Kris] 

more insights into the characters and the basic background" (Moore 1). He also stressed 

that he experienced a "wonderful director-playwright relationship" (1). Perhaps most 

teUingly, he felt that I was "very open to trying to accommodate [his] vision upon the stage" 

(1). All of these comments indicate a good working relationship from Michael's perspective. 

His comment about my attempts to accommodate his vision point to the success of my 

coUaborative experiment. As stated previously, my model for coUaboration aUowed for 

everyone to have a specific role and for that role to be respected. In the case of Michael, 

part of the playwright's role is to envision the original story and write it. Therefore, one of 

my desires focused on aUowing his original vision to be present in the production. Based on 

his comments, I feel I successfuUy fulfilled my desire, since he said his vision for the play 
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was accommodated. Also, based on his comments about our working relationship, I feel 

that our coUaboration was a successful one. 

The next stage in the production process involved my work with the designers in 

creating the design concept. Although I unfortunately did not receive any written responses 

from the designers, I did hear their comments in a pubUc forum. After the production 

ended, the Texas Tech University Department of Theatre and Dance conducted a pubUc 

meeting, caUed a Post-Mortem, in which the faculty and others who wimessed the 

production had the opportunity to voice their opinions to those involved in creating the 

production.^ 

At this Post-Mortem, Judd VermiUion, the set designer, shared his thoughts 

regarding the production process. He felt the process was successful, and he commended 

me for my work with him in creating the set. He also felt Michael and I both were good 

coUaborators "aU the way through." Based on his comments, and my deaUngs with aU the 

designers involved in the show, this phase of the production proved very coUaborative. I 

feel everyone had the opportunity to express their opinion about the design, and aU of the 

designer's roles were respected. 

FinaUy, the third step in the production process was the rehearsal process. I heard 

from four of the actors in writing, and then I heard from one other actor at the Post-

Mortem. In general the actors had two main comments. Melanie BeU voiced the first 

comment, although she stated that others in the cast shared it. At the Post-Mortem, 

Melanie, who played the role of EUie, mentioned that she felt sUghted in the process of 

creating a new play. She admitted she did not know how the process was supposed to work, 

but said aU of the rewriting of the script was done without the actor's involvement. With the 

exception of a few revisions to individual Unes, she felt the actors had been left out of the 

process of revising the play. Others at the Post-Mortem responded to Melanie by offering 

suggestions about how the "workshopping" process could be conducted. One of the 

suggestions, made by Dr. Louise Stinespring, included aUowing the actors to improvise 

scenes or even create new scenes based on their understanding of their character. The other 

model suggested involved having a playwright work only with a director or perhaps with a 

i.\ll quotes in this chapter refer to comments made in the Post-Mortem, unless otherwise stated. 
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dramaturg. Joe Justice, a playwright who expressed this opinion, said, "actors generaUy do 

not have an objective idea of how to improve a play except through themselves." In 

evaluating these comments, I tend to agree with Joe Justice. It seems aUowing the actors to 

improvise scenes and work in that manner would be contrary to my model for coUaboration. 

Although the idea of actors creating a script as a group intrigues me, it is not the process I 

intended to explore. In my model of coUaboration, everyone's role is respected. The 

playwright writes the play, the actors act the play. Everyone has a chance to contribute their 

ideas, but from within the confines of their role. Just as I would not Uke to see a playwright 

attempt to act, something he is not necessarily trained to do, in the same manner I had no 

interest in letting the actors rewrite the script. Although some of them have experience in 

playwriting, they were brought to the production team for their acting skiUs, not their writing 

abUities. Therefore, I feel my model for coUaboration is perhaps stronger than aUowing 

people of one profession, such as actors, to do the work of another profession, such as 

playwright. 

The other major concern I received from the actors involved the stage manager. 

Several of the actors (in fact, aU who responded to me) felt the stage manager had too much 

input during rehearsals. For some of the actors, this did not pose a major problem, because 

they felt the stage manager only gave them comments in agreement with my own directions. 

For others, this created a confusing situation, because they felt the stage manager's 

comments confUcted with my directions. In response to this criticism, I feel, regardless of 

whether the stage manager gave notes in conflict with my own, this represents a weakness in 

my coUaboration. Just as I would not want anyone else to overstep his or her role in the 

production, I should not have aUowed Justice Forburger, the stage manager, to overstep his. 

In aUowing him to have so much input into the staging of the play, I violated my own model 

for coUaboration. In truth, I never felt Justice said or did anything contrary to my own views 

on the production, and often I specificaUy told him to give notes to certain actors when I 

was not present. If I had known this would create confusion for the actors, or if I had been 

aware of the confusion at the time of the rehearsal process, I would have worked to 

eUminate the problem. However, since I did not become aware of the problem untU after 

the production closed, I was unable to correct it. 
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In general, after examining the comments of those involved in the production, 

I feel my coUaboration was successful. Everyone involved in the show had the opportunity 

to provide input, and everyone seemed to feel the process was a positive one. With the 

exception of my aUowing the stage manager to direct the actors, the entire process seemed 

weU executed. I achieved my goal of exploring a coUaborative method of directing. 

Another goal I had with the production was communicating the theme of 

disenfranchisement. I decided this was the major theme of the play, and aU my direction 

worked towards communicating this theme by creating sympathy in the audience for Blackie 

and EUie. If the audience had sympathy for these characters, that sympathy would 

demonstrate the audience's understanding about how these characters had been 

disenfranchised. So, one measure of the success of my goal would be to examine how the 

audience reacted to the performances. 

I had two ways to evaluate the audience's response. One consisted of simply 

observing the audience as they watched the performances. The other was through the Post-

Mortem, in which individuals who saw the production expressed their opinions. Although 

neither method is scientific or definitive in any way, they both can give a clue as to the 

relative success of the production. 

As Michael Moore pointed out, the performers received standing ovations five times 

out of the seven performances (Moore 3). The other two performances were weU received, 

also. I witoessed several members of the various audiences in tears by the end of the play. 

Also, throughout the play I witoessed people gasping with shock and odierwise expressing 

emotions in response to the play. Again, none of these observations is definitive; however, 

when they are evaluated together, it would seem the audience responded favorably to the 

performances. More importandy, based on the tears and the gasps, I can assume the 

audience felt sympathy for Blackie and EUie. If this is true, then my goal of communicating 

the theme of disenfranchisement was successful. 

The other mediod of evaluating audience response is to examine the comments 

made in the Post-Mortem. Of die fourteen people able to speak in the Post Mortem, eleven 

SpecificaUy mentioned that they enjoyed the production. Several of those people went 

further to say diey were moved by die production. Comments such as "it was quite a treat,"; 
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"we felt EUie's pain, we felt Blackie's pain,"; and the thought that the play did "what good 

theatre should do" aU indicate that sympathy was aroused in these specific audience 

members. One can assume a majority of other audience members had similar opinions. If 

this is true, then my goal of arousing sympathy for Blackie and EUie was successfiil. 

By examining these two subjective sampUngs of the audience, I feel successful in my 

quest to communicate the theme I felt was central to the play. The measure of whether the 

production communicated that theme or not Ues in whether or not the audience felt 

sympathy for Blackie and EUie. Based on the comments I heard and my observations during 

the performances, I can safely assume that a majority of the audience responded 

sympatheticaUy. 

All in aU, Ellie and the Bear Man succeeded at achieving the two goals I outUned. First, 

the performances proved to be high-quaUty theatre, capable of moving and affecting 

audience members. Secondly, and more importandy, the process of creating Ellie and the Bear 

Man provided me with a wonderful way to explore a model of coUaborative directing. I 

learned that the most important elements in a successful coUaboration include 

communication between the director and the production team, and respect for everyone's 

role in the production process. In addition, I learned the negative results that can occur 

when these elements are not present. I am very eager to apply my coUaborative model to my 

next directorial project. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
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Figure 1. Ground Plan of die Set for Ellie and the Bear Man. Designed by Judd VermUUon. 
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Director's Notes 
When I first moved to Lubbock to attend school at Texas Tech, I was rather 

surprised. Despite the fact that I have lived in Texas my entire life, I had never really 
been west of Fort Worth. I spent much of my first several weeks here picking dust out 
of my teeth and wondering where all the trees were. I thought that tumbleweeds only 
existed in the movies, until I was nearly bowled over by one while walking across 
campus in a strong wind. It has taken me a while to get used to this part of Texas, but 
now I think I can finally feel comfortable calling Lubbock my home. 

I have directed plays about Ireland, New York, Hollywood, and lots of other 
places, but this is the first time that I have ever worked on a show that was about my 
home. When I first read this script, I was struck by the way that the play really cap
tures the spirit of West Texas. The characters in the play could be real people in 
Sweetwater; they could be real people right here in Lubbock. What I wanted to do 
with this play was to find a way to bring the West Texas attitudes that I saw in the script 
to life. In many ways, it has been very easy; all we have to do is look around us and we 
can see images and icons of West Texas. In many ways, it has been very difficult, 
because we have had to look at our environment in a totally new way. I hope you 
enjoy this portrait of our homeland. Listen to the wind, feel the sand (in your teeth!), 
and find out how much you are a part of this environment, just as we are. 

Dramaturg's Notes 
We live in a world with a binary system that divides people into the normal/ 

abnormal, beautiful/ugly, rich/poor, healthy/handicapped, the mainstream/the alter
native. Such discrimination has been taken for granted and much injustice has oc
curred because of such a value system. If you belong to a group that is not considered 
normal you are not treated as human. The world population is made of all kinds of 
people, yet if we look at theater history, it seems, only the normal and the mainstream 
population is represented. Such a depiction neglects that people who are different 
from the norm have a reality just as real. Ellie and the Bear Man, with its characters 
who are considered handicapped, challenges the audience to rethink our value sys
tem and theater representations. Although it is set in the fifties, it shares a very con
temporary concern that is dealt with by some alternative theaters such as the Bread 
and Puppet Theater and the San Francisco Mime Troupe. They challenge us to exam
ine our value system and see as beautiful what we normally think is ugly. 
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Playwright's Notes 
There really was an Ellie Self and a Blackie Blevins, and they really did live in i(: 

Sweetwater in 1950. The disabilities of the play's lead characters mirror the ones ihat^/ 
the actual people struggled with in real life. Still, the majority of the script is fiction,-^-; v 
constructed to illustrate the challenges of their lives and to work (we hope) entertain-^ ̂ .; 
ingly and dramatically upon the stage. Our intention, always, has been to honor the -,.; 
spirit of their lives and the memory of their love. 

Words can't express the debt of gratitude I owe to director Kris Harrison, the ; 
greatest cast ever assembled at TTUT, and EUie's "dream team" of technical artists. 
Having one's play come to life thanks to a group of talented and dedicated actors and 
technicians is wonderful, but having it created by people whom you also call "friends" 
is truly special. 

Special thanks to Dr. Norman Ben for his criticism and encourangement, 
time and suggestions, and for pointing me in the right directions. 

Thanks to Jenni and Mary-Nancy for being the very best of their Daddy's life, 
to my lovely wife, Helen, for amazing me every day with (as Elvis used to sing) die 
"wonder of you." And to the Lord: Thank You for all Your tender mercies. 

And finally, this dedication: 
For Blackie and Ellie: 

Love, no matter how small, matters. 

Special Thanks 
To Richard Privitt for his generous assistance with this production. 

To Logan's Roadhouse for their generous assistance. 
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Presented and Produced by the 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 

Supported In Pan by 
The Kennedy Center Corporate Fund 

The US Department of Education 
Delta Airlines 

The National Committee for the Performing Arts 

This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College The
ater Festival (KC/ACTF). The aims of this national theatre education pro
gram are to identify and promote quality in college-level theatre produc
tion. To this end, each production entered is eligible for a response by a 
regional KC/ACTF representative, and certain students are selected to 
participate in KC/ACTF programs involving awards, scholarships, and spe
cial grants for actors, playwrights, designers, and critics at both the re
gional and national levels. 

Productions entered on the Participating level are eligible for inclusion at 
the KC/ACTF regional festival and can also be considered for invitation to 
the KC/ACTF national festival at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Per
forming Arts in Washington, DC in the spring of 2001. 

Last year more than 1000 productions and 19,000 students participated in 
the American College Theater festival nationwide. By entering this pro
duction, our department is sharing in die KC/ACTF goals to help college 
theatre grow and to focus attention on the exemplary work produced in 
college and university theatres across the nation. 

• ^ 

* >- ^ 

This play is also entered in the Michael Kanin Playwriting Awards Program 
and is being considered for the David Mark Cohen Playwriting Award 

and the John Kennedy Smith Playwriting Award. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE SCRIPT OF ELLIE AND THE BEAR MAN 
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PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE 

Michael Dale Moore 
5615 Harvard 
Lubbock, TX 79416 

To Whom It May Concern: 

"I, IVIichael Moore, the undersigned, hereby give permission for Kris Harrison to 

reproduce my original work, Ellie and the Bear Man, as an appendix to this document. This 

permission is granted only for this version of my work, and only for inclusion in Mr. 

Harrison's text. I maintain all other rights to my play script." 

Any inquiries or performance requests should be directed to the author, Michael 

Moore. 

Signed: . 
& . ^^^—^— _ ^ — » . — _ = 

playwright date 
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EUie and the Bear Man 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 

ELLIE SELF. 32. A gende, brain damaged woman. 

BLACKIE BLEVIN. 30. Ellie's lover. Comanche Indian. A WWII 
paraplegic. WTieelchair bound. The "Bear Man." 

JUDGE DAMFORD WILSON. 55. Nolan County Judge. 

RUBY WARE. 40. Ellie's second oldest sister. 

ALTA POUND. 45. Ellie's eldest sister. 

KATHY SMITH. 24. Married to CharUe. Helps take care of EUie. 

CHARLIE SMITH. 27. Kathy's husband. Helps take care of EUie. 
Owner of the Mustang Cafe. 

COWAN KIRKPATRICK. 44. Foreman of the Rockin'W Ranch 

MORRIS LAWRENCE. 22. Hired hand on the Rockin'W Ranch. 

MRS. FOWLER. 35. A town gossip. 

MRS. WICKER. 37. The leading town gossip. 

MRS. LIGHTNER. 30. A new comer to town. 

THE FACELESS AMERICAN SOLDIER. Of undetermined age. A 
ghost in Blackie's nightmares. 

THE FACELESS JAPANESE SOLDIER Of undetermined age. A 
ghost in Blackie's nightmares. 
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T H E T I M E 

The FaU of 1950. 

T H E P L A C E 

Primarily in the kitchen of Blackie Blevins's farm house, 
but also at other locales in and about Sweetwater, Texas. 

Scene one. Blackie's Kitchen. Late evening. 

Scene two. A Speaker's Platform in Sweetwater. Several weeks later. 

Scene three. Blackie's Kitchen. That same day. 

Scene four. Blackie's Kitchen. Later that night. 

Scene five. The Judge's Office in the Nolan County Court House. 
The foUowing Monday. 

Scene six. Blackie's Kitchen. The foUowing Friday. 

Scene seven. McClarty's grocery store. The same day. 

Scene eight. Blackie's Kitchen. Two nights later. 

Scene nine. The Judge's Office. The foUowing Friday. 

Scene ten. Blackie's Kitchen. The next day. 

Scene eleven. CharUe and Kathy Smith's bedroom. Later diat night. 

Scene twelve. Blackie's Kitchen. The foUowing Saturday afternoon. 

Scene thirteen. The Judge's Office. The next week. 

Scene fourteen. Blackie's Kitchen. Just after noon the next day. 

Scene fifteen. Blackie's Kitchen. The next Monday afternoon. 
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Scene sixteen. Mrs. Lightner's front porch. That same day. 

Scene seventeen. Blackie's Kitchen. That night. 

Scene eighteen. The Judge's office. The next week. 

Scene nineteen. Blackie's Kitchen. The foUowing Sunday afternoon. 

Scene twenty. Blackie's Kitchen. The foUowing morning. 

Scene twenty-one. Blackie's Kitchen. That night. 

Scene twenty-two. Blackie's Kitchen. The foUowing Saturday evening. 

Scene twenty-three. Blackie's Kitchen. Six hours later. 
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A C T l 

SCENE 1 

{During most of the play, the stage 
area mil represent Blackie's kitchen, 
but during some scenes it must serve 
as other locales^ 

(SETTING: THE INTERIOR OF THE KITCHEN 
IN BLACKIE BLEVIN'S OLD FARM HOUSE. 
The room is a sparse, clean, 1940's 
country kitchen. It shows age. Present 
are a refrigerator and smaU stove 
along with a sink and some cabinets 
containing drawers. These drawers 
store silverware and cooking utensils. 
On one cabinet sits a bucket 
containing drinking water. A cloth 
covers it. A ladle for dipping the 
water rests beside it. Also present is 
a kitchen table with four chairs. On 
one side of the room is a door leading 
to the Irving room. On the other, a 
door leading to the back porch and 
outside. The kitchen also contains a 
window which may be visible or not.) 

(AT RISE: Late evening during the Fall 
of 1950. ELLIE SELF is dipping herself 
a drink of water. BLACKIE BLEVINS, in 
his wheelchair, sits nearby.) 

BLACKIE 

Mah-toe-wig? Did you like the movie? 

(ELLIE nods her head "yes.") 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Do you remember what "Mah-toe-wig" means? 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 
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BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

"Tell me something." Remember? That's the Comanche way of 
saying "Hello, how are you?" 

I be fine. 
ELLIE 

(With her right hand, ELLIE ladles out 
some water and carries it to BLACKIE. 
He allows her to hold the ladle handle 
as he guides the bowl to his mouth and 
drinks. When finished drinking, he 
takes his right hand and gendy takes 
hold of her right hand Using his left 
hand, he takes the ladle fcom her and 
lays it on the table. He then begins 
kissing her right hand and wrist, 
after which he gendy examines the 
scars upon her wrist.) 

Cut me. 

ELLIE 
(continuing; in response) 

I know. Does it hurt? 
BLACKIE 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

I've never asked you before, but do you remember anything 
about the night you got these? 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no" again.) 

ELLIE 
Hurt me. 

Do you know what cut you? 

A knife? 
(continuing) 

BLACKIE 

(A diird "no.") 

BLACKIE 
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ELLIE 
No like knives. Make me feel bad. 

BLACKIE 
I know. Does it hurt now? I'll kiss them and make them 
feel better. 

(continuing) 
What are you looking at? 

Uh! Can see no stars! 

(BLACKIE kisses her wrist again. 
Disturbed by this, ELLIE puUs her 
hand away and crosses to the window.) 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 
Too many clouds. May not be any. 

ELLIE 
Can no see my babies. 

BLACKIE 
Ellie, they're not in the stars. They're in Hillsboro. 
Remember? 

ELLIE 
I miss my babies. 

BLACKIE 
I know. Me, too. 

ELLIE 
You know my babies? 

BLACKIE 
No. I miss them because you miss them. 

(a beat) 
You ready to go home? 

(ELLIE nods a very definite "no.") 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

We gotta go anyway. Sweetie. I got work to do around here 
tomorrow and you gotta go to church with the Smiths. 
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No. 
ELLIE 

No? 
BLACKIE 

I stay here. With you. 
FT LIE 

BLACKIE 
We've been through this before. You know you can't 

I love you. 
ELLIE 

I know. Come here. 
BLACKIE 

(continuing) 
What's the matter? 

(After their nice romantic kiss, ELLIE 
bolts away once more, but this time 
she does so giggling, her arms wrapped 
around herself.) 

BLACKIE 

(giggling) 
I be twitterpaited! 

ELLIE 

You are? 
(amused) 

BLACKIE 

(ELLIE returns to the window.) 

ELLIE 
No see no stars. No see my babies. 

(She grows solemn and sad. Sensing 
this, BLACKIE hurries over and looks 
out the window, too.) 

BLACKIE 
There! Look there, EUie. There's some stars! 
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ELLIE 
Hello, stars! HeUo, stars! 

BLACKIE 
EUie! EUie, you know what? I bet your kids are looking 
at those same stars right now. 

ELLIE 
My babies? 

BLACKIE 
Uh-huh, and if they're waving at those stars and you're 
waving at those stars, then it's Uke you're waving to 
each other. 

(excited) 
My babies? 

Yeah. Go ahead. Wave! 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

(BLACKIE moves back and ELLIE opens 
the window and waves out of it to the 
stars.) 

ELLIE 
HeUo, babies! Mommy love you! Mommy kiss you. 

(continuing) 
I love my babies! 

(BLACKIE watches her. Suddenly, ELLIE 
turns back and hugs BLACKIE tighdy.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 
(gasping) 

I'm glad! Hey, you're choking me. Let up! 

(ELLIE releases him, drops to her 
knees beside him, and begins rubbing 
his arms.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

What? Now what are you doing? 
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ELLIE 
(giggling) 

I love yo\i. 
(a beat, then whispering loudly in his ear) 

I want you baby. 

(cautiously) 
I want you, too, baby. 

BLACKIE 

No. Here. 

(ELLIE stands up and places his hand 
on her stomach.) 

ELLIE 

(BLACKIE fireezes for a moment, but 
then puUs away his hand, stammers 
for a second, then simply turns and 
moves away fcom her.) 

ELLIE 
(continuing; puzzled and hurt) 

No want my baby? 

BLACKIE 
No! 

(a beat) 
Yes! I mean—of course I do. It's just... 

(For a long moment, he struggles to 
decide whether or not he should do 
what his heart teUs him to do. 
FinaUy, he turns around and faces 
ELLIE. She gazes at him quizzically. 
BLACKIE smiles shyly, then he reaches 
into his pocket and pulls out a 
beautiful Indian wedding necklace.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

I'd hope to wrap this, but . 

(He turns up the necklace.) 
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BLACKIE 
(cdntinuing) 

I've been thinking about this for a long time, I just 
wasn't sure about whether or not you'd... 

(a beat; a decision) 
This is a Comanche marriage—wedding necklace, Ellie. When 
a man and a woman decide they wanna live together, the man 
makes one of these and gives it to her and she wears it. 
It's like a wedding ring. The woman who wears this one 
wiU be my wife and there can never be anybody else for 
her or for him. If you put this on, it means you waima be 
my wife for life. 

(holding the necklace out to her) 
Do you wanna be...my wife? 

(ELLIE crawls to him, takes the 
necklace firom his hand, sHps it over 
her head and onto her neck Smiling, 
she examines the piece of jewelry.) 

Pretty. 

(touching her face) 
No. Beautiful. 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

SCENE 2 

(SETTING: A SPEAKERS PLATFORM IN 
SWEETWATER, TEXAS.) 

(AT RISE: Day. Several weeks later. 
THE JUDGE is addressing a town 
meeting.) 

THE JUDGE 
America's growing and Sweetwater's gotta grow with it! 
Opportunity's knockin'l Free enterprise is the key to our 
future and hard work'U pave the way! For our stores, our 
ranches, our farms, but we have got to do more! We ve 
gotta convince the Air Force to keep Avenger Field open! 
Then, we've got to attract new companies and new 
industries to Nolan County! We've got to put our best foot 
forward and seU Sweetwater! Show 'em we're the right 
place with the right resources and the right people! A 
people with vitality and vision! 

(more) 
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THE JUDGE (cont'd) 
Good, clean. Christian people. A people with pride in 
their community, in their churches, and in their schools! 

(pause for applause) 
The work s begun and already paying off. Listen to me! I 
want you to hear this! Thanks to the work of our Economic 
Development Committee, yesterday, Gooch-Kerns Meat Packing 
annoimced that they're locating their new stock-yard right 
here in Sweetwater! And what does that mean for us? Jobs! 
Jobs! Jobs! And when there's jobs, there's a body for 
every place, and a place for everybody! 

(THE SOUND OF APPLAUSE.) 

SCENE 3 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: Day. That same weekend. RUBY 
and ALTA are waiting in the kitchen. 
Laughing, KATHY SMITH, ELLIE and 
BLACKIE enter through the back door. 
KATHY carries a platter of meat. 
ALTA, KATHY, and EIXIE wear plain, 
everyday dresses. RUBY, however, is 
definitely overdressed for a family 
cook-out. She also wears too much 
makeup.) 

RUBY 
What are ya'aU squeaUng about? 

KATHY 
We just had a scare. You aknost didn't get any of this. 

I go boom-boom! 

Honey, you felP 

ELLIE 

RUBY 

ELLIE 
(giggling) 

On my bow-hiney! 

KATHY 
She tripped on an old stob and stumbled right into me. For 
a second there...these steaks had wings! 
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ALTA 
(to ELLIE) 

You better watch that, young lady. You'U bruise your 
pride! 

(KATHY places the stakes on the table.) 

BLACKIE 
Kathy, I need to get to the stove— 

KATHY 
Don't worry. I'U get i t El'U help me. 

(to ELLIE) 
Come on, girL 

(She then moves to the stove and 
retrieves some pans of vegetables from 
off it. ELLIE helps carry them to the 
table.) 

ALTA 
(to BLACKIE) 

You bx aU this? 

BLACKIE 
Yes, Ma'am. Living alone forces you to be a good cook. 
Actually, my grandmother, Nee-Wa-Ha, taught me how to 
cook- Back when I was a kid on the ranch. 

RUBY 
And that was where? 

BLACKIE 
Oklahoma. 

RUBY 
You StiU have family there? 

BLACKIE 
Everybody, but mel 

RUBY 
And why aren't you there? Don't you want to be with your 
family? 
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KATHY 
Blackie's grandfadier was Quannah Pariter, die last great 
Comanche chieP And his mother was Cynthia Ann Parker. She 
was the white giri who got kidnapped by the Indians. 

BLACKIE 
But we didn't call it kidnapping. Where's CharUe? 

KATHY 
Being miserable, I hope. Deer season opened this weekend 
and every man in town skipped the country! 

BLACKIE 
Not every man. 

(People start sitting down at the 
table.) 

RUBY 
You did a good job on the lemonade. 

BLACKIE 
EUie made it. 

RUBY 
She did? 

(to ELLIE) 
Did you? Why, Ellie Lorene, I'm so proud of you! 

BLACKIE 
There's a lot of things EUie can do if you just let her. 
Kathy, we ready? 

KATHY 
I think so. 

BLACKIE 
Well, as they say in the Marines: Everybody dig in! 

RUBY 
But we haven't said grace! 

ALTA 
Sister! Not everybody says grace. 
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RUBY 
Why, of course, they do. Even my three husbands, as 
heathen as they were, said grace. You do, don't you, Mr. 
Blevins? 

BLACKIE 
Generally, I don't pray at alL 

RUBY 
(cackUng loudly) 

Don't—? Why everybody prays. You're just shy, aren't ya, 
honey? 

BLACKIE 
If you want to pray, pray. But don't teU me what I have 
to do in my own house. Praying's asking for help. I ask 
nobody for help. 

KATHY 
Blackie and CharUe go around and around on this. Blackie 
says God doesn't listen to his prayers, and I say He does. 

BLACKIE 
(amused) 

And what's He done for me lately? 

KATHY 
He brought you, EUie. 

(BLACKIE, for once, is speechless.) 

KATHY 
(continuing) 

Maybe, Mrs. Pound, would lead our prayer. 

RUBY 
No! That's not proper, either. 

BLACKIE 
It's aU right, Mrs. Ware. Mine's not a proper house. 

(to ALTA) 
Mrs. Pound? 

ELLIE 
Ruby talk, talk, taUs, talk, taUi, taUi, taUi. 

KATHY 
EUie! 
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ALTA 
Ellie Lorene, we're saying grace now. 

(a beat) 
Lord, we come before your throne to ask your blessings 
upon this food and bless the hands that have prepared it. 
Please be with all our troops overseas and be with 
President Truman. Bless this country. Lord, we ask a 
special blessing upon this house and the person who lives 
here. Bring them to a fuUer understanding of You and Your 
Word and let them see the errors of their ways. In His 
name, we pray. Amen. 

KATHY 
That was a nice prayer. Wasn't it EUie? 

ELLIE 
Thank you, God. 

BLACKIE 
Maybe I should have asked EUie to say it. 

(People begin getting food. BLACKIE 
places a steak on his plate and begins 
cutting it up.) 

RUBY 
Hmmmm. This is good. You cuttin' that up for EUie? 

BLACKIE 
Yes, ma'am. 

ALTA 
No knives for EUie! 

KATHY 
If you don't cut her meat for her, she'U pick it up with 
her hands and eats it. I have to stay on her all the time 
about that We had to hide all the knives in kitchen at 
our house and at the cafe to keep her from bawling. I've 
meant to ask you if this knife thing was something new. 

ALTA 
The bawling business is, but no, EUie's hated knives 
since she was a litde girL She was what? Eight when it 
happened? It was right before— 
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RUBY 
(a topic she'd rather not discuss) 

Luke was bom. 

ALTA 

Ruby's first baby. Anyway, we were fixin' dinner one day, 
and somehow, Ellie sHced her hand open with Mama's big 
ole butcher knife. Right to the bone! Lord, how she 
screamed and cried. Doc Scott had an awfial time with her. 
After that, she'd never touch one. If it needed cutting, 
someone else did it! 

RUBY 
And if it was dirty? Too bad! She even made Papa go down 
and buy her this big pair of scissors! 

ALTA 
And nobody ever made Papa do nothin'. 

RUBY 
If EUie cut it, it got cut with those scissors! Even 
after she got married, you'd go over to her house and 
she'd be cuttin' away on some poor chicken with those 
scissors! 

KATHY 
That's what she does now! Which is okay for okra, but it 
sure messes your tomatoes up. 

ELLIE 
Not Uke knives. Scare me. 

KATHY 
We're just talking. 

RUBY 
We're aU scared of something, honey. 

ALTA 
Yes, but she should've got over that. 

BLACKIE 
Some things, Mrs. Pound, aren't easy to get over. 
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ALTA 
(toKATHY) 

Speaking of "over," Mama told me you moved EUie into that 
apartment over your cafe? When did this happen? 

KATHY 
About a month, month and half ago. 

ALTA 
And you thought that was an okay thing to do? 

KATHY 
Dr. Johnson thought it was and EUie wanted to, 

ALTA 
Our Utde neighbor boy wanted to use my husband's hammer, 
too, but all he did was smash his thumb! 

KATHY 
EUie's improved a lot. I know you've noticed. 

ELLIE 
I do good. 

RUBY 
Good, darlin'. 

ALTA 
So did you ask Mama if this move was okay? Or one of xis? 

KATHY 
No, ma'am. 

ALTA 
Don't you think her family oughta be consulted? 

KATHY 
Only if it's an emergency. That was the agreement. 

ALTA 
Then, we're just to be ignored? 

KATHY 
No. If something really important— 

ALTA 
Living by herself s not important? 
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KATHY 
I'm sorry, but I really don't know why you're so upset! 
It's not like we're not just leaving her! She's with us 
aU day in the cafe! 

(to EUie) 
We're not leaving you, are we, EP 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

KATHY 
(continuing) 

See. 

RUBY 
But isn't she alone at night? 

KATHY 
No. At night, she's with Blackie. 

(an embarrassing beat) 
I mean, in the evenings. 

(stumbling ) 
She and Blackie...You know what I mean. 

ALTA 
We know exactly what you mean and I think that may weU be 
the very question! 

BLACKIE 
Well, you know, Mrs. Pound, you're exacdy right When me 
and ElUie get alone at night, up there in her apartment, 
we rut aroiind Uke a couple of homy pigs! 

RUBY 
Ohmigod. 

BLACKIE 
And when we get tired of doing it there, we come out here 
and do it! 

ELLIE 
Bear Man? 

KATHY 
Blackie! 

BLACKIE 
Well, that's what she's saying. That we act Uke a couple 
of barnyard animals! 
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ELLIE 
Bear Man! What wrong? 

ALTA 
I thought you were a gendeman! 

BLACKIE 
WeU, you were wrong! For crying out loud, she's your own 
sister! 

KATHY 
Blackie, please! 

RUBY 
I can't beUeve this! 

ALTA 
EUie is vulnerable! She can be taken advantage of! She 
needs to be protected! We're her family. We care about her! 

BLACKIE 
And I don't? I care about her. I care about her a heU of 
a lot more than you do. 

ALTA 
Oh, you do? 

BLACKIE 
You bet I do. I care about her so much I've asked her to 
marry me! 

ALTA 
What-? 

KATHY 
Blackie? 

BLACKIE 
And guess what? She said yes! 

(BLACKIE reaches over to ELLIE and 
Ufts up her necklace.) 

BLACKIE 
(contmumg) 

This is her marriage necklace. 
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ELLIE 
It pretty. 

ALTA 
You asked her to marry you? 

BLACKIE 
Yes. 

ALTA 
But you can't. She can't be married. She is not her own 
person! 

BLACKIE 
She's a grown woman! 

ALTA 
(indicating her body) 

Here. 
(indicating her head) 

But not here! She's a child! 

BLACKIE 
No, she's not. She's a woman and I want to marry her. 

ELLIE 
I love my Bear Man! 

ALTA 
What do you take us for fools? 

BLACKIE 
I love her! I want to take care of her. I want her to Uve 
with me. I mean, that's more than you've done and you're 
her "family!" 

ALTA 
What? 

BLACKIE 
You love and care about her so much— 

ELLIE 
Sister! 

RUBY 
We love EUie. 
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KATHY 
Folks, please! 

BLACKIE 
—that you pushed her off on CharUe and Kathy the finest 
chance you got and shipped her kids off to an orphanage! 

ALTA 
(at the same time as RUBY) 

You weren't there. You don't know. When she left Ector 
County Hospital, she knew nothing and nobody. Mama was 
trying to keep EUie and the kids, but then EUie woke up 
one day and just went wUd, Mama sent the kids off trying 
to take care of EUie. But Mama's too old and too sick! 

(her voice rising) 
And if you must know, my husband is at home dying of 
cancer. And beUeve it or not, it's aU I can do to take 
care of him. And Ruby— 

RUBY 
(at the same time as ALTA) 

I tried. I wanted to, but I work at J.C. Penny. I'm by 
myself. But I kept the kids. While EUie was in the 
hospital, I kept them. I took off work 'til Mamma got out 
to Odessa. That's more—more than Frank did. And he was 
their daddy. 

ELLIE 
(at the mention of these words) 

Odessa bad! I hate Odessa! Frank bad! Take my babies away. 

KATHY 
Everybody, please, this is not helping EUie. 

(to ELLIE) 
It's okay, EUie. 

ALTA 
She has to be watched aU the time! None of us can do 
that That's why we let Dr. Johnson taUi \is into this hair-
brained scheme to give her to the Smith's. Kathy had an 
idiot sister growing up and Dr. Johnson thought maybe 
she'd have the skills and patience to work with her. Help 
her improve! 

BLACKIE 
And she has! 
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Not that much. 

Her name was Ann. 

ALTA 

KATHY 

RUBY 
What? 

KATHY 
My sister. Her name was Ann. And she was not an idiot, 
Mrs, Pound. No matter what the doctors said Or anybody 
else. She was sweet, and gende, and the most loving 
person I have ever known. And I miss her. Everyday. 

(a beat) 
Mrs. Pound, I'm as shocked about this marriage thing as 
you are. And no, I didn't know about it. But what if EUie 
and Blackie really do love each other? EUie's not 
incapable of loving. I know Blackie really does cares 
about her. 

ELLIE 
I love my Bear Man. 

ALTA 
Hear that? Listen to her. She calls Viim "Bear Man." What 
kind of name is that? 

A good Indian name? 

She's not Indian! 

BLACKIE 

ALTA 

BLACKIE 
She wUl be when we get married. 

(RUBY suddenly jumps up and moves away 
from the table.) 

RUBY 
No! No! No! This is not righd This is wrong! All wrong! 

ALTA 
Damn right it is! It's immoral and indecend And I'm not 
going to let this happen. You don't fool me for a minute, 
buster. 

(more) 
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ALTA (cont'd) 
You're just a pathetic litde crippled man who nobody 
wants and who thinks he can go get his jollies off with my 
sister! I know your kind! 

BLACKIE 
My kind? 

ELLIE 
Hurt my ears! 

(ELLIE flees the table. KATHY foUows 
her.) 

KATHY 
EUie! 

ALTA 
I guarantee you! You may have everybody else buffaloed, 
but you don't have me fooled, Utde man! Not one bit! 

Sister! Necklace! 

Hey! 

What are you doing? 

Necklace! Want it! 

Stop it! 

(ALTA crosses to ELLIE and rips the 
necklace from around her neck. ELLIE 
screams.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

(ALTA rushes away with the necklace, 
ELLIE pursues after her and when ALTA 
turns around, she finds herself in a 
fight with ELLIE for the necklace,) 

ALTA 

ELLIE 

ALTA 

(One of ELLIE'S hands finds ALTA'S 
face while the other reachs for the 
necklace. 
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ALTA yalps, dirows ELLIE'S hand off of 
her face, and then slaps ELLIE hard. 
Stung, ELLIE backs away. ALTA shakes 
the necklace at ELLIE.) 

ALTA 
(continuingi) 

You want this? Huh? You want it? 

(ELLIE looks at ALTA and nods "yes." 
ALTA holds the necklace up like an 
INDIAN war trophy.) 

ALTA 
(continuing) 

WeU, you're not going to get it. Do you hear me, EUie? 
You can't have this! Never, not ever! 

(ELLIE stares at ALTA for a moment, 
then sobbing, runs out of the back 
door. KATHY runs after her.) 

KATHY 
EUie! 

Damn you! 

(When they are gone:) 

BLACKIE 

ALTA 
No, damn you! For what you've done to my Utde sister. 

(to RUBY) 
Come on! Unless you prefer staying and getting assulted. 

(ALTA exits out the Uving room door. 
There is a pause before RUBY quickly 
gathers up her things and heads for 
the Uving room door.) 

BLACKIE 
Stop! 

(RUBY freezes in her tracks.) 
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BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

I'd Uke the proper Mrs. Ware to explain something to me 
before she leaves: What's so wrong about a man and a woman 
loving each other? 

Sometimes...everything. 

No. No! 

RUBY 

(RUBY exits.) 

SCENE 4 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: Later diat night BLACKIE is 
gulping slugs from a WHISKEY FLASK. As 
he does, THE SOUNDS OF A BATTLE (an 
intense fixe fight, lots of bombs, 
yelling) rises in volume and from two 
different locations, THE FACELESS 
AMERICAN SOLDIER and THE FACELESS 
JAPANESE SOLDIER enter. They move 
closer to BLACKIE. He watches in 
horror.) 

BLACKIE 

(The two soldier rush towards each 
other and commit to hand to hand 
combat.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing; screaming) 

Noooooo! 

(BLACKIE retreats from them, but 
continues watching. Finally, THE 
FACELESS JAPANESE SOLDIER twists THE 
FACELESS AMERICAN SOLDIER around and 
stabs him repeatedly in the back.) 

BLACKIE 
(continxiing; screaming) 

No! No! 
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(THE AMERICAN reacts in pain and then 
coUapses into die JAPANESE SOLDIER'S 
ARMS. THE JAPANESE SOLDIER drags die 
AMERICAN SOLDIER off the stage. THE 
SOUNDS OF BATTLE fade away. BLACKIE is 
left whimpering in his chair.) 

SCENE 5 

(SETTING: THE JUDGE'S OFFICE, NOLAN 
COUNTY COURT HOUSE) 

(AT RISE: Day. The foUowing Monday. 
THE JUDGE is on die phone.) 

THE JUDGE 
Hey, Bob. Judge Wilson...Yes, sir...Yes, sic.We've got 
the best site in the county picked out and the balls's 
rollin'. We'U have the stocl^ard up and running in no 
time. ...Yes, sir...Yes, sir. Easy access,..yes, sit. 
Right next to the Rockin' W...Yes, sir. Just a few minor 
details to be worked out in the land acquisition...Nah, 
nothing you boys in Ft. Worth need to worry about.. All 
right..rU let you know... Yes, sir„AJl right Good
bye. 

(caUing out to his secretary) 
Dorothy? Dorothy, quit filing your nails and get me the 
Rockin' W on the line. We're trying to do the people's 
business here. 

(ALTA enters.) 

ALTA 
Judge? Judge Wilson? 

THE JUDGE 
Why, Alta Pound! How long you been standing there? 

ALTA 
Just a second May I come in? 

THE JUDGE 
Sure. I wasn't on the phone, was I? When you walked in? 

ALTA 
I didn't see you if you were. Your secretary wasn't out 
there so I came on in. You have a minute? 
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THE JUDGE 
Oh, sure. Dorothy? She spends more time powdering her nose 
than at that desk! Sit down. What can I do for you? How's 
your family? 

ALTA 
I wish I could say fine, but we're no t Mama's in poor 
health and so is Harley. 

THE JUDGE 
Nothing serious, I hope. 

ALTA 
He's got cancer. Eat up with it. 

THE JUDGE 
Anything we can do? 

(ALTA shakes her head "no,") 

ALTA 
Not anything anybody can do. 

THE JUDGE 
I'm so sorry, Ya'all still in Midland? 

(ALTA nods "yes.") 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

So, ah, where's my former secretary these days? 

ALTA 
Ruby's in Odessa. 

THE JUDGE 
And how's she doing? 

ALTA 
She's fine. 

THE JUDGE 
Good. So, what can I do for you, today? 

ALTA 
You know our sister, Ellie, don't you? You heard about 
what happened to her? 
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THE JUDGE 
I heard a Utde. 

ALTA 
She's better now, but she's not ever gonna get weU. Her 
mind's...all messed up. 

THE JUDGE 
I'm sorry. 

ALTA 
Even worse, though, she's gotten involved with this man: 
Blackie Blevins? 

THE JUDGE 
Rooking in his folder) 

Would that be Walter Blevins? FeUow in a wheelchair? 

ALTA 
Yes, sir. 

THE JUDGE 
And how are they involved? 

ALTA 
He told her he was gonna marry her! 

THE JUDGE 
And you don't think he'll foUow throxigh with it? 

ALTA 
Oh, no. I'm sure he would, that's just the problem. She's 
got no business getting married. Not the way she is now. 

THE JUDGE 
So you'd Uke me to do what? 

ALTA 
Get him to leave her alone. 

THE JUDGE 
Well, it just so happens, that I've got some business with 
Mr. Blevins. So let me, make a note on this, and when I 
see him, we'll have a Utde discussion and see if we 
can't come to some understanding. Would that work? 

(ALTA nods "yes.") 
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THE JUDGE 
(continuing; a beat) 

While you're here though, let me ask you something else. 
Does anybody in your family actually have leg authority 
over your sister's affairs? 

ALTA 
Not legal, court-wise, I don't guess. I mean, we've all 
tried to help. Mama mosdy. Of course. Dr. Johnson talked 
her into letting those church of Christ people, the 
Smiths, take care of her. And that's another matter. They 
seem to think they've got all the say over EUie, and I 
don't agree with that, either. 

THE JUDGE 
Why I ask is that there may be some legal steps you can 
take, as her sister, to help insure her safety and upkeep. 
That is, if you're interested. 

ALTA 
Yes, sir. That sounds good. Judge. I appreciate it. I knew 
if anybody could help vis, you could. It's just like Ruby 
used to always teU me, "If you need something done, ask 
the Judge. He can do anything!" 

SCENE 6 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: The foUowing Friday. IRA 
HAYES and BLACKIE are embracing. IRA'S 
suitcase rests on the floor.) 

BLACKIE 
I can't beUeve i t Mah-toe-wig? What are you doing here? 

IRA 
Passing through. Got me a job up in Chicago, 

BLACKIE 
Chicago? 

IRA 
Being a mechanic, again. International Harvester. 

BLACKIE 
Not vice president? A war hero Uke you? 
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IRA 
Please! 

BLACKIE 
How long can you stay? 

IRA 
A couple of days. I have to be there by the first. 

BLACKIE 
Great! Sit down. How's the family? You wanna drink? 

IRA 
Fine. Whatdya got? 

BLACKIE 
(pointing) 

Lemonade in here. Hooch down here, 

IRA 
Lemonade. I can't do the hooch. I gotta keep straight I 
can't afford to mess up this job, 

(BLACKIE gets some lemonade,) 

BLACKIE 
No, me, either. 

So, how is it? 

It's a desk job. 

Scott StiU there? 

Yeah. They just had a kid. 

IRA 

BLACKIE 

IRA 

BLACKIE 

IRA 
A lot of the guys are doing that now. 

(a beat) 
Ten him Chief says "Hey." 

BLACKIE 
You teU him! We'll go see him tomorrow. 
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IRA 
(shaking his head "no") 

Nah. His family don't know me. I wouldn't know what to 
say. You just teU him. Okay? 

BLACKIE 
Sure. So, how long you been on the wagon? 

IRA 
Two, three months. Our old medicine man. He got me 
straight He gave me this. 

(IRA removes a medicine pouch from 
around his neck and hands it to 
BLACKIE.) 

BLACKIE 
The "sacred ways"? What's in it? 

IRA 
You know it's not right for you to ask me that, 

BLACKIE 
Maybe, if I beUeved in it, I wouldn't 

IRA 
I hold i t When the nightmares„.you know. He taught me a 
sacred song, too. 

BLACKIE 
So? Does it work? 

IRA 
I'm not having *em Uke I did. 

BLACKIE 
Might just be time. 

IRA 
Maybe. But it could be the Great Spirit 

BLACKIE 
And it could ]ust be Santa Claus! 

(BLACKIE hands the medicine pouch back 
to IRA.) 
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You still havin"em? 
IRA 

Why ya think I keep the hooch? 
BLACKIE 

Bad? 
IRA 

(BLACKIE shrugs.) 

BLACKIE 
What can you do? Can't go back and un-Uve the war. 

IRA 
Nope, but that don't keep me from wishing, I hold this and 
do a lot of wishing. 

Yeah? For Uke what? 
BLACKIE 

IRA 
Like, I wish I'd never touched that rl^rnn flag pole. And I 
wish Ida Lupino had kissed me a couple more times. 

HeUo? Anybody home? 

It's open. 

You Walter Blevins? 

(They both laugh. COWAN and MORRIS 
walk up to the back door.) 

COWAN (O.S.) 

BLACKIE 

(They enter. COWAN addresses BLACKIE.) 

COWAN 

(BLACKIE nods.) 

BLACKIE 
After an uncle. 

COWAN 
I'm Cowan Kirkpatrick I'm foreman over at the Rockin' W? 
And I'm needing to ask ya a couple of questions. 
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BLACKIE 
Why? 

COWAN 
Why? WeU, because! That's why! 

BLACKIE 
I see. 

COWAN 
I work for a concern that has an interest in this land 
you're leasing and we need to know what you're plans are. 

BLACKIE 
My plans? 

COWAN 
Concerning this property. We know you're leasing it from 
old Widder Woman Hatter and that she's given you an option 
on buying it. She told us she won't seU to anybody else 
without you getting first dibs on it. I need to find out 
what your plans are. 

BLACKIE 
And who's this concern you work for? 

COWAN 
It's none of your business. 

BLACKIE 
Why not? You seem to know my business! 

MORRIS 
Doesn't anybody know who "the concern" is. It's a big 
secret. Some rich guy back east. 

IRA 
You work for him, but you don't know who he is? That's 
pretty sttange if you ask me. 

MORRIS 
Well, nobody's asking you. 

BLACKIE 
If you can't teU me, I can't teU you. 

COWAN 
Don't let this anonymity thing spook ya. 
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BLACKIE 
Oh, I'm not. 

COWAN 
Then what's the problem? Are you planning to buy this land 
or not? 

BLACKIE 
What if I am? 

COWAN 
Damn you, mister! Will you give me a sttaight answer? 

BLACKIE 
W^y? You haven't given me one. 

COWAN 
Are you or aren't you? 

BLACKIE 
I hadn't really thought about it, but since you gendemen 
seem so intent about it, I tliink maybe, yeah, I wUl buy 
this place, 

MORRIS 
That's stupid! 

BLACKIE 
Yep, Just like you! 

(MORRIS starts for BLACKIE,) 

COWAN 
Morris, stop! 

(to BLACKIE) 
I hope you didn't mean that, 

BLACKIE 
But I did, I'm getting married and we're gonna need a 
place to Uve and this place wUl be just fine. 

MORRIS 
Must be one hard-up-bitch to wanna marry you. 

BLACKIE 
Oh, she is. Of course, she's lucky she's not doing worse. 
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MORRIS 
(sniorting) 

How's that? 

BLACKIE 
She could be marrying you! 

(MORRIS jumps towards BLACKIE, but IRA 
steps in his way. IRA begins laughing.) 

IRA 
Old Blackie's a real jokester, ain't he? He's fiinny. 

(IRA laughs more. MORRIS steps back, 
conftised. COWAN moves to MORRIS, IRA 
continues his laughing. FinaUy, 
MORRIS and COWAN join in.) 

MORRIS 
Yeah, he's a real belly buster. A regular Bob Hope. 

COWAN 
Come on, Morris. Don't worry. We'U be seeing ya. 

(COWAN and MORRIS exit. MORRIS does a 
HoUywood Indian whoop as he exists 
and laughs.) 

IRA 
Boy, they sxire don't know you, do they? 

BLACKIE 
How's that? 

IRA 
Ordering you around. I remember that! Lt. WeUes? He could 
do it fine. But anybody else? Forget it! You wouldn't 
listen to nobody. Might as weU be talking to a ttee. 

BLACKIE 
Yep, that's me. 

IRA 
So! You're gettin' married, huh? 

(laughing) 
I bet she knows aU about you hoochin', huh? 
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Hey, look! 

What? 

Over there. EUie Self. 

It sure is. 

Who's she? 

SCENE 7 

(SETTING: INTERIOR MCCLARTYS GROCERY 
STORE, SWEETWATER, TEXAS.) 

(AT RISE: Same day. ELLIE and KATHY 
enter the stage with a shopping cart. 
MRS. FOWLER, MRS. LIGHTNER, AND MRS. 
WICBCER also enter with a shopping 
cart) 

MRS. FOWLER 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

MRS. FOWLER 

hmS. WICKER 

MRS, LIGHTNER 

MRS. FOWLER 
She's the one I was teUing you about. 'Tried to kUl 
herself Slashed her wrists after she took a bunch of 
piUs. None of it worked. 

MRS, WICKER 
All she accomplished was ruining the motel ftimiture and 
her brain, 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Oh..And she did this because...? 

MRS. WICKER 
'Cause she was stupid! 'Cause her two-bit tom-cattin' 
husband told her he was leavin'! 

MRS. FOWLER 
Her and three kids! 

MRS, WICKER 
Lost her husband, her kids, and her mind, aU on the same 
day. 
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o , , . , , , , . ^^^^' FOWLER 
Shhhhhhhl 

(KATHY and ELLIE approach.) 

MRS. WICKER 
HeUo ladies! 

KATHY 
Oh.HL 

MRS. WICKER 
How ya'all liking this fall weather? 

KATHY 
It's fine. 

MRS. FOWLER 
It's sure making the ball games chUly! 

(MRS. LIGHTNER extends her hand to 
KATHY, They shake,) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
HeUo. I'm Clara Lightner, 

KATHY 
BCathy Smith, 

MRS, WICKER 
Clara's new to town. We're showing her the ropes. 

And how are you? 

This is EUie. 

EUie, 

(MRS. LIGHTNER extends her hand to 
ELLIE.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

KATHY 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

(ELLIE looks at KATHY. KATHY nods her 
approval ELLIE shakes.) 
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MRS. FOWLER 
We came and saw you at the cafe right after you started 
working there for Kathy. Do you remember that? We were 
with The Ladies Auxiliary! 

MRS. WICKER 
So, how's Mrs. Self doing these days? 

KATHY 
We're doing just great, aren't we. El? 

ELLIE 
(out of the blue) 

I get married. 

What? 

I marry Bear Man! 

What? What's a "Bear Man"? 

(Everyone freezes.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

ELLIE 

MRS. WICKER 

MRS. FOWLER 
What's she talking about? 

KATHY 
WeU-ah-do you know Blackie Blevins? Works at WTU? He's 
in a wheelchair? You may have seen him in the cafe. He's 
asked EUie to marry him. 

MRS. FOWLER 
Oh! 

MRS. WICKER 
So when's the happy day? 

KATHY 
I don't beUeve they've set a date yet. Have you. El? 

MRS. WICKER 
(with fake sincerity) 

WeU, congratulations, Mrs. Self, I'm so happy for you. 
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KATHY 
WeU, EUie, we better get going. CharUe's in the car! 
You ladies take care. 

I'd wash that hand. 

Getting married! 

Can you beUeve it? 

Sounds kinda cute to me. 

(KATHY and ELLIE exit The three women 
watch them go.) 

MRS. WICKER 

MRS. FOWLER 

MRS. WICKER 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

MRS, WICKER 
Please! You won't think it's so cute when she moves next 
door and comes drooUng on your door step! Or when her 
Utde darlings end up in class with your kids. 

MRS, FOWLER 
Have you ever seen him? That Blevins guy. Talk about rude! 
Lottie told me, that one day he was in here and he chewed 
the sack boy up one side and down the other for absolutely 
no reason at aUl 

MRS, WICKER 
There outta be a law, 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
A law? 

MRS, WICKER 
To protect you! From having to put up with ttash Uke that 
every time you go out! 

(MRS. WICKER and MRS. FOWLER exit off 
still discussing BLACKIE and ELLIE. 
MRS. LIGHTNER lags behind for a 
moment, but then huiries to catch up 
with them,) 
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No. No! 

SCENE 8 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: Two nights later. Blackie is 
having one of his nightmares and is 
frantically searching for his botde. 
THE SOUNDS OF BATTLE fade in and rise 
in volume. THE TWO FACELESS SOLDIERS 
enter and begin moving towards him.) 

BLACKIE 

(BLACIGE finds his botde, gulps down 
its contents. The soldiers move 
closer. Suddenly, IRA steps through 
the living room door and into the 
room. He watches BLACKIE reacting in 
panic at the vision. IRA moves to 
BLACKIE and shakes him.) 

IRA 
Blackie? Blackie? Wake up, Blackie! 

BLACKIE 
Aaaaaaaa! 

(BLACKIE awakens and sees IRA, but he 
also StiU sees the soldiers. THE TWO 
FACELESS SOLDIER repeat dieir fight, 
but move no closer to BLACKIE.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Chief! Chief. Don't let them get me! Please! 

IRA 
Okay, okay. 

BLACKIE 
You can see 'em too, can't you? 

(continuing) 
Can't? But-Look! 

(IRA shakes his head "no.") 

BLACKIE 
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I don't see anything. 
IRA 

BLACKIE 
What's the matter with you? They're right there! 

IRA 
It won't help yelling at me, brother. It won't make me see 
them. 

BLACKIE 
Ira! Do something! Don't let them get me! 

(IRA pulls away from BLACKIE, takes 
out his medicine bag and holds it out 
in front of him and begins his Indian 
chant FinaUy, THE FACELESS JAPANESE 
SOLDIER slays and drags THE FACELESS 
AMERICAN SOLIDER from die stage. THE 
SOUND OF BATTLE fades away. Once they 
are gone, IRA stops his chant and 
BLACKIE sits in his chair, spent.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

I get so—so scared. 

I know...Me, too. 
IRA 

BLACKIE 
Damn! I hate this. I don't know what it's going to do to 
EUie, 

Here, 

What? 

(IRA looks at this medicine pouch, 
make a decision, moves to BLACKIE and 
places his medicine pouch in BLACKIE'S 
lap,) 

IRA 

BLACKIE 

It's for you. 
IRA 
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BLACKIE 
No. I can't-t 

IRA 
Yeah, you can. I'm giving it to you. You got a lady friend 
who wants to marry you. 

(a beat) 
I - I don't 

BLACKIE 
But, but what about you? 

IRA 
Ahh, I'll be fine. Remember? Time? The Great Spirit? You 
keep it 'til I find me a good woman. 

(laughing) 
Then maybe, I'U come beat your ass and make you give it 
back to me! 

(IRA crosses to the door.) 

IRA 
(continuing; a beat) 

I'm heading back to bed, I gotta go in the morning and I 
can't sleep on those Greyhounds, 

BLACKIE 
But you just got here— 

IRA 
I know, but I gotta get to Dallas, You're not the only 
one whose got lady friends! 

(IRA kugh and exits. BLACKIE watches 
btm go, then examines the medicine 
pouch.) 

SCENE 9 

(SETTING: THE JUDGE'S OFFICE.) 

(AT RISE: The foUowing Friday. THE 
JUDGE is on the phone.) 
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THE JUDGE 
I don't care if he's got the whole tribe out there! Get 
him to sign that paper...I don't care if he doesn't want 
to. Persuade him! Do what you have to do. Beat some sense 
into him. Beat the heU out of him, I don't 
care...No...No...It'll all come through my office. 
Nothing's gorma happen. If it does, I'U take care of 
it..He ain't gonna to do nothing... Just take care of it! 

SCENE 10 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN) 

(AT RISE: The next day, BLACKIE is 
finishing some kitchen task COWAN and 
MORRIS come to the back door. They 
enter,) 

COWAN 
Knock-knock? You a hard man to catch. 

BLACKIE 
I try to be. You always just walk into people's houses? 

MORRIS 
WTiere's you buddy? 

COWAN 
We were just driving by and thought we'd stop and see if 
you'd had a change of heart 

(a beat) 
About your optioning this place. Trying to buy i t You 
know what I'm talking about. Don't play stupid widi me. 

BLACKIE 
What makes you think I'm playing? 

(MORRIS rushes BLACKIE and turns his 
wheelchair over.) 

MORRIS 
A nigger-Indian oughta know to know how he's suppose to 
address a white man! 

(BLACKIE strikes at MORRIS, but he 
jumps out of reach.) 
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MORRIS 
(continuing) 

Whoa-oh! Tonto's on the warpath! 

COWAN 
You see, how this can go now, don't you, Mr. Blevins? It 
could get real ugly, real fast But there's no reason for 
it to. Not if you sign the papers. Agree to forgo your 
option and get out of the way. That's all we're asking. 
HeU, we'll even let you stay out your lease. 

BLACKIE 
Then what? 

MORRIS 
Then you move. 

BLACKIE 
But I told ya: I like it here! 

COWAN 
But you can't stay here! Why can't you understand that? 
Are all Indians that stupid? 

MORRIS 
That's why they put 'em on reservations! 

COWAN 
Shut up, moron. 

(to BLACKIE) 
This land is important. There's big plans being made for 
this piece of property and it's not right for some Utde 
crippled man to stand in the way. 

BLACKIE 
Ha! That'd be a good trick 

MORRIS 
What? 

BLACKIE 
Me...standing in your way. 

COWAN 
There's plenty of other places where you can be just as 
happy! 
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BLACKIE 
Like where?-

MORRIS 
Like Humbletown! Where all the other Mexicans and niggers 
live. 

BLACKIE 
You guys are a real hoot, you know that? You come out here 
and assault me, and think I'm going to roU over and play 
dead for you? 

MORRIS 
You wiU if you're smart. 

BLACKIE 
I'm smart enough to caU the Sheriff. 

(MORRIS just starts laughing.) 

COWAN 
You listen to me! The next time we come out here? We're 
bringing papers. And when we do, you're gonna sign 'em or 
Morris here's may get a lot rougher. 

BLACKIE 
Morris here may get himself shot, too. 

COWAN 
Oh, I doubt that Your lady friend might not appreciate 
you doing that. 

(COWAN and Morris cross to exit.) 

BLACKIE 
You leave Ellie outta this! 

COWAN 
Think about i t We'll be back 

(They exit.) 

SCENE 11 

(SETTING; CHARLIE AND KATHYS BEDROOM.) 
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(AT RISE: Later diat night CHARLES 
and KATHY are dressed for bed. KATHY 
brushes her hair.) 

CHARLIE 
No, it's not fair, but since this marriage proposal thing 
got out, ttaffic's gone way down. People aren't coming in. 

KATHY 
Gossip and litde minds. Gossip and Utde minds! They did 
it with Annie and they're doing it now. I hate this town, 

CHARLIE 
Kathy, we gotta face it. This thing's affecting business. 
Maybe, we should try to help EUie some other way. 

KATHY 
CharUe! 

CHARLIE 
EUie's not Annie, She's not your sister! 

KATHY 
She's my Christian sister! And yours, too! 

CHARLIE 
I know, but we've gotta— 

KATHY 
I know„.I know, 

CHARLIE 
We live in a small town. And the less we do to cause 
ttouble or gossip or whatever, the better. For us. For 
them. For everybody. I know he loves her. I see it in his 
eyes. He looks at her Uke I look at you. But..I don't 
know. 

KATHY 
And how do you look at me? 

(CHARLIE demonsttates widi a silly 
face. KATHY laughs.) 

KATHY 
(continuing) 

And just what are you thinking when you "look" at me? 
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CHARLIE 
About jumping...getting you...about starting us a family? 

KATHY 
Oh, is that right? 

CHARLIE 
Yeah. 

KATHY 
WeU, let me teU you something, Mr. Smith. 

(whispering in his ear) 
Thinking about it, won't get it done! 

Oooooh! Noooo! 

It's okay. 

No! 

(KATHY exits off, laughing and 
gesturing to him with her finger to 
foUow her. Grinning, CHARLIE does so.) 

SCENE 12 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN) 

(AT RISE: The foUowing Saturday. 
ELLIE sets an apple pie on the table 
along with some plates. BLACKIE takes 
die OLD BUTCHER KNIFE out of the 
drawer and moves towards ELLIE with 
it. ELLIE sees it and scrambles away.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 
We gotta cut the pie. How ya gonna cut the pie? 

(continxaing) 
Okay. You win. I'U put it back 

(ELLIE holds up a spoon.) 

BLACKIE 
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(BLACKIE goes to put the knife back, 
but pauses and looks at the knife, 
F.T.T.TK dips out pie on her plate and 
begins eating.) 

EIXIE 
This nice. 

BLACKIE 
Good. I ever tell you about this knife, EUie? It used to 
belong to my grandfather. Quannah? This thing oughta be in 
a museum somewhere. Did you know the last defiant act of 
the Comanche nation was made with this knife? Mother told 
me. WTien she was a gid, they were butchering a hog and 
this pushy rancher came up and started harassing Grandpa 
really bad. And then, for some reason, he grabbed Grandpa. 
And when he did. Grandpa, twiried around, grabbed his 
goatee and cut it clean offl Scalped his chin! They said 
that rancher took off like a buUet Mother says that it 
was the only time she ever saw the warrior come out in her 
daddy. Said his eyes flashed! After the nation came in, he 
was always the peacemaker...but for one that moment— 

ELLIE 
Knives not nice. Cuttin' people not nice! 

(Laughs) 
You're right about that. 

Cut my hand. 

I know. I'm sorry. WTiere? 

Here. 

BLACKIE 

(BLACKIE throws die knife back in the 
drawer.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

(ELLIE shows him the knife scar on her 
hand.) 

ELLIE 

(BLACKIE is kissing her hand when MRS. 
FOWLER, MRS. WICKER, and MRS. LIGHTNER 
arrive at the back door.) 
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MRS. FOWLER 
Well, hello! May we come in? 

(They enter without waiting for a 
reply.) 

MRS. FOWLER 
(continuing) 

We knocked, but nobody answered so we came around here. 
You must be NIr. Blevins. We've heard so much about you. 

MRS. WICKER 
HeUo, EUie. 

BLACKIE 
You know these ladies? 

MRS. WICKER 
Of course, she does. We met in McClarty's store. You were 
with Kathy? Remember? 

(ELLIE nods "yes," but doesn't seem 
too certain.) 

MRS. FOWLER 
We stopped by your apartment, but you weren't there. We 
kinda figured you might be out here. So, we thought we'd 
just come out and pay you a Utde visit. The Ladies' 
Auxiliary? 

(BLACKIE looks at them and then at 
ELLIE.) 

BLACKIE 
I got some stuff I could use to do out in the shop, I'U 
leave you ladies to visit, 

(BLACKIE starts for the door, but 
ELLIE makes a Utde cry and acts 
apprehensively.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

It's okay, sweetie. It's fine. They're fiiends. I'll be 
out here. 

(BLACKIE exits. A beat ELLIE spies 
the pie.) 
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Pie? You Uke pie? 

Why yes. That would be nice. 

(low) 
Clara! 

ELLIE 

(A beat.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

(ELLIE puUs out a chair for MRS. 
LIGHTNER and she sits. ELLIE then goes 
to get more plates and silverware.) 

MRS. FOWLER 

Did you make it? 

Bear Man, 

(The other two ladies do not 
immediately sit, but wander around the 
room, and even throw glances into the 
living room, inspecting the place as 
they taUi.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

ELLIE 

MRS. FOWLER 
(echoing to MRS. WICKER) 

"Bear Man." 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Mr. Blevins's got a nice place out here. Has he Uved here 
long? 

(no reply) 
How did you two meet? 

(ELLIE still doesn't reply, but she 
spoons out some pie into each of the 
plates. She passes them out, then 
steps away and looks at the women 
expectandy. A long pause as aU but 
MRS. LIGHTNER try to avoid actually 
eating the pie.) 

ELLIE 
I like coffee. You like coffee? 
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MRS. LIGHTNER 
Yes. Do you? Do you have some coffee? 

ELLIE 
(nodding "no") 

Too h o t It bum me. 

(Another pause.) 

ELLIE 
(continuing; blurting out) 

I go bathroom. 

(ELLIE exits.) 

MRS. FOWLER 
What are you trying to do? Get us poisoned? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
I thought we came out here to be sociable. 

MRS. WICKER 
Christ, Clara! Are you really that naive? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Then why—? 

MRS. WICKER 
To find out what's going on, siUy! I guarantee you, 
people wouldn't like this Utde set up one bit 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
What? It's not fancy, but it's clean. What's wrong with it? 

MRS. WICKER 
Everything! We're not talking furniture, deary. We're 
talking decency. What's she doing out here with him aU 
day by herself? 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
People do it all the time, 

MRS, WICKER 
Not people Uke her! You've never been around people Uke 
her before, have you? I have. They're no better than 
animals. They're impulsive! You saw how they were carrying 
on when we came in! 

(more) 
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MRS. WICKER (cont'd) 
They've got absolutely no self-conttol! BeUeve me, I 
know. When I was growing up, we had a neighbor boy who 
was just Uke her and he:.. 

(MRS, WICKER'S voice ttails off She 
is visibly shaken from recalling a 
very unpleasant event in her life. 
After a moment, her resolve returns.) 

MRS, WICKER 
(continuing; a bad memory clouds her face) 

Anyway if they feel Uke peeing on the floor, you'd better 
grab the mop! 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
That's a Utde extteme— 

MRS, FOWLER 
Clara, it's like her leaving just now. What kind of person 
leaves their guests right after they arrive? 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
I don't—Maybe she had to take care of something. Maybe 
it's that time of month! 

MRS, FOWLER 
Oh, God, don't even go there! You know what that impUes! 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
ImpUes? 

MRS, FOWLER 
Puppies! 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Puppies? 

MRS. WICKER 
Do we have to speU out everything for you? S-E-X? 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
That's none of our business, 

MRS, WICKER 
Oh, yes it is! Her having kids is everybody's business! 
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MRS. LIGHTNER 
How? Why?. 

MRS. WICKER 
Why? Because— 

(ELLIE re-enters.) 

MRS. WICKER 
(continuing; to MRS. LIGHTNER) 

Watch. 
(to ELLIE, overly loud) 

WeU, this is nice. So, EUie, I was wondering, what do 
you hear from your kids these days? 

ELLIE 
My babies not here. 

MRS. FOWLER 
We know. Now, where are they? 

ELLIE 
They in HUlsboro. 

MRS. WICKER 
I see. 

(MRS. WICKER looks at the odier ladies 
as ifto say "Watch diisl") 

MRS. WICKER 
(continuing; calculated to be confusing) 

So, EUie, teU me: you don't miss them, do you? 

(And it works. A confiised ELLIE shakes 
her head "no," MRS, FOWLER foUows 
MRS, WICKER'S lead,) 

MRS, FOWLER 
You mean, you don't miss your children? 

(ELLIE shakes her head "yes.") 

MRS, WICKER 
But you just said you didn't. 

MRS. FOWLER 
How terrible! 
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(NIRS.LIGHTNER can't beUeve what she's 
witnessing.) 

MRS. FOWLER 
(continuing) 

A real mother would miss her own kids, 

MRS. WICKER 
I just guess you're not a real mommy. I'm really shocked. 

MRS. FOWLER 
And I thought EUie was a good person! 

(to MRS. LIGHTNER) 
Didn't you? 

MRS. WICKER 
What would "Bear Man" think if he knew you weren't a good 
mommy? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Stop id You're upsetting her. 

MRS. WICKER 
(ignoring MRS. LIGHTNER) 

And her children? You don't tViink they know do you? 

MRS, FOWLER 
God, I hope not! Can you imagine how bad they'd feel? 

MRS. WICKER 
Soooo bad! 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
That's enough! 

MRS, FOWLER 
I just can't imagine doing what Ellie did, giving my 
babies away! 

ELLIE 
I love my babies. 

MRS. WICKER 
No you don't! Or you wouldn't have given them away! 

MRS, FOWLER 
That's terrible! 
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MRS. WICKER 
And you wouldn't have taken those piUs either. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Stop it! 

MRS. WICKER 
No, I'm afraid there's no doubt, you don't love your 
babies. 

Not at aUl 

(continuing) 
Awwooo! 

MRS. FOWLER 

(MRS. LIGHTNER pinches MRS. FOWLER to 
make her stop.) 

MRS, FOWLER 

(ELLIE stands up and begins hitting 
herself on the side of the head and 
pacing the floor.) 

ELLIE 
Ilovemybabiesllovemybabiesllovemybabies. 

MRS. FOWLER 
(genuinely scared) 

Ohmigod, what's she doing? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Oh, no! 

MRS. WICKER 
(to MRS, LIGHTNER) 

See. You want that having babies? 

(MRS, LIGHTNER tties to stop ELLIE, 
but ELLIE won't let her,) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Mrs. Self. EUie, please. Please don't do that 

MRS, FOWLER 
Clara, don'ti 
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MRS. WICKER 
Get away from her. Shell hit you! 

MRS. FOWLER 
CaU die Smidis! 

MRS. WICKER 
Smidis? HeU! Call the Sheriiffl 

ELLIE 
Mybabiesmibabiesmibabies. „ 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
Look what you've done! 

MRS. WICKER 
Us? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Why'd you have to upset her? 

MRS, WICKER 
How can you upset a crazy person? 

EUie! EUie! 

Stop it, EUie! Stop it! 

BLACKIE (0,S,) 

(BLACKIE enters, sees ELLIE,) 

BLACKIE 

(BLACKIE hurries to her. He then works 
here to a comer and grabs her hands, 
ELLIE coUapses in a heap beside him, 
sobbing,) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Sssssssh, It's okay. It's okay. 
(to the women) 

What'd you do to her? 

MRS. FOWLER 
Do to her? We didn't do anything to her. 

MRS. WICKER 
We were sitting here eating pie and she went nuts! 
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BLACKIE 
No! You did something! 

MRS. WICKER 
We did not! 

(to MRS. LIGHTNER) 
Did we, Clara? 

Clara! 

(to BLACKIE) 
See whzt jou did! 

(All eyes fall on a petrified MRS. 
LIGHTNER Suddenly, she runs out of 
the room. The other women foUow her.) 

MRS. FOWLER 

MRS, WICKER 

(They exit. BLACKIE tums back to 
ELLIE to comfort her.) 

BLACKIE 
Ssssssssh. Bear Man's here. It's okay. 

SCENE 13 

(SETTING: THE JUDGE'S OFFICE.) 

(AT RISE: The next week THE JUDGE is 
on the phone, again.) 

THE JUDGE 
Yeah...yeah...well, it's taking a Utde longer than we 
thought, but I'm sure it's not going to be much 
longer...Yeah...Hmmm...We're workin' to speed it 
up...We'U get it done. We'U get die land...I know.,.rU 
keep my promises. You don't forget to keep yours! 

(under his breath) 
Ass holes. 

SCENE 14 

(SETTING: INTERIOR OF BLACKIE'S HOUSE.) 

(AT RISE: Just after noon the next 
day. 
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BLACKIE sits at die table widi CHARLIE 
who is setting up the Chinese Checkers 
board and finishing off his latest 
piece of apple pie. KATHY and ELLIE 
clear off the table of plates and pie.) 

CHARLIE 
No, Mrs. Gee takes good care of us on Saturday. She's a 
good cook 

(to BLACIGE) 
For an old Indian, you sure can make good pie. 

BLACKIE 
For an old white boy, you sure can eat a lot of it. That's 
EUie's recipe, you know. 

El, you okay today? 
KATHY 

(ELLIE says nothing, but seems lost in 
her own thoughts. KATHY looks at 
BLACKIE. KATHY moves to ELLIE, ELLIE 
embraces her,) 

ELLIE 
They mean to me. 

KATHY 
I know, I know, I should never have let them get close to 
you. I'm sorry. 

CHARLIE 
Hey, EUie! 

KATHY 
CharUe's talking to you. 

CHARLIE 
Hey, EUie wanna see my new face I got? 

(CHARLIE makes the same face he had 
made earUer to KATHY. The women 

giggle-) 

CHARLIE 
(continiiing) 

You Uke it? I know Kathy likes it! What are you laughing 
it? 
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You funny. 
ELLIE 

CHARLIE 
No, you funny. 

(looking at the checker board) 
WeU, looks Uke I'm goima continue my winning ways this 
afternoon. 

KATHY 
The only reason you win is because you and EUie jam 
everybody up. 

CHARLIE 
Yep. Me and EUie: we're the best! 

There's the MaU Man! 

(THE SOUND OF THE RURAL ROUTE MAIL 
CARRIERS'S CAR approaching, stopping, 
and then taking off again.) 

KATHY 

Hey, EUie. Wanna race? 

No? 
(continuing) 

CHARLIE 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

CHARLIE 

(continuing) 
You Utde sneak! 

(As CHARLIE is replying, ELLIE is 
sprinting for the door.) 

CHARLIE 

Blackie? 

(BLACKIE and KATHY laugh for a moment, 
then a silence.) 

KATHY 

Yeah? 
BLACKIE 
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KATHY 
Can I ask you something? 

BLACKIE 
Sure. Go ahead. 

KATHY 
Why do you want to marry EUie? 

BLACKIE 
Because I love her? 

KATHY 
I know. But why? Why should EUie wanna marry you? 

BLACKIE 
Because I'm so good looking? Maybe because we Uke each 
other? Cause I wanna take care of her? 

KATHY 
You want to do aU that for EUie, but what do you want 
her to do for you? Do you understand what I'm asking? 
What do you expect from her? 

BLACKIE 
I don't know—just be happy, I guess, 

KATHY 
But that comes from inside herself. What do you want from 
her? 

(a beat) 
I haven't minded this relationship between you two. In 
fact, I guess I've encouraged it. Which makes me a Utde 
concerned. 

BLACKIE 
Why? 

KATHY 
Because I don't see you expecting anything from her. And 
I'm not talking about physical relations. 

BLACKIE 
Expecting? 
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KATHY 
Expecting her to be something in your life. To be yoiir 
help-mate. To not be just your companion, but your helper 
in Ufe. 

BLACKIE 
I do. I wflL 

KATHY 
WiU you? Blackie, neither of us know where EUie's going 
to end up mentaUy. So fir, she's kept improving, but what 
if that stops one day? What if she gets up one morning and 
that's it? That's aU she can do? What is going to be left 
between you? Are you wiUing to be her complete care giver? 

BLACKIE 
Yes! I've said that! 

KATHY 
But I don't think that's what EUie wants. Not as a woman, 
as a wife. Inside. Deep down inside. The words—I can't— 
it's, I know, that without you having an expectation of 
her, this marriage won't work That she won't be happy. 
She's got to have some reason to cUng to you and you've 
got to have some reason to cling to her. Something inside 
you that says she's valuable to you, contributes to your 
Ufe, That she helps make your life Uvable, I beg you: 
don't put her on some pedestal and leave her there. She's 
a Uving flesh and blood woman. Give her a chance to be 
aUve in your life. You have to decide what that need is 
that she fiUs and then let her fiU it. Okay? 

Hey, hey! Look what we got! 

(BLACKIE nods. CHARLIE and ELLIE 
return carrying two envelopes.) 

CHARLIE 

(CHARLIE hands die first one to 
BLACKIE. He opens it.) 

ELLIE 
Bear Man! 

CHARLIE 
Somebody got their blood tests back 
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KATHY 
Well, did you pass? 

BLACKIE 
Of course, whatdya think? 

(CHARLIE hands BLACKIE die odier 
letter. BLACKIE opens it and reads. 
His face changes.) 

CHARLIE 
Uh-oh! This one's from the Court House! Looks like 
somebody must have got a ticket! 

KATHY 
Blackie? What is it? 

(BLACKIE holds the letter out to her.) 

BLACKIE 
We can't get married. The county judge. Says we can't get 
married without his approval. Her sister got her made a 
ward of the court. 

Oh, no. 

Sister? 

Honey, it's okay. 

KATHY 

ELLIE 

KATHY 

BLACKIE 
Says he's coming out here Monday to interview me. 
Interview both of us. At two, I'U have to caU Scott 

CHARLIE 
You caU Scott, then I'm going to caU the Judge— 

BLACKIE 
No. Don ' t I don't want you to. We don't need it. 

KATHY 
Blackie— 
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BLACKIE 
There's no teason this can't work out We've done nothing 
wrong! Nothing. 

SCENE 15 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: The next Monday afternoon. 
JUDGE WILSON and BLACKIE, alone.) 

THE JUDGE 
Mr. Blevins? It's my understanding from talking to Mrs. 
Pound and Dr. Johnson that Mrs. SeLPs become what's 
termed as "mentaUy imparted." Meaning, she is now 
incapable of taking care of her own affairs. 

BLACKIE 
That's why I want to take care of her. 

THE JUDGE 
The Smiths teU me you have a genuine affection for each 
other. However, that does not negate the concerns of this 
court. Do you have any idea what those concerns might be, 
NIr, Blevins? 

BLACKIE 
About EUie? 

THE JUDGE 
No, About you. 

BLACKIE 
That I'm in this wheelchair? That I'm Indian? 

THE JUDGE 
No. I'm talking about other things. 

BLACKIE 
Other things? 

THE JUDGE 
Like you're a ttoublesome and annoying neighbor? That you 
have a drinking problem? That you're prone to be violent? 

BLACKIE 
Whoever told you those things is a Uar. 
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THE JUDGE 
Are they? Let me warn you, Mr. Blevins. Don't teU me 
something today and have me find out something different 
tomorrow. 

(continuing) 
Do you drink? 

(A beat) 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 
No.,.Yes, I have drunk,.a Utde! Cause of the war. Lots 
of vets do. 

(THE JUDGE picks up some papers and 
looks at them as he talks,) 

THE JUDGE 
But your drinking's never caused you to be violent? Got 
you in ttouble with the law? 

BLACKIE 
No, sir, 

THE JUDGE 
Not even back in Oklahoma? Outside 

(referring to his papers) 
"The Red Man Club"? 

BLACKIE 
That-that was two and half, three years ago, I'm better 
now. 

THE JUDGE 
Can anybody vouch for that? 

BLACKIE 
I'm not lying to you. You told me not to Ue to you and I 
won't. 

THE JUDGE 
But you just did. 

(referring to his papers) 
You a Marine? 

BLACKIE 
Not anymore. 
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THE JUDGE 
It says here that you "fought on Iwo Jima and saw hand to 
hand combat." That was pretty violent, wasn't it? 

(a beat) 
You ever attack a woman before? Or a chUd? 

BLACKIE 
No. 

THE JUDGE 
(referring to his papers) 

You never attacked a "Nurse Charlene Dubois"? Or a "Dr. 
Galasso"? Never—quote—"wrecked much of the ward before 
being subdued"—unquote. 

BLACKIE 
You stiU got your legs, don't you. Judge? You don't know 
what it's like to suddenly find out that a lot of things 
you always took for granted—walking, running, riding your 
horse—you can't do them anymore! No matter how much you 
beat 'em, pinch 'em, stick 'em, jab 'em, they're not going 
to work again. Not ever. Angry? Violent? Damn right I was. 
But I'm not anymore. 

THE JUDGE 
No more pent up angers? No more frusttations? 

BLACKIE 
No, sir. 

THE JUDGE 
Then why are you stiU having nightmares? 

(holds up a paper) 
Big Spring VA. 

BLACKIE 
I'm getting better, 

THE JUDGE 
I see. Would you mind sending in Mrs. Self? 

(BLACKIE exits. ELLIE enters.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

HeUo, Please, have a seat, Mrs. Self. I have to ask you 
some questions. You answer them as best you can and weU 
go on from there. Okay? 
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(ELLIE nods affirmatively to aU his 
questions.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

So, teU me, EUie, do you love Mr. Blevins? And do you 
want to marry him? You've been a wife before, so you know 
aU the things a wife has to do: sewing, cleaning, 
washing, cooking? And you think you wanna do aU that 
again? 

(a beat) 
You know, Mrs. Self, I judged the baked goods contest out 
at the Nolan County Fair the year you won that blue ribbon 
for your apple pie. You remember that? 

(ELLIE nods, but seems unsure.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

I got a sUce of that pie and by dogie if that wasn't the 
best thing I'd ever eaten! Do you think you could give me 
the recipe for that pie? My wife sure would love to have 
it! 

(ELLIE nods yes, but says nothing.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

So? You start with apples? 
(no response) 

How many? 
(no response) 

How about sugar? 
(no response again) 

Can't remember? That's fine. I was just curious, 
I can't remember where I put my glasses half the time. 

ELLIE 
My babies,..like pie. 

THE JUDGE 
They do? How are your babies, Mrs. self? 

ELLIE 
My babies far away. 
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THE JUDGE 
I'm sure you miss them. Have you and Mr. Blevins talked 
about that? Getting your kids back? 

ELLIE 
My babies come home! 

THE JUDGE 
And if your chUdren came home, that'd make you very, very 
happy, wouldn't it? 

(ELLIE nods "yes" to his questions.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

ChUdren take a lot of work, don't they? Babies? You feel 
Uke you're up to that much work^ Of course, there's also 
the possibiUty that you and Mr. Blevins might start a 
family of your owu. Have new babies! 

ELLIE 
I love babies. 

THE JUDGE 
You do? Great. Suppose, when you get married, God blesses 
you that way. Do you think you'U need any help taking 
care of a baby or do you think you could do that by 
yourself? 

ELLIE 
Me. 

THE JUDGE 
AU right. But, let's say, your baby starts crying, what 
are you going to do? 

(F.T.T.TK gestures towards her breast.) 

ELLIE 
MUk 

THE JUDGE 
Good, but what if it keeps crying? 

ELLIE 
Diaper. 
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THE JUDGE 
A diaper? AU right. But what if it stiU keeps crying? 

ELLIE 
(as she demonsttates) 

Rock! 

THE JUDGE 
pressing her) 

But what if that doesn't help? What are you going to do? 
Hear it? It's crying louder, 

ELLIE 
Kadiy! 

THE JUDGE 
But Kathy's not home? It's crying, EUie, hurry! Hurry! Do 
something! 

ELLIE 
Bear Man! 

THE JUDGE 
No! He's at work! She's crying, EUie! 

(shouting) 
Do something! You gotta do something, EUie! Hurry! What 
are you going to do? Hurry! Hurry! 

ELLIE 
(wailing) 

I no know. 

THE JUDGE 
Do something! 

ELLIE 
I no know. Inoknowlnoknowlnoknow! 

(ELLIE flees the room.) 

THE JUDGE 
(to himself 

No, Mrs. Self. There's some problems you can't solve with 
pills, 

(An angry BLACKIE tiirows open the 
living room door,) 
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BLACKIE 
What did you do to her? 

THE JUDGE 
I asked her some questions. I didn't mean to upset her. 

BLACKIE 
That was wrong. 

THE JUDGE 
Sometimes you have to do unpleasant things to get to the 
tmth. 

(THE JUDGE gathers up his papers. A 
long silence.) 

BLACKIE 
WeU? 

(a beat) 
Can we? 

No. 

Why? 

You'U get a report. 

(Another beat.) 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 
Why can't you just teU me now? 

THE JUDGE 
Because that's not the way it works, 

(A beat) 

BLACKIE 
Then I'm a dead man, 

THE JUDGE 
Oh, please! Let's not be so dramatic, 

BLACKIE 
You got a wife. Judge? A family? 
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THE JUDGE 
I do. 

BLACKIE 
That's good. They give you life. But I've got no Ufe. 
I've got nobody. If you don't let me have EUie— 

THE JUDGE 
Mr. Blevins— 

BLACKIE 
Of aU people, you ought to know how a woman can save a 
man. Let him see the good in himself again. Stop the 
pounding in his head. When I came home from the war, my 
people had no ceremony to cleanse me. They'd forgotten it. 
So I couldn't cross over! But EUie can save me. 

(THE JUDGE considers BLACKIE for a 
long moment.) 

THE JUDGE 
For this marriage to happen, certain cruelties wUl have 
to be invoked to be kind ChUdren. There can be no 
chUdren, You know as weU as I do Mrs, Self can't take 
care of 'em. I'd be irresponsible if I aUowed that to 
happen. 

BLACKIE 
Is that what this has aU been about? 

THE JUDGE 
Primarily, The whole town's rumbling about it. 

(BLACKIE deUberates for a long 
moment, then:) 

BLACKIE 
Okay. No kids. Then what do we do? 

( I H E JUDGE takes out some legal 
documents.) 

THE JUDGE 
You sign this paper agreeing to that, and sign this paper 
agreeing to forego your option on this land and you're on 
your way. 
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BLACKIE 
What? 

THE JUDGE 
A forfeiture of option. That'U also get you some seed 
money for buying a new place. 

BLACKIE 
What are you talking about? How do you know about aU that? 

THE JUDGE 
(realizing his mistake) 

There's not much around here I don't know about, Mr. 
Blevins. I know the county needs tV>is land for the new 
stock yard that's being buUt. Release the land, take the 
money, and get yourself a new place. It's that simple. 

BLACKIE 
No. I'm not releasing anything. I'm buying this place! 
It's mine. 

THE JUDGE 
No, it's Zena Hatter's! You're just leasing it. Remember? 
You didn't know this place existed until two years ago! 
Besides, the community needs it more than you do. There 
are a lot of places you can Uve and I'U make sure you 
get some compensation for you ttoubles. How does seven 
thousand dollars sound? That's generous! Just think Mr. 
Blevins: money, a new place, and a new bride. Surely, this 
sttetch of rock isn't worth losing aU that! 

(A long sUence as BLACKIE thinks.) 

THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

Come on, Mr, Blevins, Let me help you! 

(This is the worst thing he could have 
said.) 

BLACKIE 
No. No! I don't need-I don't want your help. This is not 
right A man ought not have to give up his place to get 
married! I'm not givine my place up. 

But-

giving my place up, 

THE JUDGE 
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BLACKIE 
Not to you, not to anybody! 

Mr. Blevins— 

No! I don't wanna hear it. 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 

(THE JUDGE considers him for a moment, 
packs up his brief case and crosses to 
the living room door.) 

THE JUDGE 
Suit yourself. It was your marriage. 

(JUDGE WILSON exits. After a moment, 
CHARLIE enters.) 

BLACKIE 
I ruined it, CharUe. I ruined it. I don't understand The 
Judge said if I gave up my land, we could get married. And 
I didn't do it. Why didn't I do it? 

CHARLIE 
Now, what happened? 

BLACKIE 
He tried to handle me and I hate being handled! 

(a beat) 
Damn! Blackie, you did it this time! What do I teU EUie? 
What do I do now? I reaUy dug myself into a hole this 
time. What do I do now? 

CHARLIE 
Ask for help? 

BLACKIE 
Yeah? From who? 

. CHARLIE 
From anybody you can get it it sounds like. PersonaUy, 

(pointing towards Heaven) 
I always start with Him, 

BLACKIE 
That's what Ira said too. 
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TV7 11 i_ CHARLIE 
WeU, maybCi he knew what he was taUdng about. 

(CHARLIE exits. BLACKIE looks up 
towards Heaven.) 

(INTERMISSION) 
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ACT 2 

Mama! 
(calling from far away) 

SCENE 16 

(THE SOUND OF THE WIND. LIGHTS UP on 
ELLIE as she sits in a chair that has 
been puUed away from BLACKIE'S table. 
She simply stares sadly ahead as if in 
deep thought A long beat, then, 
floating upon the air, mixed with the 
sound of the blowing wind.) 

BOBBY (V.O.) 

(ELLIE shows no sign of recognition.) 

Momma? 

TOMMY (V.O.) 
(slightly closer, questioning) 

(ELLIE'S eyes flicker.) 

Mommy! 

JULIE (V.O.) 
(stiU dream-Uke, a child in need) 

Baby? 

Mama, where are you? 

Babies, Momma here! 

Mama, my leg hurts! 

(ELLIE'S brow furrows in alarm.) 

ELLIE 

(ELLIE raises her head and looks up 
and around The voices caU with 
urgency:) 

BOBBY (V.O.) 

ELLIE 

TOMMY (V.O.) 
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ELLIE 
Baby, where---? 

. JULIE (V.O.) 
(crymg) 

Hold me. Mommy, hold me! 

Baby! Babies? 

(WUdly, ELLIE rushes around the room. 
IxDoking for her chUdren, but they 
aren't there.) 

ELLIE 

(She surveys the room in despair. 
After a moment THE SOUND OF A NEW GUST 
OF WIND and a rapid succession of 
voices:) 

DOCTOR (V.O.) 
She's got permanent brain damage— 

NURSE (V.O.) 
—not ever gonna be aU right—! 

ALTA (V.O.) 
—EUie, stop it— 

RUBY (V.O.) 
—Come on, you can do it— 

MOMMA (V.O.) 
—I can'd I won'ti You're crazy— 

MRS. WICBCER (V.O.) 
—just went crazy— 

MRS. FOWLER (V.O.) 
—a menace to society— 

MRS. WICBCER (V.O.) 
She ought to be locked up! 

(an echo) 
—locked up—locked up—locked up! 

(ELLIE drops to the floor and covers 
her ears.) 
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Come on, baby, drink this down 
FRANK (V.O.) 

Do id 
(continuing) 

(ELLIE peers up, fiaghtened She looks 
around the room.) 

FRANK (V.O.) 

No! You go away. 

Come on! SwaUow! 

ELLIE 

(ELLIE pulls back She crawls under 
the table to escape him.) 

FRANK (V.O.) 

Nooooo! 

(ELLIE kicks and kshes out at the 
invisible intruder.) 

ELLIE 

(THE SOUND OF FRANK LAUGHING. ELLIE 
poses as if she is awaiting a final, 
inevitable attack She closes her eyes 
and braces her body for the ultimate 
act of bettayal.) 

Noooo! 

ELLIE 
(continuing; a last pleac^ 

(THE SOUND OF FRANK LAUGHING EVEN 
MORE. ELLIE tightens her body and 
endures the memory, then coUapses 
from it.) 

DOCTOR 
(the low, hurt moum of a woman who has 
just Uved through being attacked) 

Ohhhhhhhhhh, 

(ELLIE goes Ump and falls fiice down 
upon the floor, whimpering, crying.) 
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So long—wifey! 
FRANK (V.O.) 

(THE SOUND OF FRANK LAUGHING fades 
into an increasing SOUND OF THE WIND, 
the even it fades away into a sUence 
which sUence that is only broken by 
ELLIE'S the Utde gulps of air that 
she inhales as she ttembles beneath 
the table. FinaUy, between the gulps:) 

ELLIE 
Why you no love me? 

(sitting up; taUdng to the voices) 
Why you no love me? 

(striking her chest, her heart) 
I love you. I loveyoulloveyoulloveyou—I love you. 

(in horrific emotional agony) 
Somebody love me. Somebody love me! 

(a screaming plea) 
Somebody...love me! 

EUie? EUie, is that yoiL^ 

EUie? 

(ELLIE falls face down upon the floor, 
sobs heavily for a moment, then simply 
Ues stiU, breathing. BLACKIE enters.) 

BLACBCIE (V.O.) 

(BLACBCIE enters, does not see ELLIE 
right off. ELLIE makes no response.) 

BLACKIE 

EUie! 
(continuing) 

(BLACBCIE spots ELLIE and hurries to 
her. She Ues limp, unresponsive.) 

BLACKIE 

(BLACBCIE reaches down and touches her. 
EUie slowly raises up and looks at 
him.) 
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BLACBCIE 
(continuing) 

EUie? Baby? What's wrong? Sweetie? 

(ELLIE can only look at him.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing; motioning to her) 

Oh, baby. Come here. Come on up here. 

It's okay. 
(continuing) 

(Weakly, ELLIE gets up, climbs into 
his lap and melts into him, her face 
buried into his neck BLACBCIE wraps 
his arms around her and holds her for 
a long moment.) 

BLACKIE 

Scare me 

ELLIE 
(her face stiU burrowed against him) 

BLACKIE 
I know. Lotta things...scare me, too. 

Somebody love me? 

What? 

Somebody love me? 

(ELLIE raises up for a moment and 
stares at him widi the fear of not 
knowing.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 

(A beat) 

BLACiaE 
Oh, yes, baby, somebody does loves you. I love you. I'U 
always love you. 
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Ding dong! Just me! 

Oh, hi, Veriie? 

(Her eyes search his face to verify 
the truth, then ELLIE kisses him 
tenderly on the cheek and again buries 
her face back into the side of his 
neck AU a concerned BLACBCIE can do 
is hold her.) 

SCENE 17 

(SETTING: THE FRONT PORCH OF MRS. 
LIGHTNER'S HOUSE.) 

(AT RISE: That same day. MRS. LIGHTNER 
is sweeping. MRS. FOWLER approaches.) 

MRS. FOWLER 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

MRS, FOWLER 
ZeUna caUed me to come over and I just thought I'd stop 
by. We've been missing you. At the meetings? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
I've—uh—been busy. Kid's school stuff. 

MRS. FOWLER 
Well, you know, attendance is important. If you don't 
come, people'U think you're not interested. 

(MRS, LIGHTNER tries to shrug off and 
returns to her sweepkig.) 

MRS, FOWLER 
(continuing) 

You're still iipset, aren't you? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Yes, I am. I didn't understand and I don't understand 
There was no reason for you two to do what you did I 
stiU can't beUeve it. It was so unlike you! How could 
you? 
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MRS. FOWLER 
How could I not? You obviously haven't caught on to Zelma, 
have you? WTiat she can do? She can make or break you in 
this town. 

MRS, LIGHTNER 
But she's not everybody. I've met plenty of people since 
we moved here that aren't like that. 

MRS. FOWLER 
But they don't run things. She does! If you want to 
survive in this town sociaUy you don't cross her. You do 
what she says. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Including torturing people Uke EUie Self? 

I can't afford not to fit in. 

Fit in? 

MRS. FOWLER 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

MRS. FOWLER 
You've lived a lot of places, haven't you? Been to 
coUege, got a career. I've never been much of any place, 
Sweetwater, Texas is aU I know. This is my home. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
But you make your own home. You make your own town. Not 
everybody in this town is Uke Zekna. They can't be. And 
if they are, then it's time to change. I'm not Uke that 
I won't be like thad 

MRS. FOWLER 
Maybe you can afford to do that In a couple of years, you 
and your husband wUl probably move again. Go to some big 
town, Uke Dallas or Houston. You can afford to be uppity, 
but I can't I'm stuck here for the rest of my life. I 
have to fit in. 

(MRS. FOWLER tums to go.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
And what are you going to do? 

MRS. FOWLER 
Do? 
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MRS. LIGHTNER 
When they show up at your house and tteat you Uke we 
treated EUie? 

MRS. FOWLER 
Probably the same thing you did: Nothing! 

No! No! 

(MRS. FOWLER exits.) 

SCENE 18 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN.) 

(AT laSE: That night. BLACKIE is 
alone. THE SOUNDS OF BATTLE begin. THE 
TWO FACELESS SOLDIER enter and begin 
closing in on BLACBCIE.) 

BLACKIE 

(BLACKIE produces the medicine bag and 
thrusts it out in front of him, 
clutching it hard, closing his eyes.) 

BLACBCIE 
(continuing) 

Go away. Go away! I said go away. 

(BLACKIE begins chanting. THE FACELESS 
SOLDIERS move in closer, but do not 
touch BLACBCIE nor each other. After a 
moment, they begin retteating. They 
exit and the batde sounds fade out. 
Slowly, BLACBCIE stops his own chanting 
and lowers the medicine bag and he 
opens his eyes. He is alone. A long 
silence.) 

SCENE 19 

(SETTING: THE JUDGE'S OFFICE) 

(AT RISE: The next week THE JUDGE is 
on the phone.) 
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THE JUDGE 
I know, I know...Not to worry, things are working 
themselves right out..That's cortect Just a few Utde 
details. I think we should keep things right on 
schedule...No, we haven't secured the land yet, but I'm 
fixing up some papers right now that should nip that 
problem right in the bud...Uh-huh. Uh-huh...That's right 
Deposit it in First National in AbUene. Drennan's the man 
to ask for...Fifteen thousand now and I get the rest upon 
completion .. AU on the up and up and ready to go! 

SCENE 20 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S IQTCHEN.) 

(AT RISE: The foUowing Sunday 
aftemoon, BLACKIE sits in his chair 
facing the back door. ELLIE sits in 
BLACBQE'S lap. He plays absentmindedly 
widi her hair. CHARLIE and KATHY sit 
at the table with a Chinese Checker 
board.) 

BCATHY 
These marble aren't going to play themselves, 

(BLACBCIE stUl makes no response. 
CHARLIE and BCATHY look at each other, 
shrug and resume their game. RUBY and 
ALTA step up to the back door.) 

RUBY 
HeUo? 

May we come in? 

(BLACKIE and ELLIE see ALTA and moves 
as far away from her as she can.) 

ALTA 

(BLACBQE tums his back to diem. BCATHY 
moves to the door and lets them in.) 

KATBIY 
Ladies. 

BLACKIE 
I didn't teU you you could let them in my house. 
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KATHY 
Blackie, please— 

RUBY 
HeUo. Kathy. Mr. Smith. 

ALTA 
HeUo. 

CHARLIE 
Ladies. 

BLACKIE 
I guess you heard the "good" news. 

RUBY 
That's why— 

(People are aU talking at the same 
time.) 

ALTA 
I only did what I thought was besd 

BLACKIE 
Best? 

RUBY 
Sister, please— 

CHARLIE 
FoUts-

KATHY 
Blackie— 

BLACBQE 
Best for who? Huh? How is it better for EUie? How is it 
better for me? 

ALTA 
Yes, what I thought was best, and I stiU do! And I'm glad 
the Judge has stopped this foolishness. If you'd just stop 
and think— 

(ELLIE puts her hands over her ears 
and runs to BCATHY.) 
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RUBY 
(yelling) 

Stop it! Stop it! Both of you. You two talk so much about 
how you love EUie, but look at her. Look at what you're 
doing to her! 

(a beat) 
Wliat we've aU done to her. 

ALTA 
Ruby, I haven't— 

RUBY 
Sister, hush! I need to talk to Mr. Blevins right now and 
I'd appreciate it if you didn't ruin i t 

ALTA 
Ruin it? How can I— 

RUBY 
Shut-up, Alta! For once in your life? I know I'm the 
floozy of the famUy. I know how you and Mama and Papa 
thought—think—that I've got the brain of a homy-toad, 
and maybe I do. Maybe ya'aU're right But right now, I 
have got something important to say so I'd appreciate it 
if you woxild just stand there and be quiet! 

(continuing) 
Hey, there, sweetie. 

(A long sUence. RUBY crosses to ELLIE 
and touches her.) 

RUBY 

(ELLIE tums and cUngs to her. RUBY 
sits her down.) 

ELLIE 
Everybody loud. Hurt my ears. 

RUBY 
I know. We'U be quieter now. I promise. 

(RUBY looks down at ELLIE and sttokes 
her lii<ir for a long moment.) 

RUBY 
(continuing) 

I love you. 
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ELLIE 
I love you. My Ruby "shine Uke a peari!" 

(ELLIE grins at RUBY, pleased at her 
quote. RUBY returns the smUe, then 
tums to the others.) 

RUBY 
Now, that I've got everybody's attention. I'm not quite 
sure about how to do this. I— 

(COWAN and MORRIS waUi up to the back 
door, open it and enter.) 

COWAN 
HeUo? We bustin' up the party? 

BIACBGE 
(moving towards them) 

Get out of here. 

MORRIS 
I hear your buddy left town. 

COWAN 
(to MOioas) 

Stop i t 
(to BLACKIE) 

Here. 
(producing three envelopes) 

Got somethin' for ya from the Judge. Number One. Number 
two. And number three. 

(indicating which envelope) 
But to get these two, you gotta sign this one first. 

(reading the envelope) 
"Forfeiture of option." 

(tossing the envelope to BLACBCIE) 
You sign that one and you get this one that says— 

(reading the envelope) 
"marriage Ucense." And this one that says— 

(reading) 
"Wedding gift." 

(COWAN reaches in his pocket and 
produces a fountain pen. He slaps in 
on the table. BLACKIE looks around the 
room, then reaches for the pen.) 
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RUBY 
There's nothing legal about this paper! 

(to COWAN) 
You teU the Judge he's, not doing this. Not this time. 

You can't do thad 

I've already done it. 

COWAN 

RUBY 

(COWAN AND MORRIS exchange looks, not 
knowing what to do. Then:) 

COWAN 
You may think you've puUed something, lady, but you 
haven't! I'U have another one out here tomorrow! And the 
next day! And the day after that! And one way or the 
other, your friend here, wfll sign it! 

(COWAN tums to exit, but pauses.) 

COWAN 
(continuing) 

Here. I guess you'U wanna tear these up, too! 

(COWAN tosses the other two envelopes 
up into the air and exits.) 

MORRIS 
Nigger-Indian lovers. 

(MORRIS exits. KATHY scrambles for die 
one of the envelopes and opens i t The 
other falls at ALTA'S feet. She picks 
it up and does the same.) 

KATBIY 
(reading the front of the envelope; 
surprised, excited) 

It's your marriage Ucense! 

We get married. Bear Man? 
ELLIE 

(A beat as she reads) 
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KATHY 
(reading ) 

Oh, no. Oh, no. 

(KATHY hands die letter off to 
CHARLIE. He scans it.) 

CHARLIE 
(reading the document) 

"Petition to marry denied?" But you were signing the 
papers! 

(reading again) 
"The request for a marriage Ucense is denied due to EUie 
Self s present mental deficiency, and to her past attempt 
to harm herself. These factors render her unfit for 
marriage. 

KATHY 
He never intended to let them marry! 

CHARLIE 
But why? 

RUBY 
Because...that's the kind of man he is. 

Bear Man? 

I'm sorry, EUie. 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

(A long beat as the news soaks in. 
ELLIE'S FACE clouds over.) 

ELLIE 
Bear Man! 

BLACBCIE 
(trying to be bright for her) 

But, hey—there's no reason to get upset We can just keep 
on going the way we have been. We'U be going to the 
movies, and out to eat, and out to the park— 

ALTA 
Then you'U have to do it in AbUene. 
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KATHY 
What? 

CHARLIE 
What? 

(ALTA holds the letter out to them.) 

ALTA 
You'U have to do it in AbUene. The Judge has committed 
her. To the AbUene EpUeptic Colony. They're coming to 
get her on the first! 

KATHY 
No! 

ALTA 
I'm sorry. I'm so sorry. I had no idea. No idea... 

ELLIE 
AbUene? 

(Another stunned sUence. FinaUy, 
RUBY ttims to BLACKIE.) 

RUBY 
Mr. Blevins? Blackie! Do you love my sister? 

BIACBQE 
What? 

RUBY 
Do you love my sister? Yes or no? 

BIACBQE 
Yes. 

RUBY 
And do you me promise you'U love her for life? 

BLACKIE 
Why are-? 

RUBY 
Just say it! I want to hear you say it. 

BIACBQE 
I promise to love EUie always. 
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RUBY 
I can help you, Blackie. I can persuade the judge on some 
of this. I mean, I think I can...if you'U let me. You 
told me once you never ask for help, that you don't accept 
help. But I'm offering mine. 

ALTA 
Sister, how can you—? 

RUBY 
^ignoring her) 

But only if you reaUy want it. If you don't, I won't My 
sister loves you with aU her heart, soul and might. How 
much do you love her? 

(after searching his face) 
Do you—wUl you let me help you? 

(A very long moment, then BLACBCIE 
bends down and grabs RUBYS SKIRT.) 

BIACBQE 
Please. Help me get EUie. Please! I love her. Help us. 

(ELLIE rushes to him.) 

ELLIE 
Bear Man! 

(to RUBY) 
Sister! 

(RUBY looks at them for a moment, then 
crosses to the living room door.) 

RUBY 
I'U caU Viim to come back out here, 

CHARLIE 
He won't come! There's no way he'U come back out here. 

He wiU if I caU him. 
RUBY 

(RUBY exits.) 

SCENE 21 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN ) 
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(AT RISE: The foUowing morning. JUDGE 
WILSON stands at one end of the table,' 
clutching his brief case. RUBY and 
B I A C B 3 E are on the other end.) 

THE JUDGE 
Well, well, well Aren't you two an interesting pair. 
How'd you puU her into this? 

RUBY 
Blackie had nothing to do with this. This was aU my idea. 

THE JUDGE 
Oh. 

BLACKIE 
Mrs. Ware claims you're a sensible man. Judge. As you 
know, I'm not It's a fault 

(a beat) 
I've changed my mind. You can have the land. I'U let go 
the lease, but I'U need more money than you offered 
before. I need twenty thousand doUars. 

THE JUDGE 
Twenty thousand dollars? Ha! No way I can come up with 
that kind of money, Cochise! 

(to RUBY) 
You put him up to that? 

RUBY 
I told him you could work things out. 

THE JUDGE 
WeU, you told him wrong. It's too late for "working 
things out." I couldn't work anything like that out if I 
wanted to, and I don't W2int to. 

BLACBCIE 
I'm trying to make a deal with yoa You get the land, I 
get EUie. You let the marriage go through and forget this 
"committing" business. 

THE JUDGE 
The land deal maybe we can talk about, but not the rest of 
i t Come next week, Mrs. Self s new permanent residence 
wUl be the AbUene EpUeptic Colony. For her own safety 
and at the request of her own family. 
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RUBY 
Her famUy withdraws the request 

THE JUDGE 
Doesn't matter. She's a ward of the court. She'U go where 
I say she goes. 

BLACKIE 
Please, don't do this to her! I give up the purchase 
option. What more do you want? Just let me have EUie! 

THE JUDGE 
(mocking) 

"Just give me, EUie." Are you begging? Isn't that 
considered rather unmanly in your aUture? I tried to give 
you EUie! I tried to give you money. I offered you a deal 
and you threw it back in my face. I tried to play nice, 
but you didn't want to. WeU, now we're playing hard ball, 
Mr. Blevins, and beUeve you me, Joe DiMaggio's got 
nothin' on me! 

(a beat) 
I knew this was a waste of time. 

QUDGE WILSON stands to leave.) 

RUBY 
Judge, please! 

THE JUDGE 
Not this time. Ruby. If it'd been somediing else, maybe 
yes. But not this time. 

RUBY 
But AbUene— 

THE JUDGE 
Yes, AbUene! It's the best place for her. Think about i t 
She's a mental invaUd, Ruby! Nobody can take care of her 
and nobody wants her. 

BLACKIE 
I do. 
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THE JUDGE 
Why? 

(to RUBY) 
She's an embartassmerit. To you. Your family. To the 
community! People see her stumbling down the stteet and 
they run to the other side! 

BLACKIE 
I love her! 

THE JUDGE 
WeU? So what? You think love always wins? Hey, we aU 
know that's not true! Sometimes people love wrong or even 
too much. Sometimes, it's too Utde too late. It's just 
like your Granddaddy and the Indians deciding to fight the 
army: It was too Utde, too late! They lost and so are 
you. 

BLACKIE 
No! 

THE JUDGE 
What are you going to do? Huh? Scalp me? 

(JUDGE WILSON moves to leave.) 

RUBY 
Judge! 

THE JUDGE 
And you! Yesterday, I had half-a-mind to throw your sweet-
honey ass in jaU 'caxise of that pretty Utde stunt you 
puUed! 

RUBY 
Almost as pretty as yours. 

THE JUDGE 
WTiat are you talking about? 

RUBY 
I know how you do business, Damford. I was your secretary 
once. Remember? How much are they sUding you this time? 

THE JUDGE 
SUding? Nothing. I'm not getting paid one red cent and I 
resent the insinuation. 
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RUBY 
Oh, Honey, you know I know. The CoUins deal? The road 
deal? That thing you and Representative Hawkins had going? 
That's the way you do things. 

THE JUDGE 
Whoa! Now that's not my Ruby taUdng. What happened to 
that sweet, beautiful—understanding—woman that use to 
work for me? 

RUBY 
She died. Somebody broke her heart and she died 

THE JUDGE 
So, is that what this is about? Revenge? What are you 
planning to do, huh? BlackmaU me? 

(to BLACKIE) 
You in on this together? She put you up to this? 

RUBY 
No! 

THE JUDGE 
Besides, whatdya know? Huh? AU that's ancient history 
now. That was seven years ago, 

RUBY 
I know you thought I just sat out there at my desk and 
looked pretty for you, but that's not aU I did, Damford. 
I heard things. And I saw things. Papers, Lots of papers. 
And I've got copies. 

THE JUDGE 
Puh! And who you gonna show 'em to, huh? Who's going to 
beUeve you? A woman who left town ia the middle of the 
night! 

RUBY 
SteUa. 

(JUDGE WILSON is taken back) 

RUBY 
(continuing; to JUDGE WILSON) 

I tViinlc Stella'U be real interested in my papers. And in 
the fact that you've slept with every secretary you've 
ever had. 
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THE JUDGE 
You leave my wife outta this. 

RUBY 
Why? You're not leaving my sister out of it! You're more 
than willing to ruin her life. So why shouldn't I ruin 
SteUa's? 

THE JUDGE 
Ruby, listen to me. This land thing is outta my hands. It 
can't be stopped! What do you want from me? 

RUBY 
It seems you're the one who's not listening. 

We want the land. 

I'm not talking to you! 

You better talk to him! 

I can't! 

Then give me EUie! 

I can't do that, either! 

But you agreed to! 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 

RUBY 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 
I used it for leverage. I never meant it. Don't you 
understand? Besides, things have changed! BeUeve me, I 
would if I could, but I can't. 

RUBY 
You always told me you could do anything. 

THE JUDGE 
We're not talking about just me. Okay? It's Uke I said: 
bigger! There's more fingers in this pie than you can even 
imagine. 
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(RUBY rises to leave and starts for 
the door.) 

RUBY 
Then, I guess, it's outta my hands, too. Come on, Blackie-
Let's go see Mrs. WUson. And then? I think we'U stop by 
the Sweetwater Reporter. 

THE JUDGE 
For God sake. Ruby! If you ever cared about me— 

RUBY 
When did I ever not care about you? I ruined my Ufe, my 
marriage over you! I left this town in the middle of the 
night...pregnant because of you. And you have the gaul to 
stand there and ask me if I ever cared about you? 

THE JUDGE 
Dammit, Ruby, there's no way you can prove that kid was 
mine! 

RUBY 
For the three months he Uved, the proof was in his eyes 
every time I held him and saw you. 

(a long beat) 
Oh, God. How'd I ever love a man Uke you? 

(BLACKIE and RUBY start for the door.) 

THE JUDGE 
Okay. Okay, I, I can—he can keep the land, I don't know 
how, but rU work something out. Okay? 

And me and EUie? 

I can't 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 

BLACKIE 
Why? 

THE JUDGE 
Becaxise! The town! Whether you reaUze it or not, I answer 
to this town and this whole town tViinVs your girifriend is 
a moron and she is! 

(BLACKIE moves towards him.) 
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THE JUDGE 
(continuing) 

Stop! I'm just being honest here. You know it's the tmth! 
She doesn't need to be out on her own. 

BLACKIE 
I'U take care of her! 

THE JUDGE 
Who are you to take care of anybody? Look at you? You're 
a cripple! You and your scowL I can't teU you how many 
people have complained to me— 

BLACKIE 
The Auxiliary Ladies? 

THE JUDGE 
—them and a lot more! They've got your number and they 
don't want you here! 

BLACKIE 
Then just give me EUie and we'U leave. 

THE JUDGE 
I can't. I can't I told ya! 

(a beat) 
Now, if she hadn't done what she did I might could help 
you. But she did it and everybody knows. 

BIACBQE 
Did-? 

THE JUDGE 
She attempted suicide! It's on paper! Court documents! 
Everybody and their dog knows about id She tried to kiU 
herself and that's a mortal sin! 

RUBY 
Since when does sin bother you? 

THE JUDGE 
God is not the oidy judge, people! There's the community! 
The decent folks that make up this town, this county. They 
don't want people like you here! So, how's it going to 
look if I let you go and marry? I can't. I just can't. 

(A long sUence. FinaUy:) 
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RUBY 
What if she didn't try to commit suidde, Damford? Would 
that make any difference in your "judgments?" WoiUd you 
let them marry then? ' 

THE JUDGE 
I don't know. 

RUBY 
What if I told you I know for a fact that EUie didn't try 
to commit suicide? What if I told you that I know for a 
fact that Frank was the one who did it? That he got her 
drunk and then forced those pULs on her and then made it 
look Uke she did it? What if I could prove that that's 
what reaUy happened? 

How-? 

And you know this for sure? 

BLACKIE 

THE JUDGE 

(continuing) 
How? 

(RUBY nods affirmatively.) 

THE JUDGE 

(RUBY looks at BLACKIE.) 

RUBY 
This is where you promised me you'd leave. 

BLACKIE 
I can't 

RUBY 
Please! You promised I don't want you to hear this. 

BLACKIE 
I think..I have to. 

(RUBY looks at BLACBCIE for a long 
moment, then) 
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RUBY 
Forgive me. 

(to the JUDGE) 
I know because Frank told me he did it. 

THE JUDGE 
He did? And why would he do that? Why would he confide in 
you something that, if you told it, if it got out, would 
put him in jaU? 

(A long sUence.) 

RUBY 
Because I was sleeping with him. 

(Another long sUence.) 

RUBY 
(continuing) 

He thought if he told me, it'd prove to me how much he 
loved me and it would make me love V>im more. Funny, but it 
didn't It just made me hate him...and myself. 

(a beat) 
Right after he came out to Odessa to red-neck, Frank 
started coming over to the house. It aU seemed so 
innocent. He was my sister's husband. FamUy. I never... 

BLACBCIE 
And her wrists? What happened to EUie's wrist? 

RUBY 
Frank He grabbed one of the kitchenette knives. Tried to 
make it look like she tried to kdU herself two ways. He 
was hoping if one way didn't work the other one would. I 
guess we oughta be glad he was as drunk as he was. He 
couldn't—didn't do any of it right or he might've cut her 
hand clean off, then she would have died sure enough. 

BLACKIE 
So, EUie never pick up that knife? Never tried to cut 
herself? 

RUBY 
You know how much she hates knives. God and ten thousand 
angels coiUdn't make her pick one up. And deep down 
inside, she knows she didn't do that to herself. Frank'd 
got her skunk drunk and she was passed out. 

(more) 
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RUBY (cont'd) 
Never struggled at aU whUe he was pokin' aU those pflls 
down her. But when he started slashing on her arm, he said 
she opened her eyes and looked right at him. Like she 
couldin't beUeve it or something. A e n she went limp. like 
a rag doU. l ike she just gave up. I think maybe right 
then...at that moment..maybe she hoped' she woiUd die. 

BLACKIE 
No! 

(RUBY smUes weakly and touches 
BIACBCIE'S face.) 

RUBY 
"No!" No, cause if she'd done that, she'd've never met 
you, would she? 

(Then she ttims to THE JUDGE.) 

RUBY 
(continuing) 

I owe her, Damford. She's lost everything dear and 
precious to her because of me. And I am going to make it 
right. Even if it means desttoying me, and you, and this 
whole goddamn town! 

(rushing to THE JUDGE) 
You let EUie have a life! Give 'em the stupid land! Is it 
worth that much? Do it, Damford! Do it now or I swear, the 
only thing you'U be judging is a prison ceU in 
HuntsvUle! 

(A long sUence. Then, JUDGE WILSON 
reaches into his bag, puUs out a 
piece of paper, scribbles something on 
it and throws it at BLACBCIE.) 

THE JUDGE 
Here. Have your marriage. 

BLACKIE 
And the order committing EUie? 

(JUDGE WILSON gets another sheet of 
paper and scribbles on it as weU. He 
tosses it at BLACKIE.) 
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And the land! 

That die land? Is it? 

(continuing) 
This does it. 

RUBY 

(JUDGE WILSON glares at her and takes 
another sheet of paper out from tViis 
bag, looks at it for a long moment, 
then and holds it out and slowly rips 
it apart) 

BIACBQE 

(JUDGE WILSON nods "yes" and durows 
die pieces of paper down. RUBY walks 
over and begins picking up the pieces 
of papers as BLACBCIE crosses to her 
and touches her. She looks at him.) 

BLACBCIE 

RUBY 
Then I guess somebody better hurry to the courthouse and 
get that marriage Ucense before they close. 

(BLACKIE starts to speak RUBY puts 
her finger on his Ups to stop him.) 

Ruby-

Don't. Please. 

BLACKIE 

RUBY 

(BIACBQE nods and goes to exit. RUBY 
speaks without looking at BLACBCIE:) 

RUBY 
(continuing) 

Blackie? What you promised me. Don't you forget 

(BLACBCIE nods exits off RUBY moves to 
her purse and puts the torn pieces of 
paper into it) 
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RUBY 
(continuing) 

I think I'm gonna frame these. 

THE JUDGE 
You've ruined me. Ruby. You know that? 

RUBY 
Ruined you or ruined your bank account? How much was this 
one worth to you? Ten? 

THE JUDGE 
Try thirty. 

RUBY 
You always made a profit. 

THE JUDGE 
My career's over. I'U have to resign. 

RUBY 
Oh, I doubt that-

THE JUDGE 
How? I just gave away this town's future! How do I explain 
that? That stock-yard meant everything! How can I ever 
hold my head up in this county again? 

RUBY 
Oh, Don't look so glum, Honey. I'm sure you'U find a way. 
Why, I bet, if you try real hard, you can use your magic 
to convince that mysterious "back East" owner of the 
Rockin' W to donate aU the land they need for that stock
yard. 

(a beat) 
I know you know bim so weU. You're the man who can do 
anything. Remember? 

(THE JUDGE advances towards her.) 

THE JUDGE 
I oughta break you in halfl 

RUBY 
Go ahead. Do us both a favor. 

(JUDGE WILSON stops in firusttation.) 
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RUBY 
(continuing) 

Rough stuff never was your style. I think that's what 
attracted me to you. 

_ , THE JUDGE 
I can t beUeve this. I just can't beUeve you did this to 
me. I loved you once! 

RUBY 
I haven't done anything to you that you hadn't already 
done to me. 

(THE JUDGE grabs his bag and crosses 
to the back door. RUBYS voice stops 
him.) 

RUBY 
(continuing) 

Damford! You know what I said about your secretaries? 
About aU those papers? 

(a beat) 
lUed 

(THE JUDGE looks at her and then 
exits. RUBY sobs quiedy.) 

SCENE 22 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S KITCHEN) 

(AT RISE: That night. THE SOUND OF 
BATTLE fades in. BLACBCIE enters, 
foUowing the sound. THE TWO FACELESS 
SOLDIER enter and begins moving 
menacingly around BLACBCIE. BLACBCIE 
fumbles for the medicine pouch from 
around his neck, shuts his eyes, 
clutches the pouch out in front of 
him, and begins chanting an Indian 
chant. Once he begins, THE TWO 
FACELESS SOLDIERS move no closer, but 
seem to become disoriented and move 
erraticaUy. FinaUy, they exit the 
stage. BLACBCIE comes to the end of his 
chant and opens his eyes to find 
himself alone. He looks at the empty 
room, then the pouch.) 
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Thank you, Ira. 

(continuing) 
Thank you. 

BLACBCIE 

(And then, up to Heaven.) 

BLACBCIE 

SCENE 23 

(SETTING: BLACKIE'S HOUSE.) 

(AT RISE: The foUowing Saturday 
evening. KATHY and ELLIE stand at the 
kitchen table admiring the wedding 
cake as CHARLIE sets it down.) 

Didn't Mrs. King do a good job? 
BCATHY 

Pretty. 
ELLIE 

CHARLIE 
I'm gonna get the rest of the stuff outta the car. 

(CHARLIE exits. KATHY moves to kitchen 
drawers. As she does, ELLIE dips her 
finger into some of the frosting and 
sucks it off her fingers.) 

KATHY 
Okay, let's see...where's his knives? Good thing I brought 
my cake server. Ah! 

(BCATHY finds BLACBCIE'S BUTCHER KNIFE 
and tums and faces ELLIE with the 
knife in her hand ELLIE spies the 
knife and lets out a cry and moves 
away.) 
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KATHY 
(continuing) 

What? 
(realizing) 

Oh! It's okay. Here. I'm puttin' it back I don't really 
need it anyway. Blackie's got some sewing thread, I bet. 
I can cut this with that. It'U look nicer anyway. We've 
reaUy got to work on this knife business, young lady! How 
else you gonna move up to cook? 

(BCATHY picks up the cake and sees 
where ELLIE has dipped into it as 
BLACBCIE enters from the Uving room.) 

KATHY 
(continuing) 

Oh-oh. Somebody's in ttouble! 

BLACBCIE 
What? 

KATBIY 
(as a tease) 

Somebody's been in the frosting. We won't say who, but 
their name begins and ends with the letter "e!" 

(KATHY exits off BLACBCIE is wearing 
a suit. The two look at each other.) 

BLACKIE 
WeU, what do you think? Do I pass inspection? 

(continuing) 
Turn around. 

(ELLIE smUes and nods "yes.") 

BLACKIE 

(ELLIE does so and BIACBQE looks her 
over.) 

BLACBCIE 
(continuing) 

Hmmm. Hmmm. Don't you look nice. 

ELLIE 
Pretty? 
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No. 
BLACKIE 

No? 
(crestfaUen) 

ELLIE 

No. Beautifiil 
BIACBQE 

HeUo? 

(ALTA enters from the living room.) 

ALTA 

(Neidier BLACKIE or ELLIE speak or 
move toward her. ALTA holds out a gift 
box. Neither moves to take it. ALTA 
lays it on the table.) 

ALTA 
(continuing) 

Here, this is from me and Hadey. And Mama. It's not much. 
Mama said to teU you she hopes you're both real happy and 
that she wanted to come, but she's not up to it. And 
reaUy, she's no t 

(ALTA produces a second box.) 

ALTA 
(continuing) 

This one's from Ruby. She told me to teU you she was 
sorry she couldn't come, but she's was havin' to work She 
said she knew you'd understand. 

(Once again, neither one moves towards 
her.) 

ALTA 
(continuing) 

And oh, there's this. 

Sister! 

(ALTA reaches into her purse and puUs 
out the wedding necklace that BLACBCIE 
has given ELLIE.) 

ELLIE 
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(ELIE rushes to ALTA. ALTA puts it on 
her.) 

ELLIE 
(continuing) 

Pretty. 

ALTA 
Here. Step back Let me look at you. 

(ELLIE does.) 

ALTA 
(continuing) 

You re beautiful. I always said you were the prettiest one 
in the famUy. 

(ALTA kisses ELLIE her on the cheek 
Then she crosses to BLACKIE. They 
consider each other, then ALTA puts 
out her hand to him. Slowly, he 
reaches up and takes her hand. When he 
does, she suddenly bends down and 
kisses him on the cheek, then exits 
out the living room door as CHARLIE 
steps into the doorway.) 

CHARLIE 
Brother Baxter's here. Said something about "Somebody 
having a wedding?" Wonder who he's talkin' about? 

ELLIE 
Us. You siUy. 

CHARLIE 
SUly? Who's sUly? 

KATHY (O.S.) 
CharUe! Come help me, please. 

CHARLIE 
Be right back! 

(CHARLIE exits.) 

BIACBQE 
This is it, EUie Self. You sure you wanna marry this 
Indian? He's not much to look at. 
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(MRS. LIGHTNER waUjs to the back door) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
HeUo. Am I too late? May I come in? 

(BIACBQE and ELLIE turn toward her. 
ELLIE stands as MRS,LIGHTNER enters,) 

BIACBQE 
What do you want? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
I saw you had company in the front so I just came on back 
here. I don't know if you remember me or not. I'm Clara 
Lithner. 

BLACKIE 
(coldly) 

We remember you. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
I don't blame you. I wouldn't be very fiiendly either if 
somebody had come to my house and acted the way...I did. 
That's what I came about. I heard they were finaUy 
letting you folks get married and I just wanted to,... 

(MRS. LIGHTNER holds out a gift box to 
ELLIE.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
(continuing) 

I—I hope you'U do me the kindness of accepting this—as 
a—a wedding gift. 

(ELLIE moves to her and takes the 
gift-) 

(continxiing) 
You're a beautifiil bride. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 

(ELLIE says nodiing. MRS,LIGHTNER 
looks at her for a moment, then at 
BIACBQE. Dejected, she tums to leave. 
ELLIE throws a look at BIACBQE and 
dien ttims back to MRS. LIGHTNER) 
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FT LIE 
You Uke coffee? 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
(pausing, puzzled) 

Yes. Yes, I Uke coffee. 

ELLIE 
I like coffee. 

(MRS. LIGHTNER reaUzes diat this is 
an invitation.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Well, good. I hear you serve some good coffee down at the 
cafe. Maybe, some time I can come down, and we can drink 
some coffee or something...If you'd Uke to? 

(ELLIE nods affirmatively. ELLIE looks 
at BLACKIE.) 

ELLIE 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 

She stay? 

I don't know-

She stay! You stay! 

(BLACBCIE and MRS. LIGHTNER look at 
each other.) 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
I'd Uke to. 

BLACKIE 
Looks Uke "The Boss" has spoken. 

MRS. LIGHTNER 
Thank you. Thank you very much. 

(MRS. LIGHTNER looks at ELLIE, smUes, 
and nods affirmatively. BLACKIE 
motions towards the Uving room door.) 

BIACBQE 
The show's in here. 
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EUie? 

(MRS. LIGHTNER nods and exits off to 
the Uving room. CHARLIE and BCATHY 
enter.) 

KATHY 

CHAEILIE 
AU right you two! Get in here and let's do diis diing. 
The honeymoon doesn't start until after die ceremony! 
Remember? 

(continuing) 
Ain't love grand? 

flhey aU laugh. BIACBQE moves to 
ELLIE and squeezes her hand, then 
leads the way into the Uving room. 
KATHY touches up ELLIE'S dress, tiien 
ELLIE exits. As BCATHY is passing 
CHARLIE on her way out, she reaches up 
and kisses him. As he foUows her off:) 

CHARLIE 

SCENE 24 

(SETTING: BLACBQE'S BQTCHEN) 

(AT RISE: Six hours later, THE SOUND 
OF BLACBQE'S PICKUP DRWING UP AND 
PARIQNG IS HEARD, BLACKIE and ELLIE 
are heard entering the front of the 
house. They are laughing and talking. 
After a moment, they enter, stiU 
wearing their wedding clothes, ELLIE 
carries a big white gift box, BIACBQE 
moves to the water bucket and dips the 
ladle and gets a drink.) 

BLACKIE 
That was a good dinner! Wanna drirdi? 

(ELLIE crosses to Viim and he holds the 
ladle as she drinks. BLACKIE begins 
tickling her as she's drinking and she 
starts giggUng and spits a mouthful 
of water aU over him. They laugh.) 
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(continuing) 
Hey! What was that for? 

You tickle me. 

BLACBCIE 

ELLIE 

BIACBQE 
You tickle me, too, but I don't spit water aU over you. 

Open it 
(continuing) 

Kathy. CharUe. 

I know. 

Oooooo! 

Pretty. 
(continuing) 

No. Beautiful Like you. 

(ELLIE rushes over to the box and 
holds it up and looks at BLACKIE as if 
to ask for permission to open it.) 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 

BIACBQE 

(ELLIE fairiy rips the box open and 
then spies its contents.) 

ELLIE 

(ELLIE puUs out a beautiful, white, 
lacy nightgown.) 

ELLIE 

(She holds it in front of her so 
BIACBQE can admire it.) 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 
(recalling with difficulty) 

"A priddy cown sets da moos ta eating." 
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What? ^ ^ ^ ^ E 

"A 'A ^ L U E 
A pndy cown sets tamoos ta eating!" 

„ BLACKIE 
bets tamoos to eating? Sets die moos to eating? Sets die 
moos, inoos, moods. Oh.. A pretty gown sets die mood of die 
evening! 

r^ 1. « ELLIE 
BCadiy teU me. 

_. ^ BLACKIE 
If anybody should know, it's that Kadiy! 

(BLACKIE moves closer and feels the 
gown.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Nice. I sure am looking forward to seeing you in this. You 
wouldn't be interested in going to the bedroom and putting 
it on for me, would you? 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

BLACBCIE 
(continuing) 

No? Why not? 

You want see me naked! 
ELLIE 

BLACKIE 
(flustered at her directness) 

WeU! I—I guess you got me there. 

(StiU holding the gown in front of 
her, ELLIE kisses BIACBQE, then, 
giggling, backs up towards the living 
room door. Suddenly, COWAN bursts 
through the door and grabs ELLIE. 
MORRIS rushes past him and grabs 
BLACBQE'S WHEELCHAIR and dumps htm out 
and pins BIACBQE beneath it) 
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I told ya we'"d be back! 
MORRIS 

Aaaaaaaa! 

(ELLIE dies to reach BLACKIE, but 
COWAN holds her.) 

ELLIE 

Leave her alone! 
BIACBQE 

Shut up, Geronimo! 
MORRIS 

COWAN 
Come on, let's get this done. Tie him up. 

(continuing) 
My, my, now ain't this pretty? 

(continuing) 
What? You want this? 

(MORRIS flips die wheelchair off 
BIACBQE and kicks him in the ribs. 
BIACBQE doubles up. MORRIS gets down 
on the floor and begins tying 
BLACKIE'S wrists. COWAN shoves ELLIE 
into a chair and rips the gown from 
her.) 

COWAN 

(She tries to get it back, but he 
won't let her have it.) 

COWAN 

(ELLIE tries several times, but COWAN 
holds the gown just out of her reach. 
He laughs.) 

MORRIS 
Looks to me like somebody was ficdn' to have a Utde fun! 

COWAN 
Well, Honey, maybe you and me ought have a Utde fun 
whUe Morris here's visiting with your boyfriend. What do 
you say to that? 
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(continuing) 
Aaaaaaa! Damn! 

(continuing) 
Keep it lady! Wear it in heU! 

(COWAN puUs ELLIE up and tries to 
kiss her, she ducks down and she bites 
his arm. COWAN jerks away and shoves 
her back down into the chair.) 

COWAN 

(ELLIE grabs her gown and covers her 
head to protect herself from his 
blows.) 

COWAN 

(COWAN starts for the door.) 

COWAN 
(continuing) 

I'm gettin' the gas. Don't forget to tie her up. 

Gas? What's he mean gas? 

Hey! Hey! 

No! 

BestiU! 

Damn, son! 

What? 

(MORRIS goes to tie up BLACKIE'S FEET.) 

BLACKIE 

MORRIS 

BLACKIE 

(MORRIS hits BLACKIE.) 

MORRIS 

(COWAN stops and stares at MORRIS.) 

COWAN 

MORRIS 
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XT I.- COWAN 
Nothing, 

w . . MORRIS 
What? 

- , , COWAN 
Think he's gonna run outta here? 

Oh, 

Idiot 

Oh, yeah, baby. 

Leave her alone. 

Come make me! 

(continuing) 
Don't be so stingy, bitch! 

(MORRIS realizes his ertor.) 

MORRIS 

(COWAN shakes his head in dismay and 
exits out the back door.) 

COWAN 

(MORRIS kicks BLACKIE again dien moves 
over to ELLIE.) 

MORRIS 

(MORRIS grabs ELLIE by die nape of tht 
neck She cries out and faUs to the 
floor.) 

BIACBQE 

(MORRIS sttaddles her, laughing. ) 

MORRIS 

(MORRIS "rides" ELLIE suggestively and 
attempts to grope her, but ELLIE 
reacts instinctively and puUs her 
arms up tighdy against her.) 

MORRIS 
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BLACKIE 
Stop id Why are you doing this? 

^ O R R I S laughs and finishes tying up 
ELLIE'S hands.) 

MORRIS 
Why? 'Cause you screwed everything up, that's why! 
Everything for everybody. For me. Cowan, the Judge. Damn, 
what did you do to him anyway? You got him scared shidess-
I-mean! 

BLACKIE 
Hey. listen, you don't have to do this. We'U move. You 
can have the place. 

MORRIS 
Too kte. Too late! 

(MORRIS stands up.) 

BIACBQE 
I've got money! Hear me? Let us go and I'U give you the 
money. 

MORRIS 
You ain't got that much. 

BLACKIE 
I do. It's my honeymoon, remember? Got five hundred bucks 
right here. In my back pocket. Come get it. It's yours, 

MORRIS 
The buck's got bucks, huh? WTiere? 

Here. I can't reach it. 
BLACKIE 

(MORRIS moves to BIACBQE and bends 
down to check BLACKIE'S back pant's 
pocket As he does, BLACKIE loops his 
arms around MORRIS'S NECBC, puUs him 
down and begins sttangUng him. MORRIS 
lands on top of BLACKIE. MORRIS 
struggles and kicks, but BIACBQE does 
not let go. ELLIE watches in horror as 
BLACKIE sttangles MORRIS to deatii. 
MORRIS Ues stiU. 
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(continuing) 
EUie. Quick Get him off me! 

After a moment of rest, BLACKIE 
attenipts to roU MORRIS off of him, 
but the body ends up across BLACKIE'S 
legs.) 

BLACKIE 

(BIACBQE and ELLIE freeze for a 
moment. BLACKIE suddenly looks around 
and then points to the drawer where 
the kitchen utensils are stored) 

BIACBQE 
(continuing a whisper) 

EUie. Get me a knife. Get Grandpa's knife. It's in the 
drawer. Okay? 

(continuing) 
Come on, EUie! 

(ELLIE looks him and then the drawer, 
but does not move.) 

BLACKIE 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Oh, EUie! You can do this. I know you can. Come on! 

(ELLIE doesn't move.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Look, aU you have to do is pick it up and toss it to me. 
I'U get i t 

(ELLIE stands, but moves further away.) 

BLACBCIE 
(continuing) 

Please. Ellie, you can do it. EUie! Please! 

(ELLIE shakes her head and covers her 
ears with her hands.) 
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BLACKIE 
(continuing; becoming fiantic) 

Help me! You've got to get the knife. 

(ELLIE cowers down, with her back to 
him.) 

ELLIE 
No! Cut me! Cutmecutmecutmecutmecutmecutme! 

BIACBQE 
EUie! EUie! listen-look at me. Look at me! 

(ELLIE tums and looks at him.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

EUie, have I ever Ued to you? 
(a beat) 

Have I? 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.") 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

No, and I'm not now. EUie. You have got to get the 
knife. Sweetie, if you don't, we're both gonna die! I 
don't want to die with you, EUie! I want to Uve with you! 

(a beat) 
Please! The knife. For your Bear Man? 

(ELLIE tums and looks at the drawer, 
then slowly she rises, crosses to the 
drawer and stands in front of i t 
Staring down at it. Slowly, she 
reaches down and pxiUs the drawer 
open. She stares down at its content.) 

COWAN (O.S.) 
I'm back I'm starting in the bedroom! 

(ELLIE'S gaze jerks in the direction 
of COWAN'S voice. She stares back down 
into the drawer. 
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(continuing) 
Whoa! This baby's gonna bum! 

(spying MORRIS) 
Morris? 

Taking a deep breath, almost crying in 
terror, ELLIE snatches the knife up 
with two fingers, rushes with it to 
Blackie and drops it next to him then 
rushes away. BIACBQE snatches the 
knife and falls over "dead" just as 
COWAN re-enters from the living room.) 

COWAN (O.S.) 

What die heU? 

Noooooo! 

(COWAN spies MORRIS and BIACBQE and 
rushes to them, with ELLIE standing 
over them. COWAN rushes over and 
shoves ELLIE out of the way.) 

COWAN 

(When COWAN bends down to check 
MORRIS, BIACBQE grabs COWAN'S shirt, 
and stabs at him. COWAN lets out a 
yeU and falls on top of BLACKIE. 
COWAN grabs BLACKIE'S wrist to keep 
him from stabbing him. With his other 
hand, COWAN begins choking BIACBQE. 
BIACBQE cannot break his hold. As he 
begins to succumb to the choking, 
BLACKIE tries to get ELLIE'S help by 
reaching out his free hand to her. She 
does not come. BIACBQE is fading fast 
when ELLIE suddenly screams, and 
rushes over and buries her fingernails 
into COWAN'S FACE.) 

ELLIE 

(Crying out, COWAN releases BIACBQE, 
and yanks ELLIE hands from off his 
face. As he does, BLACKIE stabs COWAN. 
COWAN stares at him for a long moment 
and then falls over, on top of him, 
dead. 
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EUie. I can't, I can't.. 

For a moment aU is stiU, then 
BLACKIE begins ttying to get COWAN off 
of him, but can't do it.) 

BIACBQE 

(ELLIE does not move. BIACBQE begins 
franticaUy ttying to get COWAN off of 
him. He can't) 

BIACBQE 
(continuing) 

EUie? EUie? You okay? Baby, you okay? 

(continuing) 
EUie! 

(He Ues back down to catch his 
breath. ELLIE raises up. He reaches 
out his hand towards her with the 
knife stiU in it.) 

BIACBQE 

(ELLIE looks at h\vn and the knife in 
horror and screams, franticaUy 
scooting away from him.) 

BIACBQE 
(continuing) 

Come on, EUie, help me. I can't get up. 

(ELLIE shakes her head "no.) 

BIACBQE 
(continuing) 

EUie? What's the matter? What's wrong? Come help me. 

(ELLIE tums her face to the floor and 
covers her head with her hands.) 

ELLIE 
Ihateitlhateitlhateitlhateitlhateitlhateitlhateit 

BLACKIE 
EUie? 
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(BLACKIE realizes that it is the knife 
to which she is reacting.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

It's okay. It's okay. Come here, baby. Quick! 

ELLIE 
It hurt me. 

BLACKIE 
EUie-

ELLIE 
Hurt me here. Cut me. Cut me! You cut me! YOU cut me! 

(BIACBQE realizes what she is saying.) 

BLACKIE 
No, baby. No, baby. I didn't do that. Frank did that He 
cut you. Remember? You saw him. 

(Ihis strikes something inside her.) 

ELLIE 
Frank? 

BLACKIE 
Frank! 

(ELLIE looks down at her wrist and 
then holds it out to BLACKIE.) 

ELLIE 
Him cut—? 

BIACBQE 
Yeah. Him. Not me. I'd never do that to yoa Never in a 
million years. He didn't love you. Sweetie... I do. 

(As ELLIE looks down at her wrist and 
runs her fingers over the scar.) 

ELLIE 
They ugly. 

BLACKIE 
No. Beautiful Like you. 
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(ELLIE points to the knife in his 
hand. It is the barrier between them 
that she can't cross.) 

ELLIE 
That knife! Bad! It cut people! No! 

Sweetie, look! 

(BLACKIE looks at die knife for a 
moment and then at ELLIE. He then 
flings the knife across the room.) 

BLACKIE 

(FinaUy, ELLIE looks at him.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

Look! See? I threw it away. It's over there. It's gone. It 
can't hurt you now. 

(ELLIE looks at die knife. BIACBQE 
tries to get out from underneath COWAN 
and MORRIS, but stiU can't.) 

BLACKIE 
(continuing) 

EUie, please. Come help me. I can't—I can't—I'm stuck 

(BIACBQE lays back down, exhausted. 
ELLIE sees this and quickly crawls to 
him.) 

ELLIE 
Bear Man! 

(when she reaches him) 
Bear Man hurt? 

(BIACBQE sees her, smUes, and puts 
his hand out to her. She takes it.) 

BLACKIE 
No, but I would have been if it hadn't been for my EUie 
Blevins. 

ELLIE 
EUie Blevins. 
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(Together, they manuever liim from 
beneadi COWAN and MORIQS.) 

You bad! 

ELLIE 
(continuing; to the bodies) 

They bad! 
(to BLACKIE) 

Not any more. 

(With that accomplished, they move 
away from the bodies.) 

BLACKIE 

ELLIE 
Not any more? 

BIACBQE 
No, baby. Not anymore. 

(ELLIE keeps her eyes on the bodies 
even as she moves behind BLACKIE and 
cradles him up into her arms and 
cradles him. BIACBQE embraces her 
arms. They sit for a long moment, 
breathing heavUy. Wearily, BIACBQE 
kisses her hands and hold them against 
his face.) 

BIACBQE 
(continuing) 

Oh, baby, what would I do without you? How have I ever 
lived without you? 

(ELLIE sttokes his hair for a long 
moment, then:) 

(with difficulty) 
Mah-toe-wig? 

ELLIE 

BIACBQE 
Ha! TeU you something? I'U teU you something. I need my 
EUie. You mah-toe-wig? 

(ELLIE kisses liim on the head.) 
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ELLIE 
I love my Bear Man. 

CThey continue holding each other.) 

(LIGHTS FADE OUT.) 

(CURTAIN.) 
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